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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHIlNGTON, D.C. 20301

I)C'ENUSCIr, CZ 6 JUN 1986
9OARD

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

THROUGH: UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR RESEARCH AND,_1 ENGINEERING

SUBJECT: Report on the Defense Science Board Task Force on "Conflict
Environment"- ACTION MEMORANDUM

I am pleased to forward the final report of the Defense Science Board Task
Force on "Conflict Environment. Implications of Third World Urban Involvement"
organized at the request of General John W. Veusey, Jr.

This report,which was chaired by Dr. Davis B. Bobrow, in addition to being
briefed to you, has been briefed to the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff and five
Commanders in Chief of our Unified Commands. It tends to be a subject of high
interest to the field commanders who face the unappealing possibility of being
involved in such tough urban situations, but a subject offar less interest to the
Services which are geared more toward larger wars.

I agree with the Task Force that:

1) Avoidance of urban quagmires is the preferred course.

2) Military and political factors and Third World urbanization clash with that
preference.

3) Refusal to face up to possible involvements degrades pre-commitment
asssessments of risks, requirements and subsequent mission performance. Our
current lack of preparedness could catch our National policy makers unaware and
leave the Department in the lurch should some of these situations occur.

4) The steps proposed in this report are modest, inexpensive, and should
provide the most practical help.

I recommend you read Dr. Bobrow's transmittal letter, review the Executive
Summary and the recommendations in Chapter 6 and sign the attached
implementing memorandum.

Charles A. Fowler
Attachments

a/s

iii.



OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON", D.C. 20301

DEPKNmE rCiNCZ
BOR16 MAY 1986

Mr. Charles A. Fowler
Chairman, Defense Science Board
The Pentagon, 3D1020
Washington. D. C. 20301-3140

Dear Mr. Fowler:

In response to a request from General Vessey, then CJCS, we examined problems and U. S.
* capabilities relevant to support for the management and control of large Third World Cities. We were

directed to take a generic approach and a& to examine any particular city, country, or region. While
we recognise that each situation has unique elements, we have found a number of important
characteristics that warrant a general set of US. policy guidelines and capabilities.

We emphasise that avoiding urban involvementr, is by far the wisest course. Yet we also recognize
that in the contemporary world, and the substantially urbanized Third World, U.S. policy may dictate
military operations that cannot avoid cities. Missions may be ordered to support foreign
governments, to protect our own lines of logistics and communications, or for other political and
military reasons. In all those cases failure to maintain a functioning urban environment will pose
grave costs. Absent substantial preparatory steps, U.S. and foreign experience tells us that the risks
of such operatiots will not be properly assessed and operations will encounter serious problems. Even
with those steps, it is clear to us that "avoiding disaster" Is about the most that can be expected in
terms ofsuccess.

We find that currently the Department of Defense is itself poorly prepared to cope with such
entanglements, or to benefit from the substantial capabilities of other parts of the U.S. Government
and the private sector. We also conclude that as currently organized and tasked, relying on crisis-
specific, temporary infusions of money and priority will not make much of a difference.

Accordingly,-we recommend a set of steps that are modest in financial terms but significant in the
allocation of responsibility and infusion of expertise. Particular attention should go to our choice of
the Corps of Engineers to serve as a focal point for basic preparedness. It has far more of the needed
"characteristics than other existing organizations (and we reject as infeasible creating a new Otic

organization). It would of course be better to provide each Theatre with its own suite of people and
equipment. Resource constraints make that unrealistic. Accordingly, we opt for a central pool INSP•ECTEO

- identified by the Corps (but not solely within it) that can be "chopped" to the appropriate Military
Commander for execution.

Thank you for the opportunity to chair this Task Force. The distinguished membership made a
most vigorous and constructive contribution, and I am in their debt. I am also most grateful for your
support and that of numerous U.S. and foreign officials who candidly shared their experiences and
insights with us.

Sincerely,t. • 4  -

Davis B. Bobrow
Chairman, Task Force on y Codes

Conflict Environment d I or
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Defense Science Board Conflict Environment Task Force was formed at the
request of General John W. Vessey, USA, Chairman, Joint Chizf& •-f Staffin
February 1985. It was charged (Appendix A) ýto examine problems of support for
control and management of large urban areas, especially L i hte A ni., World, but not
issues of military seizure and defense. Relevant situations w.e defined to have
small numbers of U.S. personnel relative to the local population. The problem was to
be generic, precluding specific attention to any particular city, region or couutry.
The Task Force did not address any particular city, region or country.

We were posed four questions. What are the control and management
implications of existing, albeit possibly damaged, elements of the urban

infrastructure--physical, economic and social? What are current DoD capabilities in
the areas of intelligence, engineering, civil affairs and psychological operations?
How good is the fit between U.S. operational concepts, capabilities and Third World

urban realities? What changes are needed in those concepts and capabilities?

The Task Force participants (Appendix B) were chosen to provide substantial

operational military command experience, in-depth knowledge of the intelligence

community, expertise on civil functions and relevant military specialties,
professional understanding of country team operations, and insight into the U.S.
Government elements that would have to implement possible recommendations.

The Task Force held extensive discussions with: (a) experts on the functioning
of Third World cities; (b) current and former U.S. offici ds with pertinent

responsibilities in the Services, OSD, and other parts f the Government; (c) foreign
military officers with recent relevant experience (British, French, and Israeli).

Other experience was surveyed through a review of the historical literature
(Appendix E) and briefings on the Soviet experience in Kabul, and that of the U.S.
Marines in Beirut. Special steps were taken to learn the views, capabilities and
plans of the Unified Commands.

History tells us that the most likely situations U.S. forces will face abroad are
those we now label (perhaps euphemistically) as low intensity conflicts and used to

call "small wars" or "military expeditions short of war." These interventions usually

ES-1



take place in the Third World, which is substantially urbanized and increasingly so.
"Avoiding passage through, use of, or presence in Third World cities may amount to
avoiding intervention. Interventions often become dependent on the relatively
orderly functioning of the relevant urban area and facile use of important parts of it
(if only for logistical flow). Much of what will happen in the urban area lies well
outside the control of U.S., forces or the U.S. Government. That makes it all the more
important to foster realistic anticipation of what is likely to happen in the urban
area and contribute to influence at the margin open to the U.S. Those steps must be
taken now to be of value; years or even months for situation specific assessment

planning are probably not going to be available once a crisis arises.

Our problem submits to no cookbook solution. The cities are too diverse, the
"circumstances surrounding an intervention too varied, the U.S. objectives too
heterogeneous. The mission might be to defeat enemy forces, deny an enemy anI urban area, bolster a friendly government, insure the flow of supplies through urban

ports to U.S. and friendly forces elsewhere, or safeguard U.S. citizens, Nevertheless,
some general assumptions seem well-founded:

* Situations will not be ones of World War II type triumphal

occupationiliberation.

* The U.S. will prefer to minimize its role in support for urban control and

management and in particular that of the DoD (and within that, of DoD
combat assets).

a Any DoD role will be intended to be temporary and transitional.

* Our primary purpose will be minimum distraction from the U.S. military

mission and minimum disruption of "normal" civilian life.

* U.S. forces will operate under intense Congressional, media, and public

scrutiny.

* There will be little chance of sustained U.S. Government or DoD priority

for this type problem.

ES-2
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While each instance will be sui generis, we have identified a set of critical
factors and the relative positions on them that bode for disaster or promise some
manageability (Chapter I, Table 3). Unfortunately, those that have the greatest
potential for disaster are the more likely cases for U.S. military involvement.
Perhaps that is why the voices of experience--foreign and U.S.--argue for the greatest
possible caution and prudence before and during involvement (Chapter 2).

Third World urban realities (Chapter 3) are inherently complex. Local
governments have limited functions. Services are chronically overburdened leading
to allocation by connections and corruption. All services are provided by mixes of
formal, high technology and informal labor intensive systems. There is pervasive
interdependence between the city and its hinterland. Large fractions of the
population are poor, young, and un. or under-employed. Nevertheless, there is a
high degree of social organization, and individual and group adaptiveness. Informal
communications and influence networks are as Important as mass communications
and the formal organizations of the public and private sector. Locals often have had
centuries of experience at manipulating foreign intervenors.

Urban complexity demands a sophisticated understanding on the part of U.S.

commanders of how the specific city really works and who really determines what
gets done. Steps to isolate the city from its surroundings will impose very great
support burdens on the U.S. Our commanders will face immediate requirements to
provide what are by local standards minimum essential civil services (electricity,
water, food, public health). Population tolerance for the U.S. presence surely will be
lacking if the U.S. cannot generate mass communications and plug into.local
information networks of communication and influence. Locals will, however, find a
way to cope if allowed to do so and if provided basic resources. U.S. commanders will
have to accept that their ways of coping are not necessarily those we would use or
prefer. U.S. personnel should assume that locals will know more about what the
U.S. is doing than vice versa.

While U.S. capabilities (Chapter 4) are potentially very substantial, those in
being, ready-to-go are but a hollow facade. As for policy leadership and
responsibility, there is none in OSD or OJCS--planning and preparedness for the
Task Force problem lack an advocate, leader or gadfly. Civil affairs and
psychological operations capabilities in the active forces are of the most token and

ES-3



low-level nature and those in the reserves are unavailable or unfocused. We see no

way in which the present arrangements for these functions can provide an

effectiveness multiplier or play a major role in mission assessment, planning or

execution. The intelligence community chronically gives low priority to the Third

World and to urban area non-physical information in particular. No focal point for

support to our problem exists. No systematic use is made of the knowledge available

in other parts of DoD, the U.S. Government or the private sector. The possible

contribution of technical means requires varying combinations of leadtime and

extraordinary priority. One or both of these are often missing in current practice.

Without major changes there will be grave and basic intelligence gaps.

Enormous potentially useful capabilities exist in the engineering elemeuts of

the Services (the Corps and the Seabees in particular), elsewhere in the U.S.

Government (especially the U.S. A.I.D. Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance and

country teams), and in the U.S. private sector (business firms and voluntary

organizations). No systematic arrangements exist to benefit quickly from these

capabilities to assess in a timely manner the needs, difficulties and feasible

measures for support to urban control and management, or to use these capabilities

to implement chosen measures.

Historical experience (Chapter 5) repeatedly yields similar basic lessons. It is

crucial to have a substantial human intelligence network operating before and

during involvement. It is crucial to have or secure cooperation from local elites and

police forces on matters pertaining to the calm functioning of the city. The wise

intervenor maintains the lowest possible profile both with respect to control and

management of the urban area and contact with the local population. The

intervenor will be deaf and dumb without language skills at every point of contact,

e.g., each patrol. Attention to civil function can be postponed only at a heavy price in

terms of errors that haunt subsequent relations and unpreparedness for the end of

what will inevitably be at most a short-lived honeymoon. Yet military commanders

again and again try to postpone attention to civil considerations. The volume of civil

needs is chronically underestimated leading to unexpected burdens on military

logistics, engineering and medical elements. An intervening military establishment

will find the inevitable tension between its logistics requirements and those f'or civil

support made much worse if it is comzritted to non-austere logistics. Whatever may

be preferred, sustained neutrality on the part of the intervenor is impossible. It will

ES-4
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finevitably be drawn into indigenous conflicts. Some frequently offered solutions are
probably illusions. Restricting the ir tervenor presence to one small part of a city

suggests weakness to locals. Announced sanctions, restrictions, and curfews must

be enforced to avoid locals perceiving weakness. Yet their enforcement leads to
resentment. Even intervenors with advantages the U.S. is unlikely to have cannot
eliminate small numbers of hostile cadres. Thus they sooner or later have to face the

choices of withdrawal or accepting continuing casualties and sporadic violence.

The severity and timing of these difficulties can be modified partially by a
combination of: (a) special training (restraint, initiative, skills); (b) special doctrine

(unpredictability, patrol and protection); (c) special equipment (mobile vehicles,
communications, low rate of fire weapons); (d) special force composition (heavy on

intelligence and engineers); (e) early entry of an urban management team; and (iM
timely, usable intelligence disseminated down to patrol leaders. Even if such steps

are taken, the burden of evidence suggests that avoiding a political or military

disaster should be viewed as the limit of feasible success.

This bleak picture leads 14s to recommend four sets of actions (Chapter 6). The
first package consists of ten "policy commandments" to fill the current guidance

vacuum and provide the basis for more detailed doctrine. These principles begin

with the desirability of avoiding Third World cities, recognize that reality may well

not conform to that desire, and emphasize the historical lessons summarized above.

The second package provides for quick help and improved awareness within six

months and for several hundred thousand dollars. This band-aid calls for the

Chairman of the JCS to task part of OJCS to: (a) set up two small teams of senior
operational experts in urban management that will be available on call; (b) request

the major private sector engineering trade groups to form military emergency

committees knowledgeable about private sector capabilities to support urban control
and management in particular cities; and (d) inform the CINCs about these teams

and committees and urge their inclusion in appropriate theater exercises.

The third package suggests institutionally significant but financially modest

steps to lay the foundation for long-term mission preparedness. They will take up to

two years to put in place and involve an annual cost on the order of $50 million. First

they call for the Secretary of Defense designating a responsibly element in OUSD

ES-5



(Policy) to work with the JCS to turn the policy ten commandments in the first
package into authoritative guidance, and to arrange for functional cooperation with
other elements of the U.S. Government for support to urban control and
management. Second, they make the Corps of Engineers the institutional focus for
planning and preparedness by direction of the Secretary and the Chairman; The
problems we address need to be provided with a clear home. No other DoD element
has an equally useful combination of current missions, substantial relevant
resources, private sector ties, pertinent non-DoD linkages in the Government,

foreign experience, emergency responsiveness, civil functions experience, working
relationships with relevant elements across DoD, and senior representation in the

unified commands. The charter the Corps needs is spelled out in detail. Particular
emphasis goes to: (a) granting a strong hunting license to get other elements of DoD
to pre-designate human and material resources; (b) reporting directly to responsible

elements in OSD and OJCS, and (c) working closely with the principal engineering
officer of the Army component of unified commands, That officer would be the
CINC's key agent for unified command requirements and contingencies and
implementation of support for urban control and management. Third, the Secretary
and the Chairman should jointly request the intelligence community to establish a
focal point for support to the Task Force problem.

We conclude with a fourth package of recommendations useful for support to
urban control and management but badly needed for other problems involving the
Third World (e.g., terrorism, security assistance, combat operations). They should be
acted on regardless of views about the feasibility of avoiding Third World cities. The
most important steps to be taken by the Secretary and the Chairman involve:

For intelligence, urge higher priority for "how to find out quickly"
capabilities on the Third World, pilot information assembly and dissemination
efforts (Appendix C) and quick response exercises. Emphasize community
participation in DoD planning and training activities from their inception.

For the National Security Council, request action to develop and exercise
inter-agency arrangements, raise country team priorities for Mission Disaster

Relief Plans (Appendix D), and authorize a CINC participating on every

country team.

ES-6
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For personnel resources, task the ASD(RA) to develop an improved
system to retrieve reserve personnel by language competence/foreign area
experience/civil skiWl. Direct the Army and Navy to develop more personnel
like the Army Foreign Area Specialists. Task the Services to beef up attention
to Third World conflicts with urban control and management aspects in the
Service academies and command and staff colleges.

For psychological operations, establish a central, high quality
psychological opef'ations staff, expert iin mass persuasion and shaping elite
perceptions. Taak the Army to provide the Fourth Psychological Operations
Group with modern, mobile, mass communicatione assets for TV, radio, and use
of direct broadcast satellites.

For effective and secure operations in and around Third World cities,
encourage the unified commanders, the Army and the Marines to develop and
fund requirements for essential types and numbers of equipments (warning
sensors, patrol vehicles, hand radios). Task the Navy to be prepared to provide
Lion or Cub advanced base packages similar to those used in World War H1.

Implementing the many recommendations of this report will require specific
actions by a number of Department of Defense Agencies. See Chapter 6 for a
complete :1escription of those recommendations and actions.

ES-7



Chapter 1.

INTRODUCTION AND PREMISES
Introduction

The Conflict Environment Task Force was formed at the request of General
"John W. Vessey, USA, Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff. It was charged to examine
problems associated wit• U.S. support for the control and management of urban
areas especially in the Third World. This set of problems was recognized by the
1984 be ense Science Board Summer Study on Urban Warfare. The broad range of
problems addressed by that Study precluded concentrated attention on urban control
and management.

The Terms of Reference (Appendix A) emphasized attention to uiban control
and management in contrast to seizure and military defense. They posited a small
number ofinvolved U.S. tormes compared to the size of the local population. The
presence of the local population was recognized as a key factor. The Task Force was
asked to payparticular attention to the control and man agement import of existlng,
albeit possibly damaged, elements of the urban system including water sources an
distribution, medical-facilities and sanitation, transportation facilities and patterns
of use, power sources and networks, communications media, food sources and
distribution, and cultural and educational institutions. Particular attention was
requested to the role of intelligence, and of engineer, civil affairs and psychological
operations units and specialists. The relationship between current DoD concepts of
operations, U.S. capabilities, and situational requirements was to be addressed.
Finally, changes needed were to be identified to the extent it was feasible to do so.

The Task Force was charged to examine and make recommendations pertinent
to the generic problem, in all its variety, not to address any particular situation. We
addressed no particular urban area, country or region and make no
recommendations with respect to any particular urban area, country, or region.

Participants in the Task Force (Appendix B) were selected to provide expertise
on the topics central to the Terms of Reference: (1) U.S. military operations in the
field; (2) how urban areas function; (3) critical U.S. functions; and (4) the
practicalities of implementation in the Department of Defense and elsewhere of
possible recommendations.

The Task Force held five two day meetings. On urban realities, we received a
tutorial from nine experts on Third World cities. On U.S. concepts and capabilities,
we held discussions with individuals with current or previous responsibilities for:
intelligence (the DI.AC, CIA, NSA,USMC, and OSD Net Assessment); civil affairs
(Army staff, TRADOC, 96th Civil Affairs Battalion); psychological operations
(OJCS, Army staff, 4th PSYOP Group); engineers (Corps of Engineers, Air Force
Engineering and Services, Navy SEABEES); a recently retired-CINC; OSD functions
(Reserve Affairs, Humanitarian Assistance, International Logistics); country team
direction (a career Foreign Service Officer who had served as Ambassador in the
Third World); and U.S. capabilities to assist dIistressed civilian populations (U.S.
AID Office of Disaster Relief). To benefit from historical experience, we surveyed
available written materials (Appendix E), and received briefings on the Soviet
experience in Kabul and from foreign experts on their experience (British, French,



Israeli). Information was solicited from current CINCs and the last wave of DoD

sponsored studies (from the Vietnam era) were reviewed.

Is There a Problem?

The U.S. focus on large, high technology wars against a first-rate superpower
military adversary does not imply that those are the most likely situations U.S.
forces will face abroad. What we now label as low intensity conflicts and used to call"small wars" or "military expeditions short of war" are historically shown to be far
more probable. This report does not argue that the DoD should allocate resources in
roportion to that likelihood. It does call for substantial attention to and capability

.r, r assessin the risks and costs associated with prosecuting such
interventions and, second, substantial attention to and preparation for them so long
as decisions have not been made to avoid such interventions. They may arise from
circumstances as diverse as a call for help from a friendly government faced with
external threat or internal turmoil to imminent triumph by revolutionary forces
held to pose unacceptable threats to U.S. interests.

The most likely forms of conflict associated with such interventions Include
terrorism, sabotage, guerrilla war, and civil war. The key military functions
asaIated with such campaigns are less those of fire power than they are security
assistance, intelligence, communications, civic action and psychological operations.

The most probable sites for such U.S. involvements are In the Third World,
where the reality is one of increasing urbanization--already widespread and
accelerated by urban growth rates outpacing those of rural areas. ,Ime Illustrative
data appear in Table . In addition, the Third'World is incroasingly host to mega-
cities--enormous agglomerations of people fueled by in-migration from the
countryside in. search of economic opportunity (see Table 2),

This combination of circumstances implies that U.S. forces may find
themselves dispatched to pursue missions that involve them in passage through or
use of or presence in Third World cities. Avoiding such passage or use or presence
may amount to avoiding intervention. Undertaking such interventions makes
attainment of military objectives often depend on relatively orderly functioning of
the relevant urban area and use of important parts of it. The costs of an intervention
and possibly its ultimate fate then depend on what happens-in the urban area. We
emphasize that much of what happens will be determined by factors well outside the
control of'U.S. forces or indeed the U.S. Government as a whole. That makes it all
the more important to try to realistically anticipate what is likely to happen and to
make the sorts of preparations that canhelp at the margin open to U.S. influence.
The relevant possible interventions are unlikely to have the luxury of years of
focused planning and preparation. Steps now are crucial for informed pre-
intervention assessments and lessening ad hoc scrambles in case of intervention.
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Table 2. LDC MEGACITIES: 1950-2000
(Population of selected urban areas 1950-2000)

(in millions)

Average annual Average annual
Country1950 rate of grow-b IMof grawnh

Mexico City 2.9 5.4% 10.9 4.4% 31.5
Buenos Aires 4.5 2.9% 9.3 1.5% 13.7
Sao Paulo 2.5 5.7% 9.3 3.9% 26.0
Rio dt Janetro 2.9 4.4% 8.3 3.45 19.3
Bogota 0.7 6.5% 3.4 4.2% 9.5
Cairo 2.4 4.3% 6.9 3.6% 16.9
Seoul 1.0 8.3% 7.3 3.8% 18.7
Manila 1.5 4.4% 4.4 4.3% 12.8
Kinshasa 0.2 9.7% 2.0 5.6% 7.8
Lagos 0.3 8.1% 2.1 6.2% 9.4
Shanghai 5.8 2.8% 11.5 2.6% 22.1
Peking 2.2 5.8% 8.9 3.7% 22.0
Jakarta 1.6 5.1% 5.6 4.7% 17.8
Calcutta 4.5 2.4% 8.1 3.7% 20.4
Bombay 2.9 3.7% 7.1 4.2% 19.8
Karachi 1.0 6.2% 4.5 5.4% 16.6
D•velcoed Countries (for comparison)
New York 12.3 1.3% 17,0 1.3% 22.2
London 10.2 0.2% 10.7 0.7% 12.7
Paris 5.4 2.1% 9.2 1.2% 12.4
Tokyo 6,7 3.9% 17.5 2.0% 28.7

Source: UN, City Pr1j'ectios, molium tempo, medium variant (December 1975).

Enormous Variety

The Task Force quickly recognized that we were faced not with a uniform,
homogeneous problem but rather with a melange of possibilities. In part, that is
because of the differences between Third World-urban areas (political, economic,
social and demographic). In part that is because control and management of urban
areas might be (and has been) intended to support different primary U.S. missions-.
defeating enemy forces, denying urban areas to an enemy, bolsteiing a friendly
government, insuring the reliable flow of supplies through urban ports to U.S. and
friendly forces operating elsewhere, or perhaps just safeguarding U.S. citizens. A

.rimitive list of factors that can take many different forms that make a big
difference forms the center column of Table 3. As more items tend toward the left
side of the spectrum the tougher the job will tend to be; toward the right, the easier it
will be. Additionally, one should continually reevaluate the items since many of
these factors are open to change from the time of iU.S. entry until withdrawal.
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Table 3. A SPECTRUM OF CONTINGENCIES

LeIKELY DISASTER INGREDIENT MNGAL

A. URBAN AREA:
LARGE GEOGRAPHIC SIZE SMALL
LARGE POPULATION SIZE SMALL
HIGH DENSITY LOW
HIGH COMPLEXITY OF INFRASTRUCTURE LOW
DIVERSE SOCIO-CULTURAL COMPOSITION HOMOGENEOUS
HOSTILE GROUP RELATIONS FRIENDLY
PERVASIVE LINKAGES TO REST OF COUNTRY THiN
VITAL FOREIGN LINKAGES MARGINAL
HEAVY RECENT IN MIGRATION LIGHT

B. MIUTARY CONTEXT:
HEAVY PHYSICAL DAMAGE LIGHT
SEVERE HOSTILE ACTIVITY TRIVIAL
TOTAL HOSTILE OBJECTIVES SPECIFIC & MARGINAL
COMPREHENSIVE U.S. MILITARY OBJECTIVES SELECTIVE

C. POULTICAUHISTORICAL:
DEPENDENT CITY RELATIONS WITH CENTRAL GOVT. INDEPENDENT
HOSTILE RELATIONS U.S. AND CENTRAL GOVT. FRIENDLY
NEGATIVE ATTITUDES TOWARD US POSITIVE
LITTLE PREVIOUS U.S. PRESENCE GREAT
VAGUE U.S. POLITICAL OBJECTIVES CLEAR
OPEN-ENDED DURATION U.S. MILITARY PRESENCE SHORT
LOW COMPETENCE LOCAL GOVERNMENT HIGH

The chance of any single, specific set of capabilities and concepts being
agorouriate and sufficient for all cases is nil for practical purposes. Any of the
permutations can arise. Worse still, the specifics will matter enormously. Our
problem is then best approached by a search for some general principles about a
usefully flexible set ofconcepts and capabilities, and some suggestions about how to
achieve them. Any set of"how much is enough" specifications would be
unwarranted.

S;ome Limitinir Awgn]ptions

We have bounded our problem in several ways. First, we assume that the
likely universe of situations basically excludes the most familiar types of World War
II cases. That is, we set aside consideration of situations in which the U.S. military
enters as victor after a prolonged conventional war to arrange for the construction of
a new political order in a defeated major enemy country, or as the liberator of a
nation long occupied by that major enemy.

Second, we make some assumptions about U.S. Government preferences and
about constraints on it and on the DoD. The most fundamental U.S. preference will
be to minimize the role of the U.S. in supporting urban control and management and,
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within what is necessary,.to minimize the roll of DoD in general and of military,
combat assets i particular. Preference will go to having locals and friendly third
Uates do as much .a possible of what urban control and management require. The

.S. military role wil then be intended to be temporary and transitional and
emphasize the least possible disruption of the "normal" functioning of the urban
area. Any U.S. military contribution to urban control and management will be
discounted in DoD as it interferes with usual military objectives, and discoVted
elsewhere In the U.S. Government as it interferes with political objectives. U.S.
objectives and actions will be under intense U.S. Congressional, media, and public
scrutiny. We also find it hard to imagine that urban control and management will
"rank high on the priority list of U.S. military commanders or civilian DoD officials
for any sustained period.

The limiting conditions we assume combined with the enormous variety of
potentially relevant situations guide the types of recommendations we have sought.
We waLted ones that are modest to invisible in their resource requirements. We
wanted ones that are realistically generic and quick reaction because planning time
is ikel to be very short. Finally, we wanted suggestions that would diffuse needed
capai 'ties well- down in the military chain of command. That is where much of
U.S.L- local interaction will take place, and there is little chance that very much
specialized e:-pertise will be available and deployed before events are well underway.
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Chapter 2.

VOICES OF EXPERIENCE

A.. ConeMorv

"BEING BULLISH ON AMERICA IS NOT THE PARAMOUNT INGREDIENT
FOR OPERATING A CHINA SHOP IN THE THIRD WORLD."

-a senior city manager--

"IF YOU HAVE GRINGOS WITH BAYONETS ON EVERY STREET CORNER,
EVEN THE TEENAGERS OPPOSED TO THE LOCAL COMMUNISTS WILL PUT
A KNIFE IN THEIR BACK."

--a senior U.S. military commander--

"EVERY ISRAELI OFFICER'S NIGHTMARE IS TO HAVE TO CONTROL AN
INHABITED ARAB CITY."

--an Israeli reserve officer, veteran of 5 wars-.

"AVOID THE CITY UNLESS YOU HAVE THE FORCES TO CONTROL THE
WHOLE CITY."

--a senior Israeli ofiicer--

"-IT DOESNT GET BETTER, IT ONLY GETS WORSE"

--a senior Israeli Commander--

"IF THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT ISN'T SUPPORTIVE, YOU'RE ON THE
WRONG SIDE."

--a senior British Military Commander

-7-
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B. USMC. 1940 (Small Wars Manual)

"Small wars are conceived in uncertainty, are conducted often with precarious
responsibilit. and doubtful authority, under indeterminate orders lacking specific
instructions.

"Small war situations are usually a phase of, or an operation taking place
concurrently with, diplomatic effort. The political authorities do not relinquish
active participation in the negotiations and they ordinarily continue to exert
considerable influence on the military campaign. The military leader in such
operations thus finds himself limited to certain lines of action as to the strategy and
even as to the tactics of the campaign."

"United States forces 'dribble in' to the countries in which they intervene.....our
Government is observed endeavoring to accomplish its end with the minimum of
troops, in fact, with nothing more than a demonstrationof force if that is all that is
necessary and reasonably sufficient. This policy is carried on throughout the
campaign and reinforcements are added by "driblets."

"The responsibility of officers...and the training necessary are of a very different
order fr'om their responsibilities and training in ordinary military duties. Instead of
striving to gonerate the maximum .power with forces available, the goal is to gain
decisive results with the least application of force and the consequent minimum loss
of life."

"Experience must not lead to an underestimate of the modern irregular, supplied
with modern arms and equipment.... All../his/...natural advantages, combining
primitive cunning and modern armament, will weigh heavily in the balance...if a
careless audacity is permitted to warp good judgment."

"No defined battle front exists...hostlle forces in occupied territory will employ
guerrilla warfare...rear installations and lines of communications will be
threatened. Movements will be retarded by ambuscades and barred defiles, and
every detachment presenting a tempting target will be barassed or attacked. ...The
population will be honeycombed with hostile sympathizers..."

"-8-
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Chapter 3.

URBAN REALITIES AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS

The prevalence and growth of urbanization in the Third World only begins to
suggest its importance. Urban areas are the driving factors for economic growth'
and international trade and host transport hubs. Major cities are the homes for
almost all modern Institutions of national integration (political, economic, and
cultural). Foreign, and to a lesser extent indigenous, perceptions of who controls
the country are heavily shaped by judgments about who controls the cities,
especially the capitol city. These common features operate while urbanization
differs widely in degree and content between countries.

Third World Urban Systems

Most urban areas are internally very diverse physically (from high-rise office
towers to sprawling shanty towns), economically (from modern, advanced
technology enterprises to the most simple forms of individual barter), and
culturally (along religious, ethnic, and tribal lines). A large fraction of the
population lives in slums and squatter settlements (see Table 4). Most of even the
poorest sections have some urban services (if sporadically), especially electricity
and communal water (see Table 5). some of the poorest parts of the population
often live in the heart of the city. A large share of the population is young and
many of them are unemployed or underemployed. There often is little co-location
of housing, work, and shopping. Many systems are composites of the modern in
terms of technolopy and organization and the more traditional. For example,
communications includes television, tle.phone, mobile networks, transistor
radios, ham radios, satellite ground stations, and very important oral networks.
Informal social organization is ubiquitous even among the poor. In general,
informal structures and institutions marked by low technology, labor-intensive,
small scale operations play a much more important role than in the industrialized
countries.
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Table 4. INCIDENCE OF SLUMS AND SQUATTER AREAS IN SELECTED LDC CITIES

Slums and Squatter Settlements

Country City as Percent of City Population

Sub-Saharan Africa

Cameroon Douala 80 1970)
Yaounde 90 1970)

Ethiopia Addis Ababa 90 1968)
Ghana Accra 53 1968)
Ivory Coast Abidjan 60 1964)
Kenya Nairobi 33 1970)

Mombasa 66 1970)
Liberia Monrovia 59 1970)
Madagascar Tananarive 33 1969)
Malawi Blantyre 56 1966)
Nigeria Ibadan 75 1971)
Senegal Dakar 60 1971)
Somalia Magadishu 77 1967)
Sudan Port Sudan 55 1971)
Tanzania Dar es Salaam 50 1970)
Togo Lome 75 1970)
Upper Volta Ouagadougoou 70 1966)
Zaire Kinsh asa 60 1969)
Zambia Lusaka 48 1969)

Emena

Iraq Bahgdad 29 (1965)
Jordan Amman 14 1971)
Turkey Ankara 60 1970)

Istanbul 40 1970)
Izmir 65 (1970)

Lebanan Beirut 1.5 1970)
Morocco Casablanca 70 1971)

Rabat 60 (1971).

Low Income Asia

Afghanistan Kabul 21 Q1971)
India Calcutta 33 01971)

Bombat 25 (1971)
Delhi 30 (1971)
Madras 25 (1971)
Baroda 19 (1971)

Indonesia Jakarta 26 (1972)
Bandung 27 (1972)
Makassar 33 (1972)

Nepal Katmandu 22 (1961)
Pakistan Karachi 23 (1970)
Sri Lanka Columbo 43 (1968)
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Table 4. INCIDENCE OF SLUMS AND SQUATTER AREAS IN SELECTED LDC C&I ES
(continued)

Slums and Squatter Settl ements
Country Ciyas Percent of City Population

Middle Income Asia

Hong Kong Hong9 Kong 16 1969)Korea Seoul 30 1970)
Busan 31 1970)

Malaysia Kuala Lumpur 37 1971)
Philippines Manila 3S 1972)
Singapore Singapore 15 1970)

Latin America and Ciribbean

Brazil Rio de Janeiro 30 (1970)
Belo Horizonte 14 1970)
Recife 50 (1970
Porto Alegre 13. 1970)
Brazilia 41 1970)

*Coilumbaatiogot 60 ~ 1964)
ChileuSaniags o 25 6 1964)

Call 30 1969)
Buenaventura so 1 1969)

Ecuador Guayaquil 49 "1969)Guatemala Guatemala City 30 1971)
Honduras Tocgla25 1970)
Mexico mggpc Ct 46 1970)
Pahama Panama City 17 1970)Peru Lima 40 1970)

Arequipa 40 1970)
Chimbote 67 1970)

Venezuela Craacas 40 1969)
Maracaibo 50 1969)
Sarq uisimeto 41 1969)
CuidadGuayane. 40 (1969)

*Definition% vary from country to country and from city to city, therefore, these data only present
the roughest of impressions regarding the housing problem in these cities.

52rt Orville F. Grimes, Housing for Low Income Urban Families: Economics and Politics in the
Developing World. Baitimore, The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1976.
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Table 5.
PERCENT OF POPULATION WITH ACCESS TO WATER SUPPLY AND EXCRETA

DISPOSAL: REGIONAL AVERAGES*

Region Access to Water Access to Excreta Disposal

Urban Rural Urban Rural

Sub-Saharan Africa 66.3 10.4 70.3 14.2

Middle East, North Africa,
and Southern Europe 74.3 64.4 94.0 93.0

South Asia 66.3 17.2 66.9 2.5

East Asia and Pacific 68.3 9.8 66.6 14.8

Latin America & Caribbean 78.0 34.9 80.3 25.4

0 Estimates are based on information for years between 1973 ant 1977 as data availability permit.
Source: World Bank estimates as of September 1978.

The demand for urban services and facilities is massive and those support
systems are chronically strained and normally inadequate. For example, fire
protection services are minimal in terms of equipment trained personnel and
sufficient water availability. Yet the fire vulnerabilities are great--high rise
buildings, gasoline tank farms, quick to burn densely packed dwellings. Because of,
or in spite of, chronically inadequate services, populations dl lay enormous
adaptiveness even in very difficult situations, as in Beirut. F lows in and out of the
city to and from its periphery and internationally are crucial to its functioning.

These features suggest in general, first that there is no substitute for detailed
knowledge of the particular urban area and, second, that complexity makes foreign
micro-management impossible. They also yield some more specific implications.
Blockage and interruption of flows between the city and its periphery, or between
the city and the rest of the world will be very disruptive unless some substitute
arrangements are made quickly. For example, massive food supplies will have to be
provided some new way. Large elements of the population are volatile, and hard to
fence off without disrupting the city and using very manpower consuming means.
Isolation of particular parts of the city, other than distinct embassy quarters or
government compounds, will disrupt the lives of much of the population. The
population is used to a chronically bad level of services--yet they are used to some
services. Physical disruption of what has existed or delay in patchwork fixes will
have grave effects very quickly. These effects will be felt across the population,
including the poor. Emergency services, inadequate in trenquil times, are incapable
of surging to meet more demanding times, at least without large infusions of
equipment, supplies, and trained personnel. Control of modern, formal
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organizations does not amount to control of the major functional elements of the city
including the diffusion of information and rumor, Yet the modern formal
organizations are the easiest to contact and, at least on the surface, to control and
manage. The major urban resource is the adaptiveness of population who will often
find ways to cope if they are allowed to do so.

Third World Urban Governance

The major job of city officials is to avoid and to cope with crises, not to manage
in any textbook sense. Local officials have little authoity and are marginal to many
basic urban fumctions unless the city is a national (or at least a provincial) capitol.
Even if it is central government officials and institutions and members of the ruling
national political party or clique play an enormous role. There is little to no
experience at the .ocal level with policy initiative independent of the national ruling
elite. There is no integrated urban management at either the local, provincial or
national level. A large share of local government funds comes from national
ministries or public corporations and some from foreign donors. For example, one-
fourth to one-third of urban government operating budgets come from higher levels
of government.

This does not mean that city governments are of trivial importance. They often
are the single largest employer in an urban area. They play a major role in
numerous functional areas: water supply and sanitation (sewage); solid waste
collection and disposal- street maintenance (cleaning, traffic management, repair of
drains); electricity supply; maintenance of public works; regulation of markets and
slaughter houses, cemeteries and crematoria; and fire protection. Their role is
minor, however, with respect to criminal justice, transportation, post-elementary
education, and the construction of major elements of urban infrastructure. The
taxing authority they have tends to center on property taxes and charges on goods
entering and leaving the city,

Bureaucratic pathologies flourish--nepotism, favor trading, sabotage and
'indifference. Corruption is pervasive and institutionalized as a practical way to
manage excess demand for city services. The power of officials is primarily based on
their family connections, personal power base, age and only theu on education,
training and competence.

It follows that any U.S. attempt to support urban control and management will
face the problem of missing pieces and functions in the absence of a friendly and
operating national government. It that eventuality, having the local authorities
continue even with their prior functions will probably require an immediate infusion
of funds. Funding requirements will be especially great if flows of goods in and out of
the city have stopped or changed to deny revenue frnm customary charges. Even if
local government funding is maintained and the national government is functioning
and frendly, there will be no local transfer point for comprehensive U.S. schemes
about how the city should run.

. Breakdown from its previous level of effectiveness by the local government will
quickly exacerbate problems of public health and mobility within the urban area.
Those breakdowns are ones that will pose difficulties for U.S. personnel. Attempts to
get the local level bureaucracy to function along V lines will produce breakdown
or~passive indifference eqjivalent to it. Any thret 'nking local officials'
privileges, or to those of members of ..ieir families, v,, . be resisted stubbornly.

-13-
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Avoiding such threats and assessing the importance of particular officials and

influentiais requires a knowledge of family ties.

Some Law and Some Order

Foreign military forces involved in the control and management of cities in
other countries will soon find military operations becoming blurred with law
enforcement and police activity. Foreign military forces engaged in police activity
quickly wear out whatever welcome they had. Accordingly, getting the local police
organizations to do the job is of great importance.

Third World countries differ greatly in the incidence and prevalence of various
types of crime, and in their police, judicial, and corrections institutions. Differences
iinegal systems are not very important for street-levelplice xork, but differences
in political systems are. In particularpolice forces in Communist governed
countries have some special features. .m practice, there usually wilL be numerous,
independent"police forces"-local, national, judicial, secret, reserve. In general, they
are unimpreuivu (o .rrupt, inefficient, ill-paid, poorly equipped and btined). Urban
areas are marked by rising crime rates. in some cases, Latin America stands out.
They are characterized bylevels of violence (especially murder) far in excess of the
U.S. In others, crimes of violence are much rarer. There will often be a conflict
between the obligations placed on a foreign intervenor by international law and the
routine violation of these norms by the prevailing local criminal "justice" system.
(The pertinent body of international law lies in the Universal Declaration of Human
Riphts, the U.N. Codo of Conduct for Law Enforcement Officials, the U.N. Standard
Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners, and the Fourth Geneva Convention
on the Protection of Civilians).

The foreign intervenor has no attractive choice but to seek the cooperation of
the local police institutions, and they will usually obey whoever rules. That makes it
imperative to be aware of citizen attitudes toward the police (often negative) and to
understand where the members of the police fit in the ocal scheme of things (social
composition, political ties). It is wise to choose military security control boundaries
that coincide with existing police territorial zones. Even if the polhe are unpopular
and corrupt, firing them will backfire by turning them into a hostile factor. Instead,
efforts shoild be made to coopt and constrain them. Doing so may involve special
efforts to locate those with good profesuional training (e.g., graduates of U.N.
programs), provide some improved equipment (transportation and communications),
and manipulate checks and balances provided by numerous independent police
organizations. Martial law offers no panacea. It has been found to be
counterproductive on an extended basis, and sometinres even in the short-run Thejudgment about how much law and order, or more practically how much criminality,
locals will toierate can only be made in the light of prior local experience, not against
U.S. siandards. A small team of criminal justice experts (5-10) can grasp the essence
of an urban situation in a week with good access.

Transportation

Transportation systems are a key to how the segments of an v .ban area
interact, and to how U.S. personnel can move themselves and moritor or control the
movement of others. Most Third World urban areas have two trta•sportation
systems--formai and paratransit. Formal systems are characterizod by large
organizations, bureaucracy, imported technology, scheduled services, fixey
farepirates, and limited employment opportunities. Their leadership often lodges at
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the national level. They tend to display a neglected and deca.yed infr~astrcture

physically mad apathy in personnel performance. Paratransit stands in contrast

characterized by great decentralization, low barriers to entrY, family andin i@dual entrepre~neur, organization, adapted technology, negotiated prices, and

flexible routes, destinations and times of service. Paratransit tends to be labor
absorbing. It often covers a much greater fraction of the urban area than the formal
system, matters more for the Ior (including for daily food purchases), and Is more
likely t function through tur ulence and conflict. Paratraisit operators are
increasingly oranized and politically important (e.g., Manila). Paratransit often
includes a waterborne element. Together with elements of the formal system,
paratransit plays a key role in the movement of pods and people into and out of the
cit~y, including its food supply zone that may extend up to 100 kilometers from theurban center.

.Phy y., tha street network in the city core and in older residentiali neighborhoois often narrow and irregular, making access by large vehicles
imposible. Government and private sector facilities important to urban growth
0ftn are in those districts. In those same situations in the larger cities trafl
congestion is terrible. Large par-ts of the urban area .that are newer and moresuburban are more open. In almost all caas, interdcty bus terminals are important
mobility control points.

Control of movement by locals will have to apply to both formal and paratransit
systems. If the latter has a waterborne element, control will require appropriate
("brown water") ships. Control that involves severing transport links to the
hinterland will produ •=hvdiate food supply problems. Obstruction of the
paratrmnsit system, for example through ftiel allocations practices, will disrapt the
functioning of the urban area. Continued functioning of transoortation will require
special provision of leadership for the formal system and a negotiated understanding
with paratransit operators. Planners should assume that motorized access to
densely populated areas and the urban core will be problematic, and that rafflic
delays there will be endemic. Attempts to shut down those areas to indigenous
traffic, e.g., through curfews, wiD. be disruptive.

Medicine aNd Public Health
iealth care in Third World cities involves a mosaic of providers: public and

private; national and local; indigenous and international; modern and traditional.
Most lar1ae cities will have poorly supplied and manned clinics or health stationis,
large and artiquated hospitals, indigenous systems of care (healers, traditional
medicine) functioning inpendently of the government and at least one high-tech,
well-equipped hospital for the wealthy and influential. Health services are always
in short supply and. stendards are v e low. Most of the population has no access to
the formal, modern medical system. s is usual in situations of chronic scarcity,
nepotism, incompetence and graft flourish. Urban health care resources are
overwhelmed by "Fourth World" people--youn gmigrants from rural areas. Urban
populations are divrse with respect to medical and public health standards and
expectations, triggers for seeking care, points of entry into care systems, and the
informal communications through which they learn of the availability and quality of
care. Little can be done without language capability on the part of the care
providers. For much of the population, foad, employment and income are more
important than health care.
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Many diseases are endemic especially infectious diarrheas and respiratory ills.
The chances of epidemic that will spill over onto foreigners are great, in part because
water supply systems are almost always qualitatively dangerous. Emergency
systems are poor to non-existent as are referral and transfer systems.
Pharmaceutical supplies are short and an active black market functions in normal
times. Existing stocks may be outdated, of questionable quality, and hard to locate.
Critical information on health care asses and on health problem may not be readily
at hand in the urban area. That information may be available from the U.S. Public
Health Service Center for Disease Control (including through its contacts with the
World Health Organization and AID), private foundations, NIH, the U.S. Mission,
voluntary organizations including the International Red Cross, and the world-wide
medical research laboratories maintained by DoD.

The foreign intervenor should recognize the critical need to assemble basic
information on health care assets, how the systems work, and who counts in them.
Once again, no single local personality or organization will be clearly in cha rge.
Once again, the informal system is important and must be kept running. It should
be understood that there is no local capacity to handle a surge of emergency cases
and even current levels of care may require an immediate infusion of supplies to
meet civilian medical needs. These include the basics and blood. Triage will be
inevitable should operations induce significant numbers of civilian casualties. Local
norms for health care should be accepted, not reformed although it may be possible to
treat some visible ills, especially of children. Preventing the spread of diseases
readily communicable to U.S. personnel suggests urgent attention to waste disposal,
disposal of bodies, temporary vector control (lice, mosquitos), ant water supply.
Mass vaccinations may be necessary to avoid epidemics.

Some Maxims for Dealini with Locals

Recognize that locals behave in terms of perceived self- interest. They will be
keenly aware of four sets of interests at work: those of the U.S. intervenor; of hostile
elements; of local "cooperators"- and of the general population. They size these up as
they, operate curre Atly and are likely to evolve (what about after the U.S. leaves?) to
arrive at judgments about their stakes, risks and payoffs. The local situation will
inevitably be complex and that argues for avoiding grand plans in favor of simple
and modest agendas and actions. It will be prudent to keep the U.S. involvement and
profile aa low as possible. That will help to avoid interfering With local, self- starting
efforts to keep the city functioning and to repair or adapt to interrupted functions.
Always ask, what would happen if the U.S. wasn't here? If conflict as broken
patterns of cooperation between elements in the city try to re-cstablish them.
Otherwise, self-help efforts to restore urban functioning will be 4everely hampered
and U.S. personnel caught up in internecine local conflicts.

A Realistic scepticism is essential. Recognize that the most likely collaborators
may be those most marginal to the local power structure. Beware of locals
experienced in dealing with U.S. organizations who may well be cleverer than novice
intervenors. Locals will compete for intervenor resources and will milk the. naive
and uncoordinated intervenor. The limits on what local authorities can deliver
should not be confused with what they promise or assent to superficially. Practices
that traditionally get things done locally such as bribes, favors and corruption
should be allowed to continue.

The reality is that locals will probably know what the intervenor is doing but
that the intervenor will only know in a timely fashion what locals are and are not
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doing through access to informal, oral networks. Accordingly, there is no adequate
substitute for language competence and prior connections with locals. Direct
contacts with persons who are important in the local scheme of things, including
members of important families, are crucial. This set of individuals may only slightly
overlap the Westernized, official elite. The necessary contacts and banls information
to identify key individuals are often available in U.S. civil departments and
agencies, U.S. firms, !nternational governmental organizations, international nol-
governmental organizations, and U.S. and foreign voluntary organizations.

Finally, conformity with local mores in public and in private interactions with
locals can avoid a great deal of trouble.

Some Maxims for What To Do First

The most important first step will be find informants on the local situation and
to grasp their motives and status. That step becomes more feasible by finding non-
locals who can provide the appropriate contacts and relevant perspective.
Establishing good relations with important local communicators and opinion-
makers comes next. Success in these endeavors provides the basis for identifyinig the
local power structure (formal and informal) and developing personal relationships
with them. Admissions of ignorance and invitations to proiide help are useful.

Substantively, priority should go initially to dealing with problems that have
Immediate disaster, crisis potential. -It helps to have a "worry list" of events and
situations that would persuade locals to withdraw from contact and active or passive
cooperation. Opposition is always possible and great effort should go to avoiding the
conversion of locals into hostile cadres or at least tacit supporters of hostile elements.
Effective communications are essential to this objective. That need will not be met
on an ad hoc basis. Instead it requires the planned careful blending of Identified key
audiences, acceptable characterizations of the U.S. presence, credible aources, and
appropriate technology. Turmoil or a vacuum conducive to the spread of negative
rumors will impose very high costs. That is particularly true with regard to the
large share of the urban population composed of young unemployed or
underemployed males.

After disaster avoidance, the next step should be to pick a few areas of probable
success that provide cheap, symbolic changes visible to and welcome by locals. Basic
supplies, acceptable forms of"street medical care" and public health mea3ures are
candidates. Consideration should also go to roles and activities for the volatile
young. Especially at the outset, it is important to avoid challenging customs dear to
locals, especially influential ones. That means refraining from replacing
incompetents and sceptics. Also, it is prudent to assume from the very begining that
any honeymoon will not last. Deterioration is especially likely if the U.. presence
was initially presented as tnmporary and the locals expected a cornucopia of benefits.
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Chapter 4.

U.S. CAPABILITIES AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS

U.S. capabilities to support control and management of large urban areas in
the Third World are In a sorry state. What capabilities do exist within the DoD and
national security agencies are trivial or barred from timely focus on the mission by
priority, law and regulation, or tacit norms. The relatively substantial capabilities
that exist in other parts of the U.S. Government and in the private sector are
effectively unavailable to military planners, in large measure because they are
unknown by them. In addition, more specific U.S. capabilities are constrained by
two more general features of the U.S. military system: access to reserve personnel
and the lack of a doctrine of austere logistics.

Reserve Personnel Resources

There are two crucial questions with regard to military reserve personnel. Can
members with relevant skills be quickly identified? Can they be called into service?
The answer to the first question is negative. There is no t melycapability to identify
reserve personnel by such Identifying characteristics as civil saill, language
competence, and foreign experience. Doing so at this time would Involve calls to
numerous reserve unit commanders. The answer to the second question is mixed
and involves varying types of reserves and of mobilizations.

RA 1Met Reaservemembers are obligated for 14 days of annual trainin; and onew ed r onh .A fraction of them are really full time military. Indvidal
•ea impumf/ndividual Natonal ui members can volunteer for active-duty at
any time can be called up involuntarily by Service Secretaries for up to 14 days per
year, and (if DoD initiative succeeds) may be recallable for up to 30 days of active
duty training. Staby..b ResrveLmembers are only available under national
mobilization by on essiona action. Of the Retired Reserves. Retred Re lars can
be selectively recalled by Service Secretaries, while Retred Reservists become
available only with a national declaration 6f emergency.

There are various mobilization alternatives currently legislated and proposed.
The smallest and most relevant for our concerns is the "up to 10000 call-up.
Under its terms, the President can invoke It without declaring a national
emergency. Conress must be notified within 48 hours and continuation is limited to
"90 days without Congressional approval. However, the call-up is limited to the
Selected Reserves and within them to whole units, not individual skill. specialties.

In sum, personnel may only be available for our concerns if they volunteer or
are used in the "active duty training" mode.

Lokstics Problems and Ovtions

Non-austere U.S. force demands for logistics and support compound the
difficulty of relations with locals, including support to urban control and
management. A most highly leveraged course of action to improve relations with
locals and support for urban control and management involves "load- shedding," that
is, disciplining U.S. Forces to live at the lowest feasible standards; limiting ourselves
to bare essential minima. Failure to depress our level of demand creates conflicting
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logistical requirements and carries with it a plethora of small support units that
often are hard to manage in relations with locals. The key routine document is the
Theater Construction Policy, a document created by unified commanders. The
document should impose limits consistent with the minimum without which the
command would die.

The feasibility of this course of action depends heavily on prevailing Service
and Joint doctrine which spells out operational concepts for logistical and other
support in theaters of operations. The considerations that enter into those critical
baselines lie well beyond the charter of the Task Force. Suffice it to note that the
nature of prevailing doctrine works against austere logistics, thus compounding the
difficulties of support to urban control and management.

Host Nation Support Agreements, (with policy leadership from International
Logistics in OASD(MI&L)), can be helpful if: 1) they exist for conflict sites; 2) the
host government is willing and able to meet its obligations; and 3) those include
support to urban control and management. There are almost no agreements with
Thiid World governments. Many pertinent contingencies Involve situations where
obligations are unlikely to be met even if they exist. Existing agreements deal with
support to U.S. forces, not support to urban control and management. The last point
is relatively easy to change but the first two pose formidable difficulties.

A different way of dealing with logistics problems is the Army Logistics Civil
Augmentation Program (LOGCAP) now entering the implementation stage. The
pro.ram seeks to lessn the logistic support shortfall for U.S. forces by means of
cvilan contractors who would operate in theater. The program emphasizes
contingency contracting for overseas wartime support, and modifying peacetime
contracts to provide for continued support in wartime. The concept involves detailed
preplanning for particular contingencies, and exercises of those planned capabilities
or operations such as port operation and base construction. Similar arrangements

can be imagined for support to urban control and management.

Intelolience

Intelligence is obviously vital before and during such an involvement. It must
serve the needs of high level policy officials and military commanders down to those
in command of smairtactical units such as patrols. Limits on the quality, timeliness,
and coverage of available intelligence have grave implications. They degrade
estimates of risks associated with deployment to a Third World city, choices of
feasible objectives, and the effectiveness of operational steps.

The intelligence needed for mission selection and execution involves a
combination of (1) long lead-time human intelligence with political import, (2) a
descriptive data base rich in urban detail, (3) quickly usable technical means, and (4)
forms of information provision directly useful to tactical units. As matters now
stand, there is a profound lack of collection, retrieval, and analysis of information on
Third World cities. What does happen is frantic activity in the midst of a hot crisis, a
"catch-up" process, and selective efforts devoted to the safety of U.S. personnel.
There is no standing set of requirements for information pertinent to the support of
urban control and management. This situation in part follows from the perception
that the large number of-potentially relevant urban areas makes comprehensive, up
to date information on other than a tiny fraction of them too much of a r~esource
burden. In sum, Third World priorities are chronically low, and urban ones are
perhaps the extreme case.
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The intelligence data bases and products that do exist rovide physicea and
geographic information (roads, railroads, airports, ports, .ice building, churches,
schools, media sites, utility plants). Social and .litical information (exactly the
sorts emphasized in our discussion of urban reaities) is rare. That is the case even
though abundant information on those matters is often collected by other parts of the
U.S. Government or other organizations to which it has access. The problem is not
that "no one knows." The recurrent result is a frantic scramble for information
immediately prior to an order to Intervene (go to the bookstore and buy some
guidebooks, find some hotel brochures).

What does go on is concentra(d in the Military Geography Branch of the
Defense Intelligence Analys s Center (DIAC) and the CIA. The former consists of 47
people responsible for world natural resources, demography, and cities. Its major
customer is the JSTPS. Two product series are particularly relevant. IntegratedOperational Support Studies (lOSS) are very general emphcszing entry and
mobility. They contain nothing about people and networks of people. They are
updated eviry three years for various countries or regions. Counter Terrorist
Support.Packages (CTISP) focus on U.S. overseas facilities as terrorist targets and
emphasize entry and exit details based on overhead means. They are silent on local
people or groups. There is a tiny effort to produce town plans, but it is limited to the
U.SSR. General mapping procurement provides helpful products, but of
substantially gross scale. CIA conducts a modest effort in its Geography Division,
and some information is scattered among country analysts. A couple of cities may be
examined every couple of years. Although there is a modest contract effort on urban
socio-economic statistics, there is no ongoing work on social geography (group
locations, neighborhood character, histories of violence).

Capabilities that do exist are significantly inaccessible. Proper leadtime for
reiguirements and sufficient priority would allow for substantial collection using
existing hardware, off- the-shelflashups, and (more conditionally) language
qualified personnel. Military Security Assistance personnel do have access to much
relevant information, but are barred from collecting intelligence. Additionally,
career movement is blocked between that specialty and defense attache
assignments. Defense attaches are often in country, and in the urban area, but their
training and tasking are inappropriate. Members of ihe U.S. private sector often
have much relevant knowledge, but there is no system for finding them and gaining
their help. Often employees of other parts of theU.S. Government or members of the
active duty or reserve forces have relevant knowledge, experience, and skills--but
thei a is no system (even a loose- leaf telephone book) for taking advantage of such
assets. Occasional (very occasional) exceptions to this picture are associated with
U.S. militarypresence in the country in question and intense demand by the
responsible CINC.

The current situation and its deficiencies were well illustrated by the USMC
"peacekeeping" experience in Beirut. The requirements for military operations
(support to urban control and management were not significant objectives) called for
knowledge of the city equivalent to that possessed by the local government and
elites, with at least equivalent timeliness, national assets were made available but
encountered several complications. Request channels for some assets bypassed the
normal chain of conmmand; product from others was too late in arrival for maximum
helpfulness. Turf issues were present between civilian and military intelligence
personnel. Field commanders were both dependent on information from particular
local groups and third parties (e.g., Israelisi with their own interests and at the same
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time given un•,lear guidance about ir formation sharing with possibly cooperative
local elements. Preparatory steps we'e not taken that recognized the difference
between what commanders would "need to know" and "need to locate." Information
was often provided in Irorms not readily usab.h, by operational units (patrols need
maps, not coordinates). Arrangements for access to national HU.NT were at best
cumbersome and the milihtar had not maintained its own collection arrangements.
Improvements are needed to lessen unhelpful command layering, facilitate-local
coordination between U.S. civilian and military intelligence officials, focus SIGINT
assets on tactical needs, and provide local commanders With "lower technology"
overhead assets (drones or even model airplanes with 135mm cameras)..

The primary difficulty is not one of formulating information needs. A gross
outline is provided in Appendix C. A more detailed one focused on civil affairs can be
found in the USMC publication CABIR: Civil Affairs Basic Information
Reguire~ments.

Barring changes, it is only realistic to assume that U.S. military commanders
"asked to support control and management of Third World urban areas will have to do
so on the basis of poor intelligence. That situation will only change if there are high
priorities established well before an intervention. CINCs with Third World
responsibilities are the major promising source in DoD of competitive priorities.
Since almost any effort would be an improvement, some modest possibilities for
marginal change should be noted. There is a need to identify a generic minimum
useful data base for Third World cities. For particular urban areas, there is a need to
provide military planners with lists of who to call who either know the urban area or
know who knows it. Finally there is the matter of arranging for timely use of
abundant information collections outside DoD and the intelligence community,
beginning with knowledge of where they are.

Civil Affairs

Active duty strength is less than 200 with more than 90% of personnel in the
reserves (some 4,700 People). The only dedicated units are in the Army. More than
half of the reserve units are assigned to facilitate FRG host nation support supplies
to U.S. forces in the event of a war on the Central Front. The remainder are assigned
to different CINCs who set their mission. The assignment does not reflect special
theater qualifications. Those assignments often resemble the supply facilitation
mentioned for the FRG. Individuals may be well-qualified by profession, foreign
experience and language to contribute to the support of urban control and
management of a particular Third World city. There is, however, no proper system
for finding those individuals or getting them on to active duty. Active duty
personnel are seldom specialized in eilther country or urban Function terms. Only
seven Foreign Area Specialists are authorized, and the rank structure of the unit
would be hard put to accommodate more. An active duty team sent to Grenada took
checklists, not 'how to fix it, make it work" skills. Reserves are fast losing whatever
they had of the detailed, practical skills a CINC needs, for example, to operate a port.
Reserve recruitment priorities are not policy driven, or supported by special
incentives.

Planning at the CIN C level often does take place, even though civil affairs
staffing often is one person, part-time. Perhaps, that is why the plans are generally
unhelpful and focused on occupation, national development, or foreipn internal
defense, The plans rarely address division rf labor with local authorities, other parts
of the U.S. Government, or use of U.S. private sector capabilities.
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The higher level process f9r civil affairs sounds good--on paper. The Secretary
of Defense will work from policy objectives provided by national authorities to
answer a JCS request for guidance. The JCS will then develop policy for a specific
situation within that guidance, and keep it abreast of policy and theater
developments. When a situation becomes active the JCS will establish a U.S. Joint
Civil Affairs Committee and, if necessary, an Allied Forces Civil Affairs Committee.
The Chief of Staff of the Army is the JCS Executive Agent until the Joint Committee
is formed. He has responsibility for allU.S. civil affairs trairdng and for the
mobilization of Civil Affairs reserve units.

in reality, Army staff attention amounts to about 15% of the time of one
civilian. The Joint Committee has never met and is staffed by reservists never
mobilized. JCS has no active civil affairs staff element. The only effort to use the
process was made by Secretary MacNamara for Cuba in 1962. Agreement was never
reached within the Executive Branch on the division of responsibility and authority.

The civil affairs function is a victim of benign neglect and provides only a
dubious facade of capability. Those assigned to it are asked to do too much with all
too little. The function has no significant advocate or sponsor in the Army, the JCS
or anywhere else in DoD.

Psvcholoffical Operations

The U.S. Government has recently declared its intention to make a far greater
effort in psychological operations and the JCS has drawn up a master plan for the
function. However, military psychological operations are excluded from the
structure even though the Secretary of Defense is a member of its Special Planning
Group. *The JCS plan is largely a content-free plan to have plans, rather than a
statement of a meaningful concept of operations or allocation of resources, or specific
practical steps to identify and meet needs for particular real world situations.

Like civil affairs, most personnel (almost 90%) are reservists. Current active
duty strength of under 1000 is almost entirely Army, as are the reserves. The Air
Force has one Guard squadron with four specially equipped planes and a one-week
course; the Marines, one reserve unit that also handles c€ivil aiffairs. The Navy has
no dedicated personnel, but a great deal of relevant media equipment (often on
ships). Reserve personnel often duplicate skills found in other military specialties
in particular, public affairs media operations. They seldom provide unique skills, for
example, mass persuasion, flow of political influence, or rumor transmission
patterns in different societies. This inefficiency in part follows from Army policy not
to "taint" public affairs with psychological operations. Language skill requirements
may be largely unmet in active duty or reserve units. For example, of 75 slots for
Arabic/Pharsi linguists, only 10 are filled. The function apparently has too little
support to compete for the skills crucial for effectiveness, that is, with intelligence
for lin ists and Foreign Area Specialists. It now is allotted only 100 of the 1500
Army Foreign Area Specialists. Like civil affairs, reserve recruitment priorities are
not policy driven or supported by special incentives.

*Nfei E. Kriesel (Colonel, USA). 'Psycbolopical Operations: a Strategic View."
Essays on Strategy, National Defense University, 1985.
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Personnel Iimitations are paralleled by equipment limitations. Equipment is
not designed to be lportable and compatible wit Third World communication
situations and habits. For example, the active duty unit's 50kw radio tra, =mitter
requires seven C-141 aircraft to deploy.

The concept of operations emphasizes combat support with messages through
man media, loudspeakers and leaflets for mass military and civilian audiences.
There is a tendency to think in terms of how many divisions can be supported rather
than of how much key foreign influentials can be affected. Most of the current
improvement planning emphasizes methods of transmitting messages and almost
nothing about what the messages should say and to whom. In any event, the
psychological operations unitslack the intelligence information status, and
training to desi#n and implement strategies to shape the state o mind of key foreign
elites and individuals. Even the active duty unit is isolated from and poorly
informed about national objectives. For Grenada, for example, they had to infer
them from a Presidential speech.

CINCs are charged with psychological operations as part of their planning, and
about half of the plans do contain such a component. None exist for particular Third
World urban areas. CINC staff is usually one part-timb person and most plans are
really prepared by the one active duty unit--the 4th PSYOP Group. The Army is the
executive agent for all PSYOP training, but the highest ranking officer with solely
PSYOP responsibilities in an 0-6.

As with civil affairs, there is only a dubious facade of capability. Tasks far
exceed the capabilities to perform them and high level support seems nonexistent.

Enrineers

In contrast to civil affairs and psychological operations, there are very
substantial engineer capabilities. Corps of Engineers Army personnel number about
400,000 and there are also substantialpavy personnel. About 213 of the Army
specialists are reservieW. The Engineers apparently are able to selectively recall
reservists to active duty, unlike the previously discussed specialist functions.

The Engineering branches are well qualified by training, equipment and
experience to play a practical role in support of urban control and management. The
Seabee reserves alone have identified some 50 people who deal with city
management in their civil lives. General contributions could include: (1) staff
support for utilities, transportation, and contract management; (2) operational
capacity to construct and operate water supplius and power generation; (3)
operational capacity to provide the physical elements for area control, population
control, communication, access and mobility and logistics; and (4) expertise to
furnish engineering intelligence on urban infrastructure capacities and
vulnerabilities, including those of existing organizations and management (U.S.
private sector as well as indigenous). Obviously the feasibility of the second and
third contributions will depend on the needs of U.S. forces, the size of the city and
degree of damage to its infrastructure, and the availability ol'transport.

The Engineers have an established record of 9 uickly providing minimal, thin
urban services to occupied and wartorn cities. Their effectiveness obviously beuefits
from prior knowledge of local conditions. Modest access will suffice to acquire that
knowledge. For example, a team of 10-12 experts can grasp the engine.ring essence
of a city in about a week.
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The USAF Engineering Services provide a model of two rapidly deployable
units (PRIME BEEF and RED HORSE)which could be readily adapted to support for
urban control and management. A "dual-hatted" quickly available pool of skilled
personnel will reappear as one of our principal recommendations.

PRIME BEEF provides base engineer emergency force units. Some 30,000
people are on the PRIME BEEF rosters. In normal times, they are responsible for
the day to day maintenance of military public works associated with bases in the
U.S. Reserve and Guard personnel number 14,000; active duty, 16,000. They are
mostly artisans.

Their emergency mission is to bed down deploying forces, conduct emergency
war repairs, provide fire protection, and (to a lesser extent) manage construction
projects. They are structured into a variety of specialized teams, often as small as
ten people. Deployment for them involves only the people carrying hand tools--not
materials and heavy equipment. They have no experience or training with large
scale public utility systems.

Operational plans developed by the CINCs ire managed by the Joint
Deployment Agency and fed into the computerized Joint Deployment system for the
rapid transmission of messages to the units and teams for movement overseas. For
contingencies where no plan exists, AF Engineering Services will determine
requirements and pass them to the Deployment Agency.

RED HORSE provides the ability to rapidly assemble up to seven teams each of
about 450 men. Four are active duty, 2 Guaid, and 1 Reserve. The teams are self-
contained in terms of functions including guards, cooks, etc. They can, if fully used,
build air bases, large scale barriers, and installations. Reserve personnel can be
used without mobilization as active duty training time. The teams can be drawn on
for different capabilities and with different degIrees of rapid deployment. Survey
team subsets of about 12 people are highly mobile. Medium size repair team subsets
are air liftable, but rather slowly. Complete teams with their full array of heavy
equipment require surface transportation. While deployment times can be
shortened by relying on locally available heavy equipment, the time saving may be
illusory. It will take time to gain the use of that equipment, understand its
workings, and possibly repair it.

Even with all this potential, planning for effective use to support urban control

and management of Third World cities is practically nil.

OASD(ISA) Office of Humanitarian Asistance

This office was set up on June 1984 to provide transportation, excess property,
and medical assistance from DoD resources in support of disaster relief and civic
action. It has no budget under its control and the staff consists of one civilian
professional and one reserve officer. The military Services and the CINCs for
economically advanced regions opposed its estab ishment. It is the official DoD link
with the USAID Office of U.S. Foreign Disaster Assistance. Activities are tightly
constrained legislatively.

Illustrative activities include arrangements for a medical team to deal with
cholera in Somalia, a U.S. Army team to operate a ferry for food and human
transport in Mali, and C-141 cost reimbursed airlift for famine relief supplies to
Africa.
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The office does not have the capabilities needed to play a central role in

managing DoD support for urban control and management.

USAID Office of U.S. Di.sater Assistance

This small, lean, 24 hour a day operation is the lead U.S. government element
for resJonding to disaster situations abroad whether caused by acts of nature or
man-- civl strife, border conflict, riot, displacement of large numbers of people,
explosion or fire." Its activities tend to focus on the Third World. It goes into action
on receipt of a request from the U.S. Ambassador that in turn follows a request from
the government of the affected country. Its activities are not limited to governments
with which the U.S. has friendly relations, or countries with U.S. development
assistance programs.

Notable strengths include:

S-- Fast response in terms of dispatching and funding assessment teams,
tasking other elements of the U.S. Government (DoD, PHS, FEMA),
letting contracts to the private sector including voluntary organizations;

-- An inventory of practical lessons learned over twenty years;

-- Knowledge of and established relations with networks of relevant U.S.
and foreign specialistS and organizations for emergency management;

-- A mandate to engage in planning and informational activities in support

of possible disaster contingencies;

-- Frequent use of their skills, well-exercised mechanisms.

The office mandate clearly precludes planning for military operations. The
Office must respect Congressional concerns that it not be used to launder DoD money
or support primary DoD missions. The Office has several active duty military
personnel on its staff in specialist roles who are non-reimbursable. It is open to
cooperation with reserve personnel who have pertinent skills, in terms of providing
training opportunities and having them on its roster of specialists to call when
contingencies arise. Such steps would have to be compatible with the burdens on the
regular staff and their limited resources. There is no JCS or other DoD liaison
presence in the Office or vice-versa.

The planning mandate includes guidance for and support to the preparation of
Mission Disaster Relief Plans and Disaster Assessments. The CINCs are often
involved in the disaster relief plarkning effort. These documents are potentially
relevant to military commanders charged with support of urban control and
management in two waý First, if completed in detail and kept up to date, they
provide a host of relevant information. Second, they provide pertinent checklists of
information needed. Their contents overlap substantially with what military
commanders will need to know (sele Appendix D). In addition, the Office funds an
active contract program of countryT profiles, and has sponsored at least one model
urban profile. Their contents prov'ide basic information, including informationabout
local points of contact, fundamental to support of urban control and management. A
typical AID country profile covers:
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General Information Construction and Services
Geographic Codes Water and Sanitation
Country Names
Calendar and Holidays Economy
Currency Overview of Economy
Time Zones Recent Trends and Future
U.S. Mission and Staff Prospects
Host Country Mission and Staff in Gross Domestic Product (ODP)
U.S. Balance of Payments
Sister Cities imoorts
Treaties and Agreements Exports
Inernational Organization
Memberships Agriculture
Travel and Visa Information Overview of Agriculture
Ethnic and Sociocultural Groups Pesticide Use
Languages Crop Dates
Education Agricultural Imports
Religions Agricultural Exports

Current Status
Government

National Government Physical Geography
Regional Organization Climate
1982 Status Landforms
Major Government Figures Land Uses

Rivers/Coasts
Disaster Preperedness Mountains

Disaster Types and History Volcanoes
Host Disaster Plan Seismicity
U.S. Plan
U.S. Disaster Relief Team Transportation and Logistics
Peace Corps Road Network
U.S. Volags Vehicles
Other International and Voluntary Surfkce Miles
Organizations Railroad Network
Host Resources Rail Carriers
Storage Ports

Shipping LinesPopulation .Airports
National Population Personal Entry Requirements
Regional Population Aircraft Entry RequirementsAirlines

Health, Nutrition, and Housing Air DistrncesHealth Overview

Summary of Diseases Power and Communications
Vital Statistics Electric Power
Health Facilities Telecommunications
Health Personnel Radio Network
Nutrition and Diet Television
Staple Foods
Cooking/Utnsils
Housing Overview
Housing Policy and Institutions
Disaster/Low Cost Housing
Housing Types, Materials,
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These information resurceu togetber with the lessons learned file are far
greater than those elsewhort available to DoD. The factual base provided by the
Disaster Plan, Disaster A.,easmensa and Co-untry Profiles can be acted on effct ively
through due attenion to the practical lessons learned. For example: "The use of a
priest to bless the water purification operation... enhanced legitimacy in the eyes of
local community members, many of whoza may have been somewhat skeptical of the
unit's &,bility to purify water." 'Canned foods often do not come with can 'peners. It
is important to procure can openers and ship them with canned food." "The people
who have the nics; time to devote to obtaining relief are often those who least need it.
The neediest are too busy recovering lost items and constructing temporary shelters,
and they have no time to stand in relief lines."

U.S. Country Teagns

The overseas missions operating under the Department of State vary greatly in
number and type of personnei, but almost all of them are situated iu urban areas and
represent important reservoirs of "know-how" and intelligence about the city and
country where they are loated. It is importaht that these reservoirs be tapped to
provide timely information and advice.

The civilian personnel (S.tate, CIA, USIA, AID, etc.) and military persoinel
(DIA, MAAG) of oversees missions have language skills and have developed local
relationships of potential usefulness over a. wide spectrum. They can identify and
probably know personally the upper and middle echel3n of the government and the
military forces, the police, the municipal authorities, the commercial and banking
community, media representatives and cultural leadeis, and political leaders
(including repreientatives of opposition and dissident groups). Membersof country
teams in less prestigious positions (regional security, administrative and consular)
may have particularly good connections with local level officials. It is important to
keep in mind that what country team members know about the urban area in which
they work may be far greater than what they routinely report about it. That latent
knowledge, together with the key contact rosters members of the country team
maintain, can be of considerable value.

Overseas missions normally employ local residents who serve full-time in
administrative, clerical, mechanical, andcustodial functions. These local employees
know their city more intimately than any foreigner and should not be overlooked by
the U.S. military commander as a potential source of useful advice andi service. The
Administrative or Personnel Officer of the overseas mission can supply names and
addresses, and guidance as to character, loyalty, and potential usefulness.

Detailed knowledge of the working of an urban area is not usually on the
c..untry team agenda, and embassies and consultates are not normally staffed by
experts on city management end persons with civil engineering skills. Ona possible
exception for available information consists of the evacuation plans prepared for
natural and man-made disasters. These may involve learning a great deal about
local service systems and key personnel, especially in the capital city. They can be of
considerable help if they have been recently updated in detail. Nevertheless, it is
reasonable to expect that detailed information on how the urban area functions will
require sending a team of experts to the Embassy or consulate. Many country teams
have military officers who support the foreign military sales programs of the Defense
Security Assistance Agency. Increased use of these officers, many of whom already
report directly to the theater CINC, could enhance the countryteain-CINC
cooperation.
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More generally, the usefulness of the country team will depend on the
coherence of policy wuidance from different Washington agencies to its members,
relations between the non-DoD members of the country team and the U.S. militaxy
commander and his staff, and the extent to which the local situation has permitted
the Embassy to fumetion fully rather than making it a besieged target needing U.S.
military protection for physical survival. If at all possible, intimate contact with the
country team is essential. Should a country team not exist, military commanders
will benefit by having recently evacuated members of the last country team or others
with comparable experience assigned to them as advisors.

U.S. Private Sector

The U.S. private sector often will have a larger presence in country than the
U.S. Government. American business men often will have more practical knowledge
of and better contacts with operational level local officials and managers (public and
private sector) than will U.S. Government officials. For example, U.S. firms may
have 3upplied equipment and services television stations, radio stations telephone
systews, and mobile communications networks. Even if they have not, they will
know what European and Japanese vendors have. Depending on the situation,
different firms will fit particularly well with the following criteria: (1) large-scale
overseas experience including in the pertinent country or region; (2) experience with
Third World public sector adinisu-ation and m.unicipal infrastructure; (3)
capability for rapid damage assessment of municipal facilities- (4) capability to
repair and operate municipal facilities; (5) capability to provide emergency
municipal services; (6) capability to operate globally to develop available
information and to procure and deliver basic commodities in large quantities (e.g.,
food, fuel); (7) demonstrated flexibility to meet unanticipated managerial or
operational conditions in the Third World; (8) substantial numbers of personnel
employed or recruitable directly or by contract with appro riate language,
managerial and technical skills; and (9) familiarity with FS. military proceduresand organizational style.

Hisorical experience (e.g., Vietnam) and a previous DSB study (the Currie
report on Contractor Field Support) suggest that the private sector can undertake
p .ctinent functions and do so reliably in spite of considerations of business and
physical risk.

CINC Considerations

In normal times, CINCs have few relevant assets to support control and
management of large Third World urban areas. Their planning tends to omit (or pay
only hlp-service to) reserve assets only available upon mobilization (most civil affatrs
and psychological operations personnel, more than half of U.S. Army engineering
and medical peisonnel). The CINCs often have no staff in- country. They are
hampered by the chronic low priority for Third World intelligence based on national
means. Intelligence equipment for theater use tends to be unhelpfully manpower
intensive, visible, andhard to secure. That is, the assete other than national means
tend to be politically and logistically troublesome. The CINCs also are hampered by
chre-aial low priorities for communications equipment optimized for low. intensity
Third Wor=d Comrmuaications links between CINCs and county teams
and between courtxy teams and Washington are sometimes incomplete, insecure
and vulnerable. Mobility assets ate unhelpfully oriented toward situations with big
airfields and commodious po.-ts. There is little "brown water" capability and too
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much reliance on C-5As and, C-141s when local airfields may not even be capable of
handling C-130s.

In sum, CINCs are unlikely to have timely information about Third World
urban areas. They probably will have to use equipment inappropriate for the
mission and put U.S. personnel into situations for which they are not prepared.
These realities are kniown W them and their strong preference is to avoidT]•rd
World urban areas. Yet policy com itments and defense guidance lead to plans
whose success requires friendly or at least acquiescent cities with little drain on
combat resources. Given this situation, the status quo has a fundamental, serious
defect. CINCs are unlikely to be able to provide U.S. country teams with tim3ly
information and capabilities to bring locals to act in ways that minimize U.S.
involvement and prevent a situation from deteriorating. Nor are they likely to be
able to respond effectively and effilci-ntly to such a deterioration, at least short of
being diverted f'rom their primary mission.
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Chapter 5.

HISTORICAL EXPERIENCE AND ITS IMPLICATIONS

Military forces U.S. and foreign, have had substantial experience in trying to
control end manage large urban areas, or in supporting locals tiryng to do sd. No two
situtions are identical. The political and military objectives of the external
miitair force and the circumstances of Its presence make an enormous difference for
the difficulty of urban control. Nevertheless, looking at historical experience non-
mechanically can be of value. It Illustrates the variety! of possible situations. When
the same problems and implications recur repeatedly it provides some hard-earned
wisdom for planners. This section summarizeb the experience discussed at greater
length in Appendix E and that garmered from briefings to the Task Force.

World WKaII U.S.jand rlish Exnerience in Eurone,

The World War 11 U.S. and British experiences in Europe represent cases one
would expect to have been at a positive extreme. Planning was intense and policy
objectives were crystal clear cowpared to many more recent cases. Nevertheless,
polcy dance was usually inadequate. Civil affairs personnel requirements were
severe y underestimated, as were indigenous civilian supply requirements.
Relations with combat coim anders and combat units were often poor. The
immediate consequence was that civil affairs personnel had difficulty in getting into
the urban area at the beginning of the intervention. As a result they were slow In

mining control of key items already in the area (arms and fuel) which "disappeared"
ito local hands. In numerous cases combat units and civil affairs personnelworked
at cross purposes, especially with regard to the local police. Lower echelon units had
no civil afTairs personnel and did not understand that part of the minion, so
cooperation was poor with counter-intelligence and field security unite. Lacking
their own transportation, civil affairs units had to get it from combat units. They
also had to plead for assets to restore minimum essential civilian services--hardly
the top priority for combat commanders.

As for the locals, their initial welcome based on "horn of plenty" expectations,
in part the result of Allied propaganda, faded quickly. Drift into friction and mutual
frustration also followed from local realities. Locals were quick to manipulate Allied
attempts to identify "wood guys' and "bad guys" to even up old scores and further
their own agendas. TIey exploited the intervenors' needs for local labor in ways that
contributed to inflation, exacerbated shortages, and led to thriving black markets.
Politically friendly locals often turned out to be the wrong people to make local
institutions work. There also were urgent civilian needs that would not wait.
Principal among these were food supply (which impcaed a heavy burden on military
logistics), and the care and control of displaced persons who flooded to the cities. All
led to triangular friction between locals, military combat commanders, and those
responsible for the civil affairs mission.
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Both the British and Americans wrote of lessons learned, each in their own
idiom. The British summarized them this way:

"...the maintenance problems of modern Armies are to a large extent bound up
with the maintenance of the civilians living in the operational areas and on the
...lines of communication.... These civilians had to be retained in a reasonable
state of health and be given adequate food and the bare necessities of life. If
this had not been done they would have become an operational hindrance
which would have curtailed the radius of action of the forces in the field. In
order to administer the civilian population the import, manufacture and
movement of certain essential stores for civilian use had to continue. These
conflicted directly with the maintenance of military forces and priorities had to
be decided constantly between the military and civil requirements.

"..'as the requirements of Civil Affairs mounted, it became apparent that the
existing Civil Affairs organization was not large enough and had not sufficient
resources to cope with the problem. It would have been better if the
requirements for Civil Affairs had been made the responsibility of the existing
Staff and Services."*

A senior U.S. official emphasized:

Let city officials run the city. Let them work. It's their city. Don't try to
make all the decisions for them. Just don't let them interfere with
military operations;

Get interpreters--as many as you can. If you can't communicate, you can't
act;

- Get into your town... at the earliest possible moment, even if fighting is
still going on;

Keep a weather eye on the relationship between troops and civilians
especially in matters of police relationships;

-- Lift the morale of the civilians.., by sympathetic understanding of their
troubles.**

The bottom line was that local politics and economics would not wait until a
time convenient for Allied military commanders.

*Admiinistrative History of2l Army Group, 6 June 1944 -8 May 1945.

Germany, November 1945.

"**Major General J. Maginnis, Military Government Journal: Normandy to
Berlin. University of Massachusetts Press, Mass., 1971.
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World War II Allied and British Exierience in &he Third World

During and in the immediate aftermath of'World War I1 the U.S. and the
British were involved in supporting urban control and management in the Third
World. Three cases (the Perian Gulf command in Iran, 1942-45, the U.S. move into
Korea 1945, and the British tribulation in Saigon in 1945) yield some relevant
lessons.

In each case policy guidance was inadequate being unclear, unrealistic, or
tardy. In each case, involvement went far beyond what was initially conceived. In
each case, the Allies found themselves drawn into local conflicts and disputes rather
than being able to stay in a neutral role. In each case, local agendas were different
from those of the Allies. The consequences differed. In Iran, the upper class resented
interference with its prerogatives while the masses blamed the U.S. for corruption,
and inefficiency In the indigenous government. In Korea, locals used the vacuum
created by the collapse of Japanese rule for factional and parochial ends. In Saigon,
only the British thought the war was over. They became the target of organized
violence by relying on former rulers (the Japanese and their collaborators) and
acknowledging French claims. These cases do not argue that bad outcomes
dominate. After all, the Persian Gulf Command did manag to keep supplies moving
through Iran and political order was established in South Korea. They do
demonstrate that the costs and reqcuirements go well beyond those Initially
projected. The British experience n Indo-China is a classic case of what can happen
when too small a force with an uncertain mission is introduced Into a violent and
fluid political environment.

Post-World War II U.S. ElDerienc

All the relevant U.S. experience since World War II has been in the Third
World from Korea (1950-53), to Lebanon (1958) the Dominican Republic (1965-66)
and, most recently, Grenada. (The most recent Lebanon adventure did not have
support to urban control and management on its agenda.) The Dominican Republic
case presents the clearest experience centered on support to the control and
management of an urban area and will be discussed last.

The dominant impression is one of repeating the Inadequacies that occurred in
World War UI. Planning was inadequate to non-existent and Intelligence was poor.
Problems of displaced persons and food supply were underestimated. Appropriate
mechanisms were lacking at lower levels of command to resolve conflicts between
military operations and civil affairs (and civilian) needs. Nor did higher levels of
U.S. military command have any integrated staff support sophisticated about the
local political consequences of actions of commission or omission. The complexities
of U.S. military organization both confused locals and provided them with
opportunities for manipulation. Nevertheless, certain potential disasters were
avoided such as epidemics and large scale riots. Success was avoiding glaring signs
of failure.

Differences were largely a function of local political and military context and
U.S. objectives. Korea involved a supposedly independent and allied government
open to advice but resistant to direction. It was also a government then inadequate
to deal with the economic disruption of massive, prolonged conventional war. The
Lebanon intervention in 1958 was relatively tranquil with little military damage.
The central government was friendly and in place. The ease of the U.S. interveition
was aided by a well-functioning country team that could and did play a major role in
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dealing with civilian problems and linking U.S. military commanders to local civil
authorities. The indigeneous national military welcomed the U.S. intervention and
had few other tasks to distract it from serving as a buffer between the U.S. military
and the local population. Coordination between the U.S. and indigeneous military
authorities, local civil elites, and the U.S. country team was effective through joint
civil affairs teams--but largely fortuitous. It was not based on joint planning or clear
prior policy guidance involving the U.S. military commander and our Ambo.ssador.*

The Grenada case is marked by ad-hoc responses and serious intra.U.S.
friction. Civil affairs and psychological operations personnel were marginal to
preparations for the Intervention and had difficulty gaining early entry into
Grenada. Guidance was unclear from the JCS to the commander of the 82nd, and
there was friction between those responsible for civil affairs and CINCLANT. No
locator of key local officials was available and public health needs came largely as
surprises. Nevertheless, the military ease of the mission and the smallness of the
population involved enabled the U.S. to cope.

The Dominican case involved a U.S. military presence concentrated in the
capital city for some sixteen months. It merits particular attention by illustrating
the complexity of support to urban control and management in a politically unstable
situation and for the thoughtful report by the principal U.S. commander, General
Bruce Palmer. A very thin pre-invasion planning effort was quickly followed by a
scramble to assess relevant capabilities that began on D.Day. The assessment
involved the "loyalist" government, the Dominican Red Cross (medical needs) public
works and utilities enterprises (engineering needs), the Missionary Board and local
clergy, State Department members of the country team (economic needs and political
dynamics), USIA (media needs), the MAAG (possible contribution from the
indigenous military), and the Peace Corps. Actual civil affairs operations began on
D + 3 and came to include distributing food daily from multiple points, establishing
medical facilities restoring electric power, providing potable water, reducing
sanitation hazards, getting civilians to return to normal commercial activities, and
encouraging schools to resume. It is important to remember that Santo Domingo
was not a terribly large Third World city (closer to half a million than a million in
population), or one that had experienced great physical damage, or had a legacy of
bitter, endemic conflict locally. Far worse cases are easily imaginable.

Nevertheless, delay in introducing civil affairs elements led to inefficiencies
based on a poor understanding of the local situation. Under estimation of civilian
relief supply needs led to interference with military logistics. Lack of prior planning
between m.. military and civilian agencies led to inefficient, inadequate and
confused food distribution. Greater use was made than anticipated of engineering
and medical elements. Efforts to jam rebel communications to the population were
unsuccessful because of poor equipment and underestimation of rebel capabilities,

In addition to avoiding these difficulties General Palmer urged several specific
steps. First, population control requires sensitive treatment involving language
capable MPs, metal detectors to check females for concealed weapons, and joint
patrols with the local police. Second, local transport should be relied on for food
supply by providing fuel and hiring local truckers and vehicles to bring in food from

- T-• MC Military Expeditioiss Short of War._1961.
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the hinterland. That reduces one possible set of U.S. targets and provides tangble
rewards to some locals. Third en neering data should be collected on key buildin.
Fourth, the U.S. military prohile ihould be kept down by relying on private relief
or.•aizations and placing them in the forefront of contact with the local population.
Finally, special efforts should be made to provide youth with recreational
opportunities (athletic equipment, music).

P old W ar II British Military Ex2erience In Policing Citiepi

gPribegge._ The British military have been involved in some 70 campaigns
since Wold Waril. Most were In support of or at the request of the established legal
government. A painful hanelM! have rwmd them in the middle betweeu rival local
actions (Palestine, Cyprus A uezi and Northern Ireland). Few campaigns were

"conducted in territories with whhh the British had no direct political connection.
Most were in currently or recratdy British colonial, mandated, or protected
territories. They either dimct1y controlled the government as the long established
metropole, or were there on a permanent or long-term basis with the full consent of
the local government. Also, as some of the last vestiges of the old Empire British
officers have continued to be seconded to the armed forces of former colonies. ThatF ractice leads to a reservoir of language skills, personal connections, and experience
in fnctioning effectively in the Third-World. The implication is that the U.S. will
find it harder to be effective than the British have, That is, the U.S. will find it
harder to achieve the requirements for success Identified by the British and may face
additional requirements.

rinuciples. An effective intelligence network featuring human agent with
suitabWle- commications is of primary importance. That network needs to be
operational before military operations begin.

Very close cooperation with the local police and communities are essential to
defeat hostile groups. That cooperation rests on the opinions formed by the local
population, in particular judgments about physical safety. Providing protection
directly against Intimidation by hostiles or by bolstering the effectiveness and
morale ofthe local police forces become central challenges. Prophylactic fire power
is no substitute. "To destroy a man's house in the process of trying to winkle out a
terrorist is dot the way to win a friend." All military operations must be conducted
within the law. That is inherent for legitimacy with the local population and with
one's own home population. Thus training, operational practices, and equipment
should emphasize self-discipline and restraint (e.g., rifles with automatic fire
capability removed, accounting for rounds fired).

Tactics should combine active patrol measures with personnel security. Visible
operations should be combined with covert and clandestine activity. The objective is
to keep hostiles and their supporters guessing and on edge. Surprise is essential so it
is important to avoid routine, predictable behavior of any kind, and at the same time
to foster in hostile cadres the belief that they may always be under observation and
their lines of retreat are likely to be cut off. Effective tactics emphasize stealth and
cleverness, not a noisy presence. Passive defense isolated in fixed bases will not
suffice. Instead dynamic patrolling aided by secure communications and light
armored vehicles (for personnel protection and mobile fire power) are essential. The
contribution of helicopters can easily be overrated. Other particularly useful forms
of equipment are night observation, surveillance, and physical and electronic
warning devices.
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The pertinent operations are extremely demanding on the discipline, morale
and skill ofjunior officers and enlisted men. This sort of military effort is the war of
the corporals and the second lieutenants, not of the colonels and generals. It is the
young corporal on the street who is faced with the immediate decision to fire or not
and thus to avoid or trigger an incident. Special training, is essential, including
training iu the image that actions will project in the media.

Priority should go to joint efforts with the local police forces, including joint
pa.ttrols. According , it is highly desirable to make the zones of operation of military
units coincide with. local police districts, to co-locate military units with police
barracks, and to place tactical headquarters in the local police headquarters.
Whenever possible, local security committees should be established, composed of
senior British military and intelligence officers, and high-level local police and
government officials. "C4 is the name of the game: colocation, communication,
committees, and coincident boundaries."

Engineers have an especially Important role to play in controlling hostiles, in
restoring essential civil services, and in projects carefuly selected to appeal to locals
according to local desires. Engineering projects should also be viewed as an element
of incident prevention and containment, e.g., facades that keep hostile indigeneous
groups from physical or even visual contact with each other.

Public relations projects can be beneficial, e.g., playgrounds, but only if they
are not destroyed by hostiles and do not themselves need to be protected. Here as
elsewhere, the efficacy of means to secure public support depends on the capacity to
prevent intimidation.

Tactical and local police and community relations imperatives combine to
create a need for one person competent in the local language(s) for each patrol.

.Northe Ireland/Belfast. The territory and population involved are small (1.5
millon in the province, half a million In Belfast). The British have intimate,
centuAies long familiarity with the area and their presence was end is desired by
more thxan halfof the population. The campaign has now lasted for more than 1N
.years.. Yet a vicious cycle has occurred. Terrorist activity leads to demands for
"tigher security measures which when imposed reduce terrorist activity. The
population then seeks relaxation of the measures and that is done, followed by
resurgence of terrorist activity. The population then concludes that security
measures are not working. A climate of persistent criticism develops.

The British have not been able toprevent intimidation from terrorists
estimated to number on the order of 40 incident-carrying-out personnel. That has
been true with a British military to terrorist active cadre ratio of as high as 25:1.
The difficulty of eliminating intimidation is seen in even starker perspective when
the numbers of police and Ulster defense forces are taken into account. Doing so
brings the ratio to the order of 50:1 at.its peak and a low of 35:1. The British have
been relatively successful at forestalling masai communal riots.

Engineers play a central role. They need to have varying construction designs
and materials as political guidance changes. Engineers have performed numerous
functions including providing surveys and maps, fortification and obstacle
construction, search and security arrangements, (including under water and in
sewers), and assistance to civil ministries and the civilian community. The security
contribution has included detonation and entry defenses. Contributions to search
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have involved provision of advisors, a mandatory procedure when explosive devices
are suspected. Supprt to civil ministries has focused on the continuing functioning
of public utilities. The engineer contribution has if anything increased as
commanders' hopes for a clear victory basd on successful searches has dwindled.
Engineer personnel need to comprise one-third to one-half of the total uniformed
force.

Specialized training on the order of two months Is provided before assignment,
much of it by a Northernamland training team that pes to units before they are
sent to the province. Only regular force units are used--not reservists and not
civilians called up.

The Belfast experience demonstrates that urban density is a key factor as
distinct from total size and population of the urban area. High rise buildings pose
especially severe problems.

Special requirements include: 1) for each battallion of 600 men, about 50 soft-
skinned vehicles (Jeeps and communication vehicles) and about 20 specially
configured hard-skinned vehicles (about 8 armored cars and 10-12 APCs); 2) a large
num6er of communications sets that work in cities (about one radio for every four
soldiers) and special communications and communications security training for
large numbers of soldiers; and 3) detailed, updated maps of the social composition of
neighborhoods and of previous violent incidents.

renh Exi ec jin Algria. French experience since World Wi' IH has
involved sites where they had a substantial historical presence. Keys to success
have been: 1) pre-existing agreements with locals which have involved a presence
prior to the crisis intervention; 2) rich inteligence provided by pre-positioned forces
military attaches, and special services; 3) experienced forces which had been rotated
for training through the intervention site or essentially similar places (and whose
experience there hiad been monitored by more senior commanders); 4) a low-profile,
indirect approach featuring locals dealing with locals; and 5) acceRtance that the loss
of a small number of personnel is euentially part of the "business and not
something with major domestic political consequences. In Africa, for example, local
French representatives are responsible for updated files on who counts locally and
how to communicate with them. Pertinent forces are rotated to Africa for training,
where the French plan to avoid "white" patrols. The general theme is how to do
better with less.

* • More generally, the French view the urban medium as a feat reducer of
conventional capabilities. Conditions of high density degrade C31, firepower and
mobility, In addition, even fliendlypopulations pose difficulties and demands. In
general, p.ersonnel must be extremely self-disciplined and flexible. For C3,
decentralization is imperative together with greater reliance on short range radios,
landlines, and couriers. Decentralized capabilities for obstacle construction and
demolition are equally desirable. Special priorities should go to human intelligence
and technical means for surreptitious and timely observation. There will be
especially great needs for weapons acsociated with flat fire trajectories, fast and
precise fire, minimal engagement ranges, and dissociation between the location of
fire control observers and the weapons themselves. The ease of infiltration given
ample concealment must be recognized. Mobility and counter-mobhlity will-be
heavily dependent on engineering intelligence 6n such matters as obutacles,
chokepoints, underground utility networku, and building specifics.
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The Beirut experience is particularly relevant for its counter-terrorist
implications including the problems posed by explosives, booby traps, and mines. it
presented the problems of a city of about one million population, with many 20-40
story highriseb uldings of metal or reinforced concrete. Special problems were posed
by the meshing of electronic triggering systems with modern high-power explosives,
problems "for which a counter has yet to be found." Obstacle zones were created
combining mines, special explosives, cluster bombs, artillery sub-munitions, and
incen*diry devices. Presence of the local population facilitated enemy infiltration
with internal complicity that confronted the French with: 1) obstruction of
necessary roadways; 2) public demonstration to interfere with planned actions; 3)
neutralization of obstacles before their completion; 4) booby-trapped vehicles and
truck-bombs; 5) attacks against command posts, logistical and medical units.

The lessons of that experience include numerous implications for:

Engineering intelligence. (location of tall buildings and underpound
parking lots, energy supply networks, building specifics including cross
sections and visibility from main access routes, public works systems -- all
of these to be continuously updated),

Capabilities to selectively activate or deactivate services to parts of the
city and particular buildings (water, electricity, communications).

Denial of enemy access to high rise buildings and obstructing enemy use
of roads and other access routes.

Security by using sturdiest buildings, protecting and camouflaging
defense fire points.

Expecting the enemy to pursue acts intended to wear down public support
at home and create dramatic shocks by incidents that exact substantial
casualties.

Recognizing that the enemy has numerous destructive means and tactics
available to him, worse than those used against French personnel in
Beirut.

Measures to forestall enemy attacks through disruptive measures obviously
depend on intelligence. Without such capabilities, which are hard to acquire
instantly, a conventional army had best give the most 3erious attention to protective
measutres including: 1) preventing vehicle penetration; 2) exercise of full-time,
complete security powers near all facilities; 3) neutralizing all sites of possible
hostile fire; 4) electronic surveillance of facility security perimeters; and 5)
especialiy trained combined engineering and intelligence teams charged to assess
and develop countermeasures for changing enemy tactics and destructive devices.

In sum: "Soldiers of the World, Dig In"

Israeli X~xverience

SPerSi~eCtive. The Israelis have had substantial experience in using their

military to seize and control cities outside of their pre-war borders. The relevance oftheir experience is doubtful in important respects. Their concern Is with the control
of occupied territory taken in combat from hostile forces and, primarily, hcetile
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central governments. The hostile political and military parties and the relevant
cities are few in number, almost permanent items on a rather short list,
giographically nearby, and linguistically easy for much of the Israeli population.Historically, campaigns have assumed popular consensus among the Jewish
population of Israel on the legitimacy of military occupation at leat for a while, and
of harsh measures to maintain control. Also, campaigns culminating in occupation
have taken the form of very rapid mobilization and seizure. Cautious
incrementalism is not the Israeli military style. Most possible cases of U.S. military
support to the control and management of Third World cities do not match these
features. On the other hand, the Israeli concern with minimizing their casualties
and use of small numbers of personnel to control much larger indigenous populations
may well resemble U.S. priorities.

Doctrine. We have two bodies of information on the Israeli approach. The first
deals-with the Arab territories occupied after the 1967 War and the second with their
ractices and learning from the recent involvement in Lebanon. We shall deal
riefly with the first which is les relevant to the Task Force problem (the (occupied

territories had no large cities), and then discuss the second more fully.

Tre atment of the occupied territories emphasizes normalization with minimal
visible p." ence and maximum non-intervention. The Israeli military was kept as
invisib e as possible (no flap, etc.). Local government matters were left alone except
for budget guidance. More intrusive measures were taken only when matters posed
direct risks to Israelis (e.g., sanitation, university student unrest). Resumption of
prior economic and socia-relations with the Arab world was facilitated (open
bridges). A Regional Commander has all non-security responsibilities aided by a
staffaeconded from various Israeli civil ministries. Under him are District
Commanders who are military officers with civil and military assets.* Sporadic
incidents continue.

Recently revised doctrine is structured in terms of three stages: combat,
consolidation and activation. In the combat stage, priority goes to military
destruction oithe enemy with secondary attention to minimizing the disruption of
civil life and destruction of urban facilities and important economic and cultural
features. Contacts and relations with the civil population are needed to achieve
surrender and avoid disruption and destruction. Even in this stage the military
government specialists are attached to the combat command headquarters. A small
unit of less than ten people provides professional advice to commanders and other
forces. They advise on immediate steps to control the local population and lay the
groundwork for sutbsequent more established military government. They are users
rather than producers of intelligence and psychological oferations material. Clear

licy guidance Is assumed. Members oftis "p!oneering group are drawn from the
larger reserve military government unit that will arrive for the next two stages.

The second or consolidation stage involves securing the gains from combat by
preventing hostile operations. The intent is to eliminate remnants of hostile forces
or hostile population elements. The city is not yet quiet and violent events occur.
This stage may last for only several days, or, if the war continues, may go on for a

7ýIsraeli Ministry of Defense, Coordinator of Government Operations in the
Administered Territories. Four years of Military Administration, 1967-1971. (No
place, no date).
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month or more. Military personnel requirements are not precise, but one case of
relative simplicity involved one Israeli soldier for 40 members of the local
population. In this stage, an enlarged military government group serves as a special
staff to the military commander who is also the military governor. Priority goes to
eliminating resistance and establishing full control. Directives are issued involving
a full curfew for 24-28 hours, closing particuiar areas to the local population,
surrender of weapons, and surrender or turning in of persons linked to the enemy.
Key installations are secured by Israli military personnel. These steps are
accompanied and followed by the arrest of all enemy security and intelligence
personnel, members and supporters of terrorist cells, hostile political leaders, and
criminal elements. The curfew may be lifted or reduced to 22 hours(to allow for
necessary economic activities) while a house to house search is conducted. Minimum
essential local services are reactivated, as much as possible by the local population.

Activation of full military government, the third and final stage, has no
automatic beginning point but continues until the end of the occupation. High level
policy matters affect the timing of this stage as do the course of the war and the

egree of organized resistance continuing in the urban area. A full-fledged military
government headquarters is established. Specialized teams of reservists, e.g., water
supply experts, are called in as needed. The point is to provide for as normal as
possible finctioning of the city compatible with Israeli government objectives.
Extremely detailedknowledge is acquired on all physical, economic, political and
social aspects of the urban area.

Special Consideraions. It is clear that the War in Lebanon revealed several
major weaknesses which were militarily and politically counterproductive. First,
the Israelis were counterproducti.rely late in dealing with the subsistence and health
needs of refugees, the physical safety of non-combatants, and the requirements for
orderly commerce. Second, their lostility to voluntary organizations further
undermined services to and antagonized the civil population. Third, they made
major misassessments about the Christian factions and about the importance and
nature of the Shiite community. Whether for these or other reasons, the most
current doctrine calls attention Ixo the need to prepare for and deal with the supply
burden posed by refugees, mainudn water and electrical facilities, insure provision
of medical and public-health services, stabilize the banking and financial systems,
preserve private property, and take special measures for capitol cities.

High intelligence priority goes to the names and addresses of important
personalities and high military priority to their capture. Special preparations
should be made to secure their cooperation, not as full-fledged collaborators but as
sources of influence to get the population to return to normal habits and isolate
hostiles. Arrest is the fallback position. In the capitol, high priority goes to seizure
of all military and intelligence facilities, all other government administrative
centers, ports and airfilds, and media facilities. After initial seizure, reserve units
will take over these critical points. Secondary priority goes to financial institutions,
industries and fuel supply facilities. Physical destruction and theft of economic
assets is to be minimized and the use of local officials maximized. The intent is to
make clear to the local population that the return of normalcy is up to them.
Resistance and abstention will only hurt the local population.

Controls feature several sets of specialists. These include the military
government reservists who have attended a special school and trained as a team for a
particular city, the psychological operations specialists who are present in the Israeli
Army down to the brigade level, the communications corps members who are to
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immediately seize media facilities and focus them on the local population, and field
intelligence units attached to initial combat forces who are specially trained to get
inforwation from the local population. Massive intelligence collection takes place.
before combat including information on key personalities in the influence networks
in the city.

The philosophy at work seeks to combine an image of omnipresence (control of
all key facilities and the whole city) with very regulated contact with the population
Including minimizing that by "ordinar.y soldiers". The emphasis on omnipresence
leads to rejecting a strategy of control limited to a few sections of the city. The local
population Is held to perceive that as a sign of weaknoss and thus to dare to attack
the occupiers. The spread of such daring marks the end of low-cost occupation.

The Soviets in Kabul

When the Soviet intervention began, the population of Kabul was about one
million. It has since doubled. The Soviets have assigned about 50,000 troops to the
control of Kabul and the surrounding area. Initial entry was based on a major
military airfield some 40 kms from the city. Crack forces first secured control of
media, major goe.rnme.nt buildings, major Afghan military garrison facilitieu and
disarmed Afghan military .in the capitol. The same troops 3stablished a defense
perimeter around the city. The major invasion followed after those actions.

Kabul then and now has no particular military significance and the Soviets
have kept their major operational bases and logistics termination points well away
from it. Also, the Afghan central government in Kabul never has controlled most of
the rest of the country. Kabul's only significance is as a political symbol to the rest of
the world of who controls the official government of Afghanistan.

Since the occupation, most of the native managerial and technical class has fled
the country--with no severe obstacles placed in their way by the Soviets. Before and
during entry, and since, the Soviets have faced difficult problems of internal conflict
within the Afghan Communist Party, most of whose members now live in Kabul.
They have to spend energy controlling their erstwhile allies as well as their enemies.
The dialect of Pharmi spoken by Kabulis (Dari) apparently posed no significant
language problems for the Soviets. Many Afghans speak Russian, and Dan and
Pharsi are mutually intelligibla.

Soviet control is very limited and selective with large areas of the city and
population left alone. Physical security is maintained by Soviet troops on a
sustained basis only over several main roads in and out of the city, areas near Soviet
used facilities (garrison quarters, hospital), radianTV facilities, and major
government buildings. The initial attempt to maintain a still lower profile by
having security functions performed by the Afghan millitay did not work. The
Soviets have made no attempt to improve impoverished living standards and the
primitive utilities and public health infrastructure are overwhelmed.

Control such as they exert is more formal than real. The Soviets have to accept
a continuing low level of casualties even though they avoid much of the city and stay
in armed groups in the fraction of the city in which they do go. Russian "advisors
are in all civil offices with control of paper permissions. Formal government doesn't
matter very much. These initially were military and now are largely civilians.
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The Soviets do control much Df the flow of food into the city and have had to
provide bulk supplies from the Soviet Union and Pakistan to replace creps from the
surrounding area that have been laid waste as a security measure. Other than
special stores for their Afghan associates, the Soviets do not control grass roots food
d7stribution. Nor have they introduced a special currency or shut down a thriving
currency blackrarket. Nor do they have an effective identification system for
laborers they necessarily use. Control of motor i'uel is very limited, in part becauseof illici? sales by Soviet military personnel.

In sum, this case is one of control and management by means largely of non-
control and non-management. Even then, whatever urban order exists dapends in
pa: on tacit agreements with the Afghan resistance, many of whom have sent themir
families to the relative safety of Kabul. Attempts to create reasonable rclations with
locals, e.g., by using Soviet troops that are Moslems, have largely been abandoned
(in that example, because of desertion). Even with such lirmted aims, the Soviets
still have to accept small numbers of casualties on a continuing basis. It is not; clear
what the Soviets could and would have done if Kabul had -..ilitary importance.
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Chapter 6.

RECOMMENDED COURSES OF ACTION

'The findings presented in the previous chapters lead to four sets of
recommendations: (1) policy principles for adoptic a to provide the basis for the
subsequent development of appropriate doctrinc.; (2) iwimedifite stepa to provide a
modicum of help and awareneus without delay; (3) ao set of institutionally significant
but financially modest actions to improve mission p-azaning and preparedness; and
(4) a '-'ahlety of actions badly needed V) cope wit a hopt of more general problems
affecting U.S. interests in the Third World that also p~tovide .0oundation enpabilitsi" ,
for suppo~rt to the control and management of large tii- ku areas.. We provie
approximate costs and time estim-ttes fo~r the second and third packages of
recommendations. We do not do so for ti- %.- fourth. We believe that the elements of
the last package should not be "charged" to the u~rban control and. management
account. They are badly needed for a host of other problems-..teriori am, crisisI anagement, security as"stance, and the tombat aspecths of low intensity conflict.-
and merit implemointation regardless of prevailinig views about the awi~dability off
Third World cities.

(a. problem Rassiged to the Task Force is fro practical purposes a policy
vacuum. Tidoes not nuehtio!n the existoence, of a preference among military
commanders to avoid hilrd World cities. We surely concur with that preference. At
the same time we find it unrea-si~ti and *Msfuil to assaime that theyr always, can be
avoided. Ifanything, the current preference~ arnd policy vacuum, r~ase the
probabilit of involvement in Third World cities Uaa~d on a lack of realism about
what involvement may well entaii. A world V aere the Departinen~t of Defen~se can
rely on avoiding involvem~ent in Third World citifis would bea far different world
from that which prevails now.-In termt of U..S. froreign policy comm~itmeuts, U.S.
military logistics requirements the pojiiical stabilityof friendly Third World
regimes, and the intentions and capabilities of those who would hurtJ U.S. citizens,
property, pr*,!.:*I e and influence. It would also be a wcrld with mu'h longer warning
times than b,,-. likely to be av ailable for plsuiring and preparation.

We suggest the authoritative adoption of ten "policy commandments" for our
problem.

-1.Avoid Third Wo-.ld cities unless involvem~ent is absolutely essential for
the military mission and political objectivos of the U.S. 6,+

2. "ýeco~g~nize that many contingencies will make involvement ~~tt-n~,
unavoidable, ~.

3. Iýrepare to provide pre-commitment estimates of the costs and risks of
involvement. tý .-

4. `Prepare to maximize intel-ligrtnce and personnel skills and to minimize
U.S. fo' cc logistics n'ecdsjoperations concepts and doctrine compatible with austere
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5.ncoto Miandz thearoefindienous ~and third party urg~anizations in support

Govenmen andtheU.S. private sector. The DoD role should be residual,

for urban control and manngme d5nT&dWh-&t~rs - itu&1steahmphasis,
should Salto a central pool of expertise and resources. 7,

8. Itaphaslze plans, preparations and measures that will fill gaps in mass
comnmun ications and wat locals view as mifidmum essential civil services so as to
reduce the chances of chaos, unrest and active hostility. Thosemammee-i
services involve electricity, water, food, fuel and emergency and public health
medicine. V -

9. 'Emphasize a low profile on the part of U.S. f'orces combined with and
made feasible by cooperation with local elites, opinion ltiaders and police forces.

10. Recognize that it will lHe beyond U.S. capabilities to elimi~nate small
numbers of hostiles or avoid ccntiniiing low levels of casualties and sporadic

* violence.

Quick HeIR

We are impressed by the present lack of quickly available compeece toassess
* ~what support to urban conftrol and management willI ir'volve -for particular cases, and

to provide effective staff support Wu commanders with such needs. That weakness is
compounded by t~he absence of arran~gements to benefit quickly from the substantial
capabilities available elsewhere in the U.S. government and in the private sector.
Accordingly,we vaggest the following set of band-aid measures that can be brought
to fruition in no ionger than six months and whose maintensance on an ongoing basis
should cost approximately $250,000 per year.

The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff should:
1. Direct an element of the Office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff to set up two

urban asseswrient and mianagement quick reaction teams. Each team should consist
of about ten senior, experieniced professionals representing operational skills in
urban managemtnt, civil engineein ,, puiblic utilities, food distribution, public
safety, care of dislocated gersons, and mass, communications. These teams should be
Composed and organized so that they can be ready to go to the field in hours with no
extensive U.S. mobilizatio~n-or declaration of rational emergency. Accordingly, they
sLould be drawn from current active duty officers, reserve officers, retired officers,
DoD civilian ernployeea3, or OSD consultants. Persons should be added now to the
OSD conbultant rosters as needed to staff the teams. That step should be taken as
necessary after the results are in from tasking the Services and the Aesistant
Secretar.y of Defense (Reserve Affairs) to identify suitable individuals in the other
categories.

2. Direct the designated OJCS element to establish liason rc'1 ations with the
U.S.A.I.D Offlice of Foreign Disaster Assistance.
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3. Request major engineering trade as:lociations, such as the Association of
General Contractors and the National Constructors Association, to establish a
"military emergency committee." The members would be persons knowledgeable
about the capabilities of various firms to provide support to urban control and
management in various circumstances in different parts of the world. They also
would-be well informed about the considerations affecting firms' willingness to make
such contributions.

4. Inform unified commanders of the existence of the quick reaction teams
and engineering committees.

5. Request CINCb to include these groups in appropriate theater exercises.
Doing so is critical for the relationships andexperience necessary for effective work
in the heat of a crisis.

Longer Term Mission Preiaredne-s

The package of quick help measures is in no way a substitute for systematic
policy, plannizag, and preparedness. The following packlrge of steps tries to meet
those needs. In auriviug at these suggestions, we were acutely aware of constraints
on funds, the numerous functions sup port to urban control and management
involves, and the principla that functions ouatside the mainstream of weapons
development and procurement and preparations to deal with the Soviet Union
langpuish and atrophy without a strong institutional base in the DoD. The Corps of
4ngineers is the organizational lynchpin of this set of recommendations. That is not
because we hold the Corp-, itself to contain the full range of appropriate skills,
equipments, and current rastlions. It is because the Corps presents a combination of
characteristics which make it far more attractive than any alternative known to us--
and Indeed make it likely to be as effective with the task as international and
domestic circumstances will allow.

We have looked for an organization that meets the following criteria: (a)
current asdiinments to complimentary missions; (b) substantial human and
material and bureaucratic resources; c historical involvement with support to civil
functions; Md) close ties with non-DoD operating agencies with relevant capabilities;
(e) masaive cooperative involvements with forelgn governments in overseas projects
of a civil nature; (M) deviloped cooperative ties with relevant parts of the U.S. private
sector; (g) demonstrated capacity to respond quickly to civil emergencies at home
and abroad; (h) good working relationships with relevant elements of other Services;
and (i) senior representation in the unified commands. The Task Force takes no
position on the question of whether giving the Corps the role outlined below implies
reorganization of some exisLing entities and functions external to the Corps. We are
firmly convinced that the key question is how to provide what does not now exist, not
how to rearrange a fragmentary set of inadequate pieces.

The Secretary of Defense should:

1. Designate an CSD (Policy) element ýo prepare and be responsible for
ongoing polihy level relations with other elements of the U.S. Government for
support to urban control and management. Other key elemenits include State,
A.I.D., L.S.I.A., and C.I.A.
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2 Direct that element to complete a policy paper within a year, in
cooperation with J.S, that will embody the policy ten commandments stated
previously.

3. Support the designation of the Corps of Engineers as the responsible
agent for support to urban contrdl and management vwth
designated, encad funds on the order of $50 million per year.

The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff should:

1. Designate an OJCS element to develop policy in cooperation with OSD.

2. After development of that policy, direct the Army to make the Corps of
Engineers the responsible agency with the powers and responsibilities identified
below.

3. Request the unified commanders to look to their component Army
commander and in turn that commander's principal engineering officer as the
primary link to the Corp's preparedness role and for mission execution, unless
special circumstances argue otherwise.

The Corps of Engineers should:

1. Be empowered to task all the Services and OSD (Reserve Affairs) to
identify and pre-designate personnel and other resources. These powers must
amount to a genuine hunting license.

2. Secure from the principle engineering officer of Army component
commands (or another CINC designated official) statements of priority contingency
urban areas and of requirements (including those for intelligence).

3. Retain peisons knowledgeable about high priority cities to monitor them
and provide information support to and serve as "desk cadres" for OJCS and CINC
planners.

4. Conduct and contract for games, simulations and exercises to clarify and
identify requirements.

5. Enter into contracts with the private sector for needed capabilities.

6. Prepare quick reaction assessment and management teams to support
unified commanders as needed.

7. Establish cooperative understandings and information txansfer
arrangements with other parts of the U.S. Government.

8. Prepare operations and logistics plans for urban contingencies.

9. Prepar'e asset packages to meet those contingencies.

10. Prepare intelligence requirements for consideration in the national
intelligence resource allocation process after submission through JCS and OSD.

11. Develop and maintain directly or under contract "who to call" directories
for locating expertise on particular urban areas.
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12. Be responsibre for and empowered to insure the currency of all the lists
and plans mentioned above.

13. Maintain direct liason with the principal engineering officer of-
component Army commands.

14. Submit recommendations and status reports directly to the responsible
"elements in OJCS and OSD.

The Secretary of Defense and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
should jointly:

Request the intelligence community to designate a coordinator for support to
urban control and management who should work closely with the responsible office
in the Corps of Engineers.

The arrangements for this package of mission preparedness recommendation
should be completed in 18-24 months. We envision a continuing cost on the order of
$50 million per year.

Fodion Capabilities

We conclude with a set of recommendations useful for decision and mission
performance involving the Third World, including but going well beyondsupport to
urban control and management.

The Secretary of Defense and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
should:

1. Raise the intelligence priority for classified and open source information
on the Third World emphasizing "how to find out quickly" rather than heavy routine
estimative requirements.

2. Request the intelligence community to conduct pilot efforts to assemble
and provide the types of information and information dissemination identified in
Appendix C, including video discs, social composition maps, biographical rosters.

3. Request the intelligence community to conduct one week quick response,
all source exercises on what are at that time low priority Third World cities.

4. Institutionalize "from the beginning" intelligence community
participation in Third World operations planning and pertinent games, simulations,
and exercises.

5. Request the NSC to direct the addition of a CINC representative to each
country team as the unified commander deems useful.

6. Request the National Security Council to place greater priority on the
completion, updating and dissemination of mission disaster relief plans (Appendix
D).

7. Request the National Security Council to develop and exercise inter-
agency arrangements for Third World contingencies.
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8. Encourage the unified commanders, the Army and the Marines to develop
and fund requirements for the types and numbers of equipments essential for
effective and secure operations in Third World cities (warning sensors, patrol
vehicles, hand radios). Priority and money are the best forms of encouragement.

9. Direct the Air Force and the Navy to develop more personnel like the
Army Foreign Area Specialists.

10. Task the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Reserve Affairs) to develop a
computerized retrieval system for U.S. personnel identified by language competence,
foreign area experience, and civil skill.

11. Task the Navy to be prepared to provide Lion or Cub advanced base
packages to minimize the need for intervention in large Third World cities.

12. Establish a central, high quality psychological operations staff, expert in
mass persuasion and shaping elite perceptions (in contrast to the physical aspects of
message transmission).

13. Task the Army to provide the Fourth Psychological Operations Group
with modern mobile mass communications assets including: (a) for television, a
mobile studio, quict erect antennas, power generators, and large screen TV sets; (b)
large numbers of pocket transistor radios; and (c) equipment to use diruct broadcast
satellites.

14. Task the Services to institutionalize ongoing education and training,
simulations and games on Third World conflicts with urban control and
management aspects in the Service academies and the command and staff colleges.
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APPENDIX A

THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

WASHINGTON DC Z0301-3010

RUICANCH AND FBj-

.*MORAMDUM FOR THE CHAIRMAN, DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD

SUBJECT, Defense Science Board (DOB) Task Force on Conflict
lwEnvironment

You are requested to form a Task Force to examine military
operations in large metropolitan areas. The key questions
includes How do we control and manage large urban areas with
small numbers of forces? What are the key methods of control
and management? What special measures should be considered if
the local population remains present? The Task Force should
include in its considerations. What sort of barrier planning is
required? What role in control and management can be played by
the existing functional elements of metropolitan areas--water
sources and distribution systems, medical facilities.and
sanitation, transportation facilities and patterns of use, power
sources, communications media, food sources and distribution
systems, and cultural/educational institutions.

The Task Force should examine and devote special attention
to the role of intelligence assets, engineer and sapper units,
civil affairs functions, and PSYOP units. That consideration
should recognize the variety of possible enemy threats and
metropolitan environments. The examination should include
existing concepts of operations and relevant current U.S. capa-
bilities. These should be compared with the requirements that
follow from the answers to the key questions. If feasible, the
Task Force should identify what changes are necessary.

The Task Force will be sponsored by General John W. Vessey,
USA, Chairman, JCS. Dr. Davis B. Bobrow, Professor, Department
of Government and Politics, University of Maryland, has agreed
to serve as Chairman of the Task Force and Lt. Col. Herbert R.
Vadney, USAF, DSB Military Assistant, will be the Executive
Secretary. It is not anticipated that your inquiry will need to
go into any "particular matters" within the meaning of Section
208 of Title 18, U.S. Code.

JieuP. Vvi.j% Jf..
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APPENDIX B

TASK FORCE PARTICIPANTS
CHAIRANA

DR. DAVIS Bo BosRow
PROFESSOR OF GOVERNMENT 8 POLITICS# UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND

PIS NENIEnS

DR. IVAN Ls BENNETT, JR., PROFESSOR OF MEDICINE, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY
DR. EUGENE G. FUsINI , PRIVATE CONSULTANT

MR, RICHARD P. GODWIM, VICE CHAIRMAN 9 DIRECTOR, BECHTEL, INC$
ADMIRAL ISAAC C. KIDDm USN (RET.)

GENERAL DONN A. STARRY, USA (RET.)

ASSOCIATE NENIERS
MGEN. JAMES A, JOHNSON# USA (RET.)

DR. PAUL A. JUREIDINIs BDM CORPORATION.
MR. WILLIAM E. KRIEGSMAN, PRESIDENT, MESA CONSULTING GROUP

DR. REUVEN LEOPOLD, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD &.CEO. NKF ENGINEERING
DR, SAYRE STEVENS. GRP VICE PRESIDENT, SYSTEM PLANNING CORPORATION

DAVID SHORE, PRIVATE CONSULTANT
AMBASSADOR EMORY C. SWANK. PRES. & CEOs CLEVELAND COUNCIL ON WORLD

AFFAIRS

ADVISORY GROUP
MR. PETER BAHNSON. ASST FOR SPECIAL OPS. OUSDRE/C31

MS. BESS BURTON, DEPUTY CHIEF, GEOGRAPHY DIVISION, CIA
DR, GEORGE DEMKO, THE GEOGRAPHER, DEPARTMENT OF STATE

COL. JOHN DOWDEY. USAF, OFFICE OF COLLECTION MANAGEMENT, NSA
LT. COL. JOSEPH RoBINsoN. USMC, OJCS/J-5, FPP DIVISION

COL, ROBERT WHITLEY, USA, THE BROOKINGS' INSTITUTION

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
LT, COL, HERBERT R. VADNEY, USAF, MILITARY ASSISTANT, DSB

IDA SUPPORT
DR. JEFFREY GROTTE DEP. DIRECTOR, STRATEGY, FORCES & RESOURCE DIVISION

DR. LEONARD WAINSTEiN, STRATEGY, FORCES, & RESOURCES DIVISION
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APPENDIX C

URBAN AREA INTELUGENCE REQUIREMENTS

Biographic Directoryorganized by functional
Intelligence sectors (communications, public

health, utilities, etc.), of principals
in the public and private sector.
Brief biographic information
especially U.S. training, connections,
political leanings.

Engineering Set of files containing technical
Intelligence InfQrmation on major systems.

Institutional/ Computerized register of services
Services and institutional facilities in

city.-schools, hospitals, fire stations,
etc.

Demographic/ Maps and profiles of socioeconomic
Sociological information broken down by

internal subdivisions of city. Useful
for targeting public information
messages, food distribution
requirements, etc.

Cultural/ Profile of do's and don'ts for
Anthropological operating within the cultural milieu

of the particular city.

Political/ Handbook containing information
Administrative on political-administrative structure

of city and structure of municipal
government.

Cartographic City plan with streets and main
institutional facilities named and
located.

Attitudinal Profile of attitude toward U.S. and
U.S. personnel.
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APPENDIX D
F'•ISSION DISASTER RELIEF PLAN GUIDANCE

This document provides guidance to posts on the preparation and maintenance
of the Mission Disaster Relief Plan (MDIP); and in so doing supplements 2
VAM 060, AID Handbook 8 (Foreign Disaster Assistance) Chapter 3, and the
recently published Emergency Action Manual,

General Policy

In the event of foreign disaster the United States may provide emergency
relief assistance as a humanitarian service consistent with U.S. foreign
policy goals.

Relief and rehabilitation assistance, to have maximum impact in responding
to a natural or mannade disaster, must address specific needs with as much
precision ao possible and must be provided promptly. Assistance should
respond to needs cliarly articulated by or concurred in by the host
government. Each post, therefore, should think through possible disaster
scenarios which might occur in its diplomatic jurisdiction, and should
maintain currently accurate information and 7rocedural checklists in
appropriate detail for possible use in making disaster relief decisions
and in mounting and coordinating emergency assictance programs.

Disaster Relief Planninj Stratey

Plans should be attuned to the state of a country's development and vulner-
ability to disasters. Each post should determine that which constitutes
the minimum degree of detail needed In contingency planning for possible
disaster relief assistance in its diplomatic jurisdiction. Each post
should issue or update a directive regarding contents of the disaster
relief plan, frequency of its periodic review and testing for adequacy and
accuracy by the Emergency Action Committee (EAC), and assignment of staff
responsibility for plan oversight and implementation.

If there is an AiD presence in a disaster prone country, the annual AID
CDSS or relevant document should include a statement on disaster implica-
tions, such as factors or trends in disaster proneness and the possible
impact of disaster on planned progress of the development program or
specific projects.

All posts should formally designate Misasion Disaster Relief Officers
(MDRO), both primary and alternate, to oversee preparation and maintenance
of the Mission Disaster Relief Plan, and to implement the plan. The NDRO
should be a regular member oi the post Emergency Action Committee, and a
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senior officer of Cie Embassy or one of its constituent agencies, e.8.,
the Director or Deputy Director of USAID. In some cases, the post may
wish to appoint a post disaster relief comittee, under the leadership of
the HDRO, consisting of Individuals with expertise or interest in Pectoral
aieas such as health and sanitation, agriculture, transportation,
engineering, etc.

In general, U.S. disaster emergency assistance is least likely to be needed
by those countries which-are economically vell developed, reasonably well
administered, and which do not have a recent history of requiring foreign
disaster assistance. Posts in such countries require mLnimal disaster
relief plans, i.e., contact lists of government agencies and officials
with disaster responsiblity, which are kept up-to-date by the EAC. The
Disaster Relief Plan should be filed with the Emergency Action Plan (EAP).

Posts in other economically developed countries which have local admini-
tration of varying effectiveness and histories of foreign disaster
assistance should maintain more detailed plans. Posts In these countries
should have plans which enable them to monitor and assess needs ensuing
from suddelt disasters. The posts should give particular attention to
local political complexities associated with relief operations, and to
Washington needs for information to evaluate rehabilitation and recon-
struction plans and respond to legislative and public inquiries.
These posts should also be aware that reimbursable disaster relief or
preparedness assistance is possible and may be desirable in some circum-
stances. Posts should therefore identify those situations in which
reimbursable assistance might effectively be offered and provided.

Posts in developing countries without a history of disaster proneness are
encouraged to organize a system, as part of the MDIR, which is alert to
hazards which may evolve unintentionally from development efforts (in
addition to maintaining government agency and o1ficial contact lists).
Hazards such as deforestation, erosion, drought, famine, disease patterns,
weather vulnerable housing, etc., may lead to future situations requiring
foreign assistance.

Posts in developing countries whose disaster prone status has been
identified should incorporate a substantial amount of detail in relief
plans. Sudden natural disasters (earthquakes, storms), civil strife, and
slowly unfolding disasters (famine, disease) can slow or reverse the
fragile and costly processes of development and can have a high cost also
in terms of human life and suffering. In addition to planning for possible
emergency relief, posts should design and implement strategies to encourage
host governments to assess the country's disaster vulnerability. The
explicit consideration of possible disaster implications such as erosion
resulting from agricultural practices,'and earthquake vulnerability of
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housing due to construction practices and design, can help reduce the risk
of future disaster. PVOs, other donor embassies, and international
organizations should also be encouraged to consider disaster implications:

Format & Maintenance of MDRP

A looseleaf or other flexible format should be developed to facilitate
revision. Copies should be filed with the ZAP to assure ready access in
the event of an emergency. A copy of a statement by the EAC of the plan's
adequacy and currency should be filed periodically (annually In disaster
prone countrias), with each copy of the MDRP. A copy of the plan, revi-
sions, and periodic statements should be forwarded to OFDA for reference
in the OFDA Operations Center, and to the appropriate Regional Liaison
Group shown in Section 020.5 of the Emergency Action Manual.

The MDRP for a post in a country for which U.S. disaster assistance
may be needed in the future should include three types of informatiot,:
general or background, specific or technical, and programmatic ot
procedural.

-- General background. The country's disaster environment and history
should be provided in as much detail as needed to indicate trends,
periodically, seasonality, etc. It may be useful to discuss s)pecifitc
geographic regions and their potential hazards, such as earthqdakes,
floods, disease, famine, etc. The host government organization and
role in relief, and the response of the local community and other
donor nations to past disasters should also be described. OFDA
Country Profiles if available, may be used to supplement a section
on general information.

-- Specific/technical. In-country resources available for response tn
disasters should be catalogued and indexed in terms of government
agencies (national and otherT including military); nongovernmental
agencies, including'the Red Cross and PVOs (U.S. and indigeneoua);
other embassies representing potential donor governments, international
organizations such as the UNDP, UNICEF, WHO, etc.; and commercial
resources available. Government resources listings should focus on
disaster management agencies, as well as on agencies concerned with
food, water, sanitation, health, logisiics, public works, energy and
communications. Commercial resources should include truck, rail and
air carriers, and distributors or stockers of food, medical supplies,
blankets and eating utensils, hand tools and heavy equipment, and

, materials with which shelter can be repaired or improvised.

In each case it is of critical importance to maintain current names,
titles, and office and home telephou, numbers of officials and busi-
nessmen who have authority to commit or release resources in time of
emergency. Security service contacts should be identified who can
facilitate access to restricted areas, e.g., the disaster zone, and
airport cargo areas to oversee arriving relief materiel.
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-- Programmatic or procedi.ral Information should itemize the resourcei
available and/or needed to monitor a disaster, assess needs, and deliver
possible V.S. relief and rehabilitation assistance in a timely and
effective fashion. Organizational and procedural guidelines should be
provided in as such detail as possible, with checklists of steps to be
taken or considered in an escalating emergency situation.

A suggested Table of Contents for a Mission Disaster Relief Plan in a less
developed disaster prone country follows, as vwil as guidance for the
preparation of individual sections of such a plan. Posts with a lesser
need for detailed planning are encouraged to abstract from this guidance
as appropriate. Each post should design its MDRP based on its perception
of needs within the country; a standard format is not required.

U.S. MISSION DISATER RELIEF PLAN

Suggested Table of Contents

1. Introduction (purpose, authority, responsibility)

2. Background Information

3. Host Country Resources

3.1 Government Organizations and Officials

3.2 Non-governmental Organizations and Officials

3.3 Commercially Available Services and Supplies

4. International Organizations and Officials

5. Other Donor Embassies

6. Country Team Resources

7. Post Organization for Relief Assistance

8. Assessment of Damage and Needs

9. Coordination with Host Government

10. Situation Reporting
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1. Introduction

-- Purpose. A statement of post plan of action which provides liternal
guidance and organixation to be adopted in responding to disaster
relief situations, ready reference on resources available (local and
U.S.), ind procedures to be followed.

Authocities and Responsibilities. A statement on chain of command or
alternative chains of command and emergency roles to be assumed by
agencies and individuals within the Country Team. If a military
presence other then DAO exists within the jurisdiction of the pont,
parameters of military initiative in responding to a sudden d.sastea
occurrence should be described.

Responsibility. The designetiou of named officers as HDRO and alter-
nate HIDRO to oversee Mission Disaster Relief Activities and to act as
principal staff officer to the Chief of Mission in time of &eerivicy,
and a statement of EAC respousibility in assuring that the MDRP is
adequate, maintained current, and tested periodically.

2. Background Information

-- A brief description or graphic illustratiou of gove~y..,-t structure,
national and local.

- A geographic description of the country and its regions (with maps).

h statement of hazard proneness of each region, and descriptions cf past
disasters and disedster responses in as much detail as practicable.
Copies of any hazard maps which have been prepared by in-country or
foreign expert* should be obtained and filed in accessible locations.

Description of transportation routes (land, water, air) and types, and
payload capabilities of carriers, ports. Atc.

Description of health care system and resources; hospital/clinic
locations and bed capabilities; emergency generators; water reserves;
medical cold chain.

-- Description of source areas and marketing patterns for food and shelter
6stpplifes.

Description and appraisal (subjective if aecessary) of electrical gene-
ration and distribution facilities.

Description of petroleum (gasoline, diesel, gas) distribution system.
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- Description of prevailing cultural or religious constraints on diet,
preferences, etc.

-- Description of food preparation and consumptiou practices, fuels used
in cooking, and fuel sources.

3. Host Country Resources

3.1 G vernment Organizations and Officials

Names, addresses mandates, appraisal of effectiveness (subjective
i;l necessary) of individuals in key Ministries with potential for
d:Lsaster response involvement (such as Civil Defense, Emergency
management, Health, Agriculture, Public Works, Transportation,
Seucurity, Defense, etc.), as well as; watch office telephone
numbers; names; titles, office and home telephone numbers of key
officials.

3.2 Nfn-governmental Organizations with Potential for Disaster
Response Involvement

Names, addresaes, mandates, appraisal of effectiveness (subjective
if necessary); watch oj!fice telephone numbers; names, titles,
*ffice and home telephone numbers of key officials of Red Cross/
Red Crescent, American and indigenous PVOe registered with AID.

3.3 Couwrciall 1 Available Services and Supplies

Cotmon and charter carriers (truck, air) and trucker associations
through which vehiclcs may be obtained quickly: names, addresses,
office and home telephone numbers of key officials. Also, rbpair
facilities and spare parts inventory.

Staple foods: wholesalers-distributors, storage depots;'names and
telephone numbers of managers.

Blankets, cooking/eating utensils, basic clothing wholesalers-dis-
tributors: names and telephone numbers of managers.

'Medical and pharmaceutical supplies wholesalers-distributors;
of ice and warQhovee locations; names and phone numbers of manag-
ers.

Heavy c.i.struction equipment distributora and repair facilities:
names ana phone numbers of managers.

Hand tools (agricultural, road repair, construction) yholesaler-
distributors: names and telephone numbers of manasers.

D-6
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Shelter materials (cement, plastic sheeting, corrugated sheeting,
lumbet, fastenings, etc.) wholesalers-distributorst names and
telephone numbers of managers.

Agricultural inputs (seeds, fertilizer, pesticides) wholesaler.-
distributors: names and telephone numbers of managers.

Airports - cargo handling facilities and equipment, e.g., fork-
lifts, on-off loaders; procedure for obtaining emergency passes
to cargo areas.

4. International Organizations and Officials

UNDP, WHOl, AO, WPO OAS, PAMO, etc.; current lists of principal and
key officers, and skills and resources available in-country which can
be mobilized in disaster situations; guidelines for coordination and
sharing of information and standardized criteria (where possible) for
reporting disaster situation to organization headquarters. What host
goveriment initiatives are required for these organizations to respond
to disaster situations?

5. Other Donor Embassies

Listing of embassies and development assistance agencies of other
traditional donor goverments, and key officers; guidelines for
coordination And sharing of Information, and recommended roles 1c
disaster assistance; embassies of traditionally non-donor governments
whose assistance may be encouraged.

6. Country Team Resources

Listings of Country Team individuals with skills or interests of
"potential value in assessing damage and needs, monitoring USG and

other donor assistance, staffing the post command'center, assuring
commodity accountability, situation reporting, handling the press,
etc. (Noteg FSN employees throughout the Country Team offer an
extraordinary resource in collecting and tabulating local information
of all types.)

Maps and technical data available in Commercial Library and Country
Team component offices.

Possible AID participation in in-country radio nets of Agriculture,

Health and other ministries.

Care and trucks available for assessment travel; state of maintenance;
spare parts/repair capability; fuel stocks and containers; field trip
camping equipment.

D-7
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7. Post Organization for Disaster Relief Assistance

-- Host instances of USG disaoter relief assistance will fall in
this category. The MDRP should establish explicit lines-of
authority and responsibility for monitoring and reporting the
disaster situation, snd managing.USG response.

-- Spaecific tasks of the lDRO, alternate HDRO, and technical officers
should be delineated. These include: liaison with government
agencies, other embassies, international organizations and PVOs
to identify needs and apportion assistance load among donors;

F-- ield Assessments of situation and needs, and Interim evaluation
of factual information frna government and other local and foreign
observers; preparation of numbered Situation Reports (SitRep

uummaries should be cabled IM4EDIATE or NIACT IM/EDIATE to Depart-
ment for OFUA); and idencificatLon of material and in-country
transport needs and local resources.

-- The IDRP should provide for principal and alternative locations
for use as Couxind Center. Command Center space should be con-
venient to post communicationo facility, and should be equipped
with work tables, telephones, typewriters, mergency generator,
and office supplies. Copies of the MDRP and maps should be
readily acceasible.

-- Thba IRP should establish responsibility within the Country Team
for checking and securing all material purchased or arriving in
country until receipt by an authorized official of a disaster
relief Imelementlng agency; provide for supply logistics
monitoring by post personnel to assure timely distribution to the
intended recipients and identify supplics in exness of needs
for warehousing or subsequent rucovery.

8. Assesament of Damage and Needs

-- Assessment is a key tool of the disaster manager, providing basic data
upon which decisions can be made. Without good assessment, the disaster
assistance offered may be inappropriate or irrelevent.

- Aaseisarent informaLion is most useful to the decision maker when it
identifics what needs hava been created by the disaster; what resources
are available within the stricken community and surrounding area, and
from various other donor governments and organimations, and; what is
the remaining gap which must be filled. Baseline data are extremely
important in ansewring these questions. Such data should be Included
in the MDRP or appropriate annexus.
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Posts should include provisions in MDRPs for every effort possible to
assure that professional oz responsible American officers (post staff or
TDY) and FSN employees observe the disaster situation before recommend-
ing a uajor relief undertaking.

The MDRP should provide for the assessment of rehabilitation needs as
vell as relief needs; and should designate post staff responsibility
for developing and monitoring rehabilitation plans.

9. Coordination with Host Government

-- The HDRP should identify and provide teliphone numbers for that Indivi-
dual or agency, such as the Foreign Ministry, empowered to make official
requests for assistance or approve the requests of others.

The )IDRP should provide procedural guidance for informing the government
of the determination and, at this time, suggesting that the government
publish general instructions on reviewing and approving requests for
external assistance (gracefully rejecting donations of unsolicited and
inappropriate items, for example).

-- If assistance is to be provided, the government should be requested to
direct customs and airport management, etc., to arrange for immediate
entry and secure storage until supplies are forwarded to the disaster
area.

SThe MR•P should assure that the post is alert to the substance of
requests from other than the official source, but require that all
requests have the approval of government before they are acted upon.

-- The post should assure that government appeals for assistance are made
to other potential donors as well as the U.S., or report the rationale
for an exclusively bilateral initiative in a cable classified as appro-
priate.

-- The MDRP should Include a caution for any discussion with the host
government of possible U.S. assistance in reconstruction until the
post has discussed the matter with the Department and the appropriate
regional Bureau of AID.

10. Situation Reporting

-- The MDRP should offer guid6nce for preparation of a series of numbered
Situation Reports, to be transmitted by immediate cable to OFDA, begin-
ning with the actual or threatened disaster and continuing through LLG
period during which emergency actions may be required.
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APPENDIX E

DISASTER ASSESSMENT

The attached sector assessment draft checklist$, Food and Agriculture,
Health and Sanitation, Shelter, Logistics and Management, and Infrastructure,
were prepared by a group of worldvide disaster experts convened by OFDA in June
1981. All U.S. diplomatic posts are encouraged to adapt these checklists to
local needs in developing and implementing Mission Disaster Relief Plans,
translate the checklists into local languages as appropriate, and encourage
other actors on the disaster scene to use them as well. (Copies of the
checklists have been distributed to selected other governments, International
organizations, and PVOs for use in disaster damage and needs assessment.)

Comments on the checklists and their utility and relevance under field
conditions are velcome; the checklists will be modified and produced in final
form in response to Mission comments, Please forward any recommendations on
the format, content, and usefulness of the assessment checklists to the
Director, Office of U.S. Foreign Disaster Assistance, Agency for International
Development, Washington, D.C. 20523.

Sector Asseusments

Food and Agriculture I
Health and Sanitation II
Shelter III
Logistics and Management IV
SInfrastructure V

E-1
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FOOD AND AGRICULTURE

1. General Principles

A. In assessing food needs, it is important to specify whether actual
food stooks have been destroyed or whether access to food has been
disrupted,

E. Except for vulnerable groups, most disaster victimi can go without
food, if need be, for days following the disaster. The need for
food may be more psychological rather than physiological during
this time. (The World Food Program has noted that in famine
situations, the need for food is variable. Laoking any hard data.
one Could as3ume that for every 1,000 people: 100 will require
full feeding, 200 one-?alf feed.'ýng, 400 one-quarter, and 300 will
require no feeding.)

C. •hough food may not be an Ammedlate need, the need for information
about food becomes an Immedilate one because of the long lead times
associated with delivering food.

D. The need for food must be reviewed in concert with damage
assessment of the logistical infrastructure since warehousing =4
trucking, for example, could become binding constraints on any
food aid.

E. food aid has great potential for disrupting local markets and
social interaction as well as for straining disaster relief
maongement capabilities. Complete data on food/agricultural needs
are therefore especially Important.

F. An earthquake does not generally destroy food stocks or crops.
AcOcss to food may be de3troyed.

G. A hurricane may actuall) increase local food availability in the
first days because tree crops are blowm out of trees or root crops
must be harvested . There may be a need for food in the medi•m
term.

Hi. When disaster victims are evacuated, for example during a volcanic
eruption, food aid may be requirtd even though food stocks have
not been destroyed.

1. In describing agricultural inputs such as seed, fertilizer, and
pesticides, it is iMperative to specify varieties and application
rates used in and famili[ r to the affected brea. hew varieties
or rew practices should generally not be introduced during a
disaster relief effort.

E-2
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11. Food

A. -selinie Data

(_ 1. Describe the normal consumption pattern (food basket) of the
affected population, any taboos, and acceptable substituteS.

{_ 2. Describe the normal food morketing system (including gov't.
involvGment, imports, subsistence).

{_} 3. Indicate what food aid programs, if any, exist and describe
them.

{ II. Outline the Indigenous food processing capacity.

S. Effect of the Event on Food

_) 1. Ascertain the disaster's effect on actual food stocks and
standing crops (damaged/destroyed?)

1) 2. Determine if access to food (e.g., roads, milling facilities)
has been disrupted and, if so, how long it is likely to
remain disrupted,

(3 3. Check market Indicators of food shortages, such as:

a. Absence/shortage of staple grains and other foods on
the market.

b. Price differential,

a. Change in supplies on-the marke (e.g., an increase In
meat supplies may Indicate people are elling animals
to get money),

d. Change in wholesale grain availability,

e. Unusual public assembly at warehouse or dockside when
grain 1s being unloaded,

f. Changes In warehouse stocks,

g. Macok-,arket price changes; increase in blbck-market
activities,

h. Commercial import changes or proposed changes, and

i. Sale of land, tools, draft animals, etc..

E-3
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_) U. ¢heck nutritional indicutors of food shortages, such 8s:

a. Signs 01 marasmus, kwashiorkor, or other signs of
mulnutrition,

b. Increased illness among children, and

o. Change In diet., I.e., quantity, quality, and type.

1_3 5. Check social indicators of food shortages, such as:

a. Increased begging/fighting, and

b. .igration from rural to urban areas.

C. Food Availability

1. Determine how much food can be expected from future and/or
specially planted, quick-meturing crops. At what point in
the production cycle did the affected tree find Itself when
the d3saster struck?

{ 2. Estimate the local gov't. stocks on hand and scheduled to
arrive. Is borrowing of stocks on hand & possibility?

(_ 3. Estimpte the local commercial stocks on hand and scheduled
to errive.

(_ U. Estimate the local vclig/international orgenization stocks
on tind and scheduled to trrive. Is borrowing a
possibility?

S9 5. Estimate local personal stocks on hand and scheduled to

arrive.

t_) 6. Determine regional tvallabilitles.

(.1 7. Canvass other donors to find ubmt they expect to
contribute.

-) 8. Estimate how muzh food rid would be required duLing
* specific time periods.

D. Distribution S7stems

(. 1. Describe existing food aid distribution systems, e.g.,
govt t. ration, vola.g, WFF (FFFW, MCK, Cantemn).

1() 2. Describe gov't. market,.ng mcchanisms.

E-4
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1-1 3. Judgt the capacity of the above to expand/begln emergency
&4d. What is their rtcord of a'ccountabillty?

A. Mass feeding

(1 a. Explain the country's (tgoncy's) previous exparience
with MLSS feeding.

tJb. Determine the availability of facilities and materials,
inel d Ing fueli.

{ 5.Determine whether repackamging facilities exist.

L.. Social and larket 2mract of Food Aid

(1 . Analyze the likely peice Impact on normal food suppliers.
Describe the. suppliers.

{92. Decide whether food aid would free cash. and loabr for other
aspects of rel$ef, or would divert lipbor and create a
dependent attitude.

F, Other

1) . Research any Isgal impediments to importation of certain
foodsI.

111. Agriculture

A. Easeline Datb

(11. Describe crops grown In the affected &reat following the points
listed below~:

a. Crop name

b. Average area planted (per dots availtble)

c. Average production (per data a-vtiltble)

d. Planting season/a, (dates) and time to maturity

4. Aire crops climate specific?

f. Are hybrid seeds btino used in the area?

g. Cash or subsistence?
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2. Describc domestic animals present in the affected area
following the points listed below:

a. Approximate numiber of animals in the area

b. Value of Individual animals

a. Use of animals for food

d. Use of animals for work

a. Use of animals for cash production

f. Are bred stocks used in the area?

(3 3.Describe the agricultural system, including the following:

a. Land use systems

b. Agricultural labor system/land tenure

c. Crop preferences

d. Inputs

I Seeds (reserved or purchased?) Is treated seed known?

2) Fertilizer

3)o Iahi noery/toolas

4I) Pest~icides

a. Storage (on farm, gov't., privae.?)

f. Agro-business facilities, processing of local or imiported
comod itiles

4) . Describe the local fishing industry.

E. Effect of the Event on Agriculture/Livestock/Fisheries

{)1. Ascertain tho, extent of damage by crop/livestock/ fisheries
and by area, noting at what point In the production cycle
the event occurred. State the source of the information.

1) 2. Estimate the loss in production (tonage/head) by
crop/livestock/fisheries, and by zone within the affected
area.

(1 3.Analyze whether losses will Increase over time -nd state why.

E- 6
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_) IL. Describe druagt to agricultural mclinery.

)} 5. $escribe damagc to irrigatiorn systems.

1) 6. Describe damage to seed, fertilizer, and pestiodGd stocks.

f() 7. Describe dmaigc to fishingl ger.

) Be. For a drought, compare current reinfall to the normal or
recent ;*st precipitation.

t.) 9. Identify any unusual or untimely &razing obanges.

( }10. Describe any threats from Insects or disease that might follow
the disaster.

C. Availability of Inputs - b.v type (e.g., seed, fertil1zer,
pesticides, tools, machinery, veterinary medicine&, fishing boats,
nets, breeding stock)

U1 1. •Ltimate the local government stocks on hand and acheduled
to arrive.

* _ ;2. Estimate the local commercial stofks on hand and scheduled
to urrive.

{_ 3. Estimate the local personal stocks on hand and scheduled to
arrive.

U) L•. Elicit from the victims informatioi, on how they plan to cope
with losses.

S1 5. Determine regional avaiLlbilities end elasticity of supply.

41} 6. Ascertain what other donors plan to supply.

7 Outline what further inputs would be required to restore
minitmum productivity.

4] 8. ~ind out if repackaging faciliti3s for se¢d, fertilIzcr, and
pe1stiOld•s exist.

D. Distribution System /.ecnI cal Infrlstructurc

{ ] 1. Outline host government (Ministry of Agriculture) operations
in the effected area. Does it provide:

a. Extension service,

b. Crop Stor•ig/e5110,
E-7
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c. Veterinary services,

d. Irrigatlon services,

4. Research facilities,

f. Hybrid meod,

g. Fertilizer,

h. Other plants (fruit trees) and/or,

1. Pesticides?

(1 2. Desorlbe any agricultural projects and inputs provided by
foreign organizations/Vovernments.

3 3. Describe the operations of rural or agricultural credit
organizations, cooperatives, or credit sharing organizations
that exist in the astected ares.

A) M. Judge the capacity of the ibove to incorporate rehabilitation
disaster assistance.

E-8
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HEALTH AND SANITATION

2. Ooneral PrlncIples

A. Identify and talk with ahy and all available oomponents of the host
government (or affected resa's) "chain of command" for health
issues. Find out what data gathering has begun and who Is
gathering It. Coordinate plans for your own datea gthering
aotivitiae with health officials so that subsequently arriving
people/teams do not needlessly duplicate your efforts.

b. All information should be quantified whenever possible, includIng
(a) number of people and (b) the extent to which they are involved.
Rates should be determined by any available sampling prooedures
and these rates then multiplied by estimates of the total number
of people In an area.

1. (Co) For trauma :
a. Villageusor other habitational units probably
representative of other affected areas should be chosen.

b. A quick "walk through" survey should be done
observing the first 20-30 houses encountered and noting
how mnay people are Injured and require major treatment.

a. The injury rate should then be calculated and
multiplied by the entire estimated affected population
in order to obtain an estimate of the total number of
injured people.

C. Sources of all information should be clearly specified. Examples
might include whether it was observed, reported by an Inf•rmant in o
discussion, Collected through a survey of a randomly sampled
population, heard by ruoor, etc. The Information collected will then
be much more meaningful to those having to interpret it, especially
if there are conflicting reports.

D. Reliable populgtion data are essential for quantifying estimates
of disease or injury (or almost anyother disaster-related need). If
such information does not. exist prior to the team': arrival, the
epidemiologist on the team should have the expertise to begin gathering
population data.

E. Health conditions often change rapidly after a natural disaster.
For this reason, It is best to concentrate on immedlate needs, one
of which is creation of a disease surveillance system to provide dota
for medium-term and long-term needs as0ses4ent.

F. Preventive rather than curative medicine should be stressed, except

"E-9
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in cases of &cute trauma.

G. Fear of an outbreak of diseAse after a disaster is largely
unfounded. Whuile endemic diseases will continue to exist, a
disaster introduces no new ones.

H. Vaccines, especially cholers and typhoid, have no place in an
emergency relief effort.

1. "Field" hospitals, large quantities of curative medicines, and
unskilled labor from the outside world are almost never needed.

J. Corpses are not a source of disease except for anthrax, smallpox,
and plague. There Is, therefore, no health reason for m&SS burials
(which may lead to social disruption). The only diseases transmitted
by animal caraasses are rabies or, If the dead animal had fleas, plague
and tularemia.

K. Halazone tablets are generally not an appropriate response to
contaminated water.

11. Irauma

() A. Determine or estimativ numbers of deaths and death rates in
affected areas.
0 Fethodology must be specified for estimates (e.g., rumor,
information from local leaders, spot surveys, rgndom sample,
etc.).

2. L Determine or estimate* numbers of major Injuries and rt*es
for each. Specify traumatic injuries requiring surgery,
hospitalization (e.g. fractures, head injury, internal
Injuries).

C. Determine** numbers and locations of health facilities which
existed prior to the disaster.

or estimate

() D. Determine0 e numoers of facilities which are still functioning
and reflect the total number of usable beds,

) ]E. Determine** numbers of indigenous health personnel vho are
rvuilable,

_) F. Determine" mounts of mad cal supplies and drugs which are
available on site or in country.

U1 G. Determine** addition&I amounts which will need to bo quickly
obtained from sources out3ide the str icken area.

E-1O
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H) P.. Determine*4 what additional medical equipment is needed, and
mn be readily obtained, to deal with major injuries.

1. Suggested data sources for these and following date:

1. National/provincial health officers
2. hiospitals
3. ClinIcs
4. 'raditional healers
5. Local leaders
6. Fly over
7. Walk-throuh surveys

112. Water

{) A. Describe the types of systems that existed prior to the
disaster in tff1eted areas.

{) B. Describe how they relate to population concentrations still
remaining in the area.

{) C. Determine who is In charge of local water system(s).

(Community group? Coittee? National authority?)

(_ D. Ascertain whether the offic.lals are aware of chlorine use.

E_ E. Determine whether the system is still functional.

F_ P. 3pecify how many people have been deprived of functional
water supply.

G 0. Determine what material the systQm is constructed of.

H) i. Describe any evidence of unusual sanitation problems, e.g.,
pond ing of water.

(1 I. Establish a point for a controlled water supply to be -put
in, once resources become available. 1he assumption is
being made that, after earthquakes and other natural
disasters, water should be considered contaminated until
proven otherwise.

J) 4. Determine If there is any early evidence of water-related
disease.

E-11
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Iv. Nutritional Status

{_ A. Determine the pre-existing nutritional status of.tne
population. For example, what percentage of children are
"malnourished" by objective standards? (This information
may be available in a country profile.)

(_ E. Determine the nutritional status of a sall sample of
children, using weight (Sitter scale) for height (height
based) and standards and by doing an edema count.

{U C. Determine at a local level if acces3 to food has been
disrupted.

(_ D. Estimate the number of individuals requiring emergency food
supplies and the duration of this need.

V. Communcable Diseases

{_ A. Determine endemic disease , vels by reading a country
profile (should be done prior to arrival) end by talking
with national aend provincial health officers.

L_ S. Encourage (and te•ch how, if necessary) local health
personnel to set up a simple surveillance system designed
to detect increases in communicable diseases and to help
d0spel rumors.

{_ C. Determine which iccial disruptions could lead to
communicable disease problems (e.g., crowding, interrupted
vector control programs).

1) D. Ascertain which, if any, communicable diseases are being
diagnosed. Document the method of diagtiosis (clinical
judgment vs laboratory test vs rumors).

{ 5. Determine which health officials can/will investigate rumors
of disease outbreaks.

F. Support national authorities in their efforts to restrict
vaccine use to specific indications.

F-12
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V1. Vectors

(IA. Determine what endemic vector borne disetses are problems
and which control programr have been functioning.

()E. Include these diseases In your surveillance system to detect
any future increases.

* V11. Waste Disposal/seebge

()A. If the disaster occurs in a rural area, Waste dISPoasi IS
almost never a problem unless sewage "pands" in a public
area. Determine if this is occurring.

S . If you are on an Island affected by hurricanie, or in an
area affected by flooding, determine If the sewage drainage
system Is still open. (See also i~nfrastrUCtUre.3

()C. Determine th~e adequacy of sewage disposal facilities in
any public buildings or other areas being used to
temporarily Shelter homeless people.

E- 13
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SHELTER'

". General Principles

A. Whelhltr £ssessment should be aone in direct coordination with the
affected government, since the govarnment will usually have a
;reponderant role in a1l aspects of & shelter program (e.g.,
timing, location, type, distribution).

E. It is equall) importsnt to escertain the desires and plans of the
victims themselves, since they are so closely related to
rehabilitation of agrIculture/cottage industry and to duration
of outside assistance.

11. Private Dwellings

A. Damage

U_ 1. Determine the type (urban/rural) and size of the &reo
affected through field visits.

{) 2. Determine accessibility to the affected areas, for
both assessment and delivery.

31 3. Approximate the percentage of units of priviste
dWellings (i.e., single family, attached, low-rise
and high-rise multiple family) damaged and destroyed
by village or region.

U_ 14. Determine the number of damaged dwellings that are
habitable without immediate repair, that are habitable
only after repair, that are not habitable and must be
destroyed.

S) 5. Inventory existing structures and public faeilities
that can be used as temporary shelters. giving
careful consideration to access to sanitation and
water,

SE. Victims

1 }1. Determine the number of homeless victims.

_) 2. Determine the average number of people in an
individual dwelling (if not already known).

1_) 3. Elicit the perceived needs of the disaster victims and
how they are currently meeting or planning to meet
their oan needs (temporary Is well as permanent).

_) I. Determine the number of victims that will need some
form of temporary shelter.

-*-~-- ------ --.- - - E-1IJ ~ .t .. .a J *.IS AJ 3 .,A..
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S{ 5. Identify obstacles that prevent Victims from niftting
their o§hn needs both for temporary and perw-nent
shelter.

C. Iaterials

(_ 1.. Identify construction styles end materilds normally
used in the affected structures.

2) 2. Determine the &villabillt) (and costs) of indigenous
materials to meet both cultural tnJ disaster
resistance requirements.

1_3. Identify any suitable material substitutes,
indigenously or externally tv'ilable, that would
appropriately meet the culturfl and disaster
prevention requirements.

4( }4. Identify the type. and quantity of building materials
that the victims can providc for themselves for
temporary and permanent shelter.

( S. Identify the type and quantity of building materials
that the affected government can provide for the
victims for temporary and permanert shelterl '

{ 6. Determine the type end quantit'y of materials needed
from external sources for temporary and permanent
shelter.

D. it#es and Conditions

{ ]1. Assess the suitability, i.e., infrestructural support,
of aviilable sites for both temporary and permanent
shelters, including, where necessary, mass shelteriTJg.

1) 2. Determine 4' relocation is necessary due to the nature
of the disaster.

(3 3. Assess the potential disaster vulnerability of
available sites for both temporary and permanent
shelters.

U( ] . Assess the environmental conditions that affect-need:
for temporary shelter.

5) 5. Assess the environmental conditions that would iUmpose
constraints on permanent shelter.

{_ 6. Identify any problems related to land use and land
tenure.
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E. Distribution

(1 1.Determina *vkilablllty of a distribution machanism
(local, regional, netional, or internat~ional) to
distribute shelter materials (temportry or permanent.)
to the victims.

t-) 2. Identify committees. credit unions, government
ag*encies, co-ops, etc., that can mobilize forc0s to
help implement a shelter program.

(13. Determine an equitable means of allocation and an
approprit mediium of exchange for the building
materials,

111. Public Buildings & Mass Shelter

A. Damage

U) 1. Assess the numiber of buildings destroyed, damaged,
repairable by category (schools, churches, community
centers, etc ..

U) 2. Identify thowe public buildings designeted as public
shelters (prior to a disaster) that are in usable
condition.

193. Determine v4iat, repairs, if any, art needed, to make
the structures usable for the'ir intended purpose, or
f or Mass shelters.

{)E. Analyze the likcely impact of public buildings not being
availtble for their intended use, i.e., if they are
destroyed or being used as meas shelter.

C. Sites and'Conditions

(U 1. If necessary, identifY suitable (i~e., with adequate
infraatructurc3. support) nleý premisets to be used as
public shelters.

1-) 2. Verify whether public shelters have altearly identified
management personnel. to operate, the atnters.

C)3. Verify thaqt shelters have necessary utilities
( sanitation, water supply, electricity).

4.II Assess the nlumber of people that can be accommodated
in public shel3ters.
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C:. tat, r tal,

(_1 1. lointily construction Metcribla Cnd styles normally
usec in thc iffected structures.

1 2. retermlna the 8vaitibJllty (Und costs) of ilndigcnoua
mtterials to mett both culturgl rnd disaster
resistmnce rtquirements.

_ .•. •Identify any suitable material substitutes,
indigenously or exterrtlly evtiliblt, that would
approprigtal) meet the culturtl and disgster
prevtntion requirements.

19 Identify the type and cuwntity of building mater&Ils
that the affected government ctn provide for the
victims for temporary and permanent 11eltWr.

U 5. ettermine what repairs the victims can make themselves
to make the affected structurts oCcuPiable.

L) 6. Uetermine the type and quantity of aeterials needed
from external sources for temporary and pormenent
shelter.

E. Distribution

U) 1. Gather pertinent iniormrtlon rs under 1I.E. above.

Vl. Fersonal Frotectior, Effects

{_) A. Y'.ake a general determination of numbers and type of personal
articles lost in the disastr or nceded becsuse the victims
ere d3splceld.

E. Elinktts

(_] 1. stimate, the number end type (4ccording to clImctic
coanditions) o: bltnkets needed.

-t_ 2. Identify whxt is availible within the country from
personal, commarc1;l, vclgg, or government
stocks.

11 3. Determine what Is needed from external sources.

C,. Clothing

1 ) 1. Describe the clothing tradItiontlly worn, by season
and area.
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.. :f :thinr is needed, estir.It the amount by agc
&roL; and sex.

i -. It" clothing is niedeed, dctermine if used clothing
is acct;table and., It so, for which groups.

C. I•.eting/Cooking Fuel

1_ I. Describe normal hetting/cooking ;rmctices.

( 2. Determine whether heoting equipment and/or fuel are
required.

1-) 3. Estimate types and quantities needed over a specific
time period.

{( 14. Determine appropriate storage and distribution
mechanisma.

S . ldentify what is availabl¢ locally.

(_ 6. Identity what Is needed from external sources.

9. Other

_) 1. Determine If other personal effects, such as cooking
utensils and small storage containers, are needed.
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LOG1311CS AND MWAN.AEMNT

1. General Principles

A. Assesame;t Or the logistical capabilities of a disaster stricken,
country is a prerequisite to the formulation of reasonable requests
for assistance and to the delivery of the right ttinga to the right
place at the right time.

1. There are mple statistics and detalled information On port and
airport facilities available In Weshington (and world wide).
Assesfent should concentrate on identifying changes created by
the dsasater or by excessive use during relief operations.

C.. Baseline dots on port facilities are available In Ports at the
World and from carriers serving the port(s) in quGe-t1.'-T"e
are summarized in C'DA Country Profiles, where they exist.

D. Baseline data on airports of the wrld, including grass strips
and unpaved airports, are available from the Federal Avistion
Administration (M1l Hau or )r. Webb - 202-426-3163) and from
alrcarriers serving the airport(s) in question, Then are also
summarized In the CrDA Country Profiles.

E. Baseline dota regarding storage and distribution systems-may be
available from voluntary agencies In country.

r. Some of the requested Information Is needed before civil or
military cargo aircraft @an be dispatohed. Other information Is
aimed at maximizing flexibility and efficiency.

.11. Airports

_) A. Identify the airport being assessed, by*

1. Name,

2. Designntor,

3. Location, and

4. Elevation,

_) !. Describe the current condition of facilities.

(_ 1. Ascertain whether the airport is fully operational.
Daylight hours only?

(_) 2. Furnish usable runway lengths and location(&) of any
Interruptions.

1-) 3. Determine whether taxiways, parking areas, and cargo
handling areas are Intact.

( I4. Establish i4*ether runway and epprogce. lights are operating.
E-19
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(_ 5. Specify which navigational aids are operating. VOR, NDB,
ILS?

(_ 6. Describe available communications facilities.

(_ 7. Determine whether the terminal building is operating.

( 8. Chec~k the availability and cost of aviation fuel.

(_ 9. Find out If faocil+ties exist lor mandatory aircrew rest.

(-1 10. Explore whether the cargo-handling v-esa can be lighted
for night cargo operations.

(_ C. Determine what cargo-handling equipment is available, including
fuel and operatorsa.

1. *Forklifts (number, capacity)

2. Scissors Lift (capacity)

3. Cargo dollies (number)

(_ D. Determine what start-up equipment. is available, Including fuel
and operat.ors.

() E. Describe maintenance possibilities.

(_ F. Outline what storage is available.

1. Covered?

2. At the airport? Off airport? How far?

3. Capacity and suitability for storage of foods or other
perishables

{ G 0. Civil Air

(1 1. Find out whether arrangements can be made for prompt
overflight and lsnding clearances.

(2 2. Ascertain that the air controller service Is functioning.

(2 3. Specify wrking hours for airport personnel.

() II. Explore having "No Objections" fees or *Royalty" fees
waived or paid locally. (This applies principally to
the Middie East and to parts of Africa where a csharge.
equal to 151 of the charter cost, may be levied against
chartered aircraft.)
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S) 5. Find out if arrmngemmnts can be made to work around the
Clock, inClUdinl Customs.

_) 6. 2dentify personnel to tally and document cargo as it Is
rectived end transshipped.

1_ 7. Ascertain that the host governmant will ccept; dcliveries

by means of military as well Cz civil aircraft.

{ P H. Describe security arrangements.

1 I. Determine what repairs and/or auxiliary equipment wuld be needed
to Inertse airport capacity. How soon can local authorities
be expected to restore service?

11,. Seaports

{_ A. Identify the port being rssessed, by:

1. hame, and

2. Location.

E_ &. Describe the current condition of facJlltiets.

1_ 1. Ascertain whether the port is fully operational. Dayllght
hours only?

{) 2. Determine whether the disaster has altered the physical
characteristics of the port, e.g.:

a. Depths of approach channels

b. Harbor

c, 7-urningl basin

d. Alongside piers/tLharves

a. Availability of lighters

C_ 3. Determine whether the disaster has blo0'd or damaged port
facilities.

a. Looks

b. Canals

c. Piera/wharves
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d Sheds

e. Bridges

f. Water/fuel storage facilities

S. Security fences/facl ities

h. Communications tacilities

I. Customs facIlities

U_ 4. Describe the berths.

aa. Number

b. Length

c. Draft alongside

d. Served by rsil? road? sheds? lighters only?

e. Availabl lity

_} 5. QCeck the availability and cost of fuel.

{_ C. Determine what cargo-handling equipment is availvble, including
fuel and operators.

1. Heavy lift cranes (ntumber, c&pacity)

2. Container and pallet-handling (with part equipment? with
ship's Sear only?)

({ D. Ou1tline what storage Is available.

1. Covered?

2. Hard stand space?

3. CApocity

14. Secur ity

E. Cperations

(_) 1. Find outE if pilots. tugs. and linehandlers are available.

1-) 2. SpeniEy workin -hours for the port.

S{ } 3. Specify working hours for customs.
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U) 4. Determine whether srreng9ients Can be made with port and
host country authorities to obtain priority berthing for
vessels delivering disaster relief shipments.

(35. Identify an adequate number Of personnel to tally and
document cargo as it is received and transshipped.

~fl U 6. Check the history of turnover time. What effect has the
disaster had on turnover time?

{)F. Determine what repairs and/or auxiliary equipment would be needed
to increase port capacity. How soon can local authorities be
expected to resarto service?

IV. Iransfer Points

{jA. Identify transfer points by location.

~1. 'L Determine whether surface transportation for cargo is availtblt
from air-. and seaports.

1. load?

2. Railroad?

3. Canal/river?

I)C. Estimate the capacity of' transfer points, including handling.

U3 D. Outline what storage is available.

L) E. Describe Security arrangements.

F. . Identify an adequate number of personnel to receive and document
cargo for transshipment.

V. Irucking

(1A. Describe damage to the road network as it relates to the
possibility of delivering assistance by truck.

(I . Indicate any restrictions such as weight limitations and
width, length, or height l3mitations at bridges, tunnels,
aet_

1)2. Determine whether It Is possible to bypass damaged sections
of the road network and whtat weight restrictions Would
apply.
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E. AvtIltbJlJtV

{_] 1. Determine whether containers can be moved inland.-

a. 20-foot

b. 'JO-foot

C. 10 the disester site or to a transfer Foint?

{ 2. Check the availability and cot of host government-oi-ed
trucks.

(_ 3. Check the availability and coat of volag-ouned or -operated

vehicles.

4.) 1. Check the availability and cost of commercial vehicles.

(_3 5. Judge whether the relief program could or should contract
for any of the ibove trucks. (ould an established price
be maintained under a contract?

( C C. Ascertain that maintenance facilities and spare parts ore
available.

{_ D. Outline measures to provide for security of cargo in transit.

(1 1.. Check the sv&Iltbillty and cost of fuel.

V1. Railroads

_�A. Identify any railroads in the diaastcr stricken area. Locate
the rsilheads.

( .. Assess their current condition.

(3 1. Describe any damige to the electrical power system.

{_( 2. Identify any interdictions - damaged bridges, tricks,
fallen trees, etc.

(_ C. Judge the reliability of the rail system.

(_ D. Determine whether cars can be made available for relief shipMents
on a priority btass.

(_ 1. Determine the capacity and cost of rLil shipments.

(_ F. Cutlint 3*curll.,y measures to protect. cargo In transit.
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VII. Alttrhnbtivc lircraft

(1-.- ." dentify any usable airports or suitable helicopter landing s•ites
In the disaster zone.

1_ E. Determine the. availability and Cost locally of helicopters and/or

fixed uing, aircraft.

1. 1. Estimate their capacity.

1_ 2. Identify the owners/agenta.

13 C. Determine the availability and coat of fuel.

VIII. Warehousing

(3 A. Identify undamaged, or damaged but usable, warehouses located In
reasonable proximity to the disaster sit*.

1. •.F.ind out the capacity of these warehouses.

L) C. Determine their availability over a specific period of time.

13 D. Specify whlether the warehouses are government, volag, or
privately owned.

(3 1.. Assess the adequacy of the warehouses' construction.
S1. Ventilation

2. Lighting

3. Hard floor

4. Fire proofing

5. Loading docks

F) F. Describe loading/unloading equipment that Is available.

S 1. Pellets?

2. Forklif't and fuel for them?

{_ G. Ascertain that adequate security exists.

1. PerImeter fence

E-25
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2. Ligting

3. Guard s

U Ii. Determine whether any refrigeration Is available.

1_ I. Determine whether sorting and repackaging facilities ex1it.

{_ J. Determine whether fumigation is necesary/available (for food,
medicaments, etc.).

IX. Kanagerial Capacity

{ A. Evaluate the managerial capacity of the following by identifying
personnel, program de:criptions, opinions on effectiveness.

(1) 1. Embassy/MissLon

{ h-2.- Host government. Describe coordination & cooperation
ameo various levels of government and their ability to
provide liaison with out3ide donors.

1-) 3. Volags. Do volag field staff have the authority to sign
grants? What is their past history on Pecountability?

_} '4. U.N. System. Do U.N. field staff have the authority to

sign grants? What-is their past history of accountability?

{_ 5. Local service agencies, e.g., credit unions, cooperatives

{ 2. Describe coordination mechanims, including meetings.

({) C. Determine whether a lead agency has been designated.
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INFRASTRUCTURE
1. General Principles

A. Infrtstructure needs should be addressed In the following
order of priority: coraunicationa, electric power,
water/seterage, hydro tacilities, and roads and bridges.

"E. All infraatructurc needs may be considered ivamcdizte needs;
variation comes In the dogree of restoration that is required
im, tdiattly.

C. in lesser developed countries, the pre-disaster condition
of infrestructure is frequently less than ideal; so the gap
between current and pre-cxlsting conditions may be smaller
than en outside assessor might assuue.

D. Setting minimum needs for communications, power, atc. is a
function of decision making, not of information gathering.
Minimum needs should be determined by officials. in the
stricken country before launching appeals to donors because
many donors tend to overreact in this sector.

L. i4nimum needs will rise over time, as a relief effort
-. progresses.

V. At te onset of disaster recovery, deal with damage to
infrastructure by by SnLainfrestr.uctur• whert possible
and by "load shedding."

0. Look at damtge from the perspective of responding to the
stricken population's minimum need. Determinc whet action
should be taken to restore a vital service immediately, e.g.,
switching to another power source in an electrical grid (when
damage is localized).

11. Communicetions

{ A. For coezunications, first determine what facilities exist
which are operable or easily repaired end which could be
used to pass assessment Information and to assist In
coordination of life-saving responses.

I) B. Identify the type of system being assessed, e.g.:

1. Rtadio

a. Private Cwnership

1) Commercial

E-27
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s) froedcst

b) 2-wzy

2) Amateur

3) Citizens Fond

b. Public Systems

1) Police

2) Armed Forces

3) Government agencies (Which ministries have
communications facilities?)

4) Other

2. lelephone

3. _Cable & Wireless

4. Television

5. he~wpaper

6. Other

C. Baseline Data

(] 1. Describe where the system's facilitles are located.

(_ 2. Determine the bro&dcast/reoeption area or zone of
influence (e.g., towns serviced by system).

{) 3. Identify the organization/firis that 13 responsible
for operations and maintenonce of the system. (Is
there & disaster response plan with identifioction
of priority facilities, materiel supply, priority
screening Of messa&ges?)

4. L Cbtain technical information, e.g.:

a. Broadoast power

b. Operating frequencies, call 3igns

c. elay/trans=ission points

d. Hours of operation
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t. Standby pouer sources

t. Fobile capability

S. Mpair/umaintenance ftcllities, iricluding capabili..
ties of manufacturer's local agcnt

h. Language of trinmlission

{) 5.Identify key personnel CohflIT5. maniagement,
operations, maintenance).

(16. Determine the degree of integration of military and
civilian communications networks.

1)7. Note the sourceWs of the above information.

(.) D. Describe specific reasons wihy a system Is not operating.

i. Unavailability of:

a.Personnel

b. Pawe

C. ýUel

di. Access to facilities

e.* Other

2. Damage to system:

a. Iiroodcxst/transmiasion equipment

b. Antennae

a. Build ing.s

d. Transmission lines

R. elay facilities

f. Power source

g. Other

1)3. Note source(&) of the tbove informatior.

L) . Clitline options for restoring minim~um essential aervice*3.
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F. hapair Capability

{11. Identify local/regionsl suppllcre' o'&t commnunications
equipmn~rt and materials. Ce-ck .o.:-. and svailtbility.

1)2. Determine the loctl/regional rvailtbJIlity of technical
servi1ces.

11. Electric Power

A. Laseline Dot&

ii1. Describe the power system including:

a. Bass load facility

b. Peaking facility

c. Number of units

d. Fuel source

-- e. Plant controls

f. Output casability (specify voltage and cycle)

S. Mobile plants

h. Other standby capability

i. Switching facilities

J. Tran~mission facili1ies

kc. Distribution facilities (nmaber of substations)

1. I nterconanections

(22. In~ventory auxiliary equipment that may be available
-locally from construction companies, for example.

(3E. Determine why pouer is not available, i.e., at what

point the systcm has been damaged.

(U 1-- Ascertain the condition of generating units.

t22. Check the integrity of the Wuel system.

1_J 3. Determine whether toi.*rs, lines, and/or

grounding lines are down.
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{) IJ* s~ess the condition of substttiOnS.

4)C.. Outline :eimpact of p:owar loss on key facilities
such as hzspitals, water pumping stations.

4)D. Describe .2ptions for restoring minimum. essential
serv ices .

L. Repair Capability

4)1. AsCertain whether load shedding and/or switching
to another grid can restore minimal services.

1-) 2. Identify local/regional supplier: of equipment
ane materials. Check cost and availability.

(23. Determine the local/regional availabili1ty of
techi'1cal services.

IV. 6ater/Sewerage

A. haseline Data

()1, Describe the pro-existing systems; i.e., for water
the source, treatment feec11.1ties,-mains, pump
stations, and distribution network; and for seerange
the treatment facilities and pump stations.

1)2. Estimate the nmabers of people who depend on the water
sources by type (e.g., river, city water system).

E) . Determine why water (especially potable water) Is not

1) . Checki the integrity of the water source.

)2. Assess3 the condition of water and 3ov.*raga treatment
facilities and of the distr'ibution network. Are pum;
stations operational?

1)3. Determine whether water mains are broken. Are looks
in the sewerage system contaminating the water supply?

4-) C. Cutline the impact of water loss on key facilities and on
individual users. How quickly can the responsible
ministries be expected to restore services?

4)D. Describe -Optlans for restoring minimum C3sentic2. servicts.
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L. Ihe;zir Capability

f() 1. Lvaluate possible ilternstivt uater sources.

(32. Identify local/ri~ional 31upplitrs of equipm~ent. &nd
'materiala. Check cost and availobility.

(33. Determine local/regional availability of technical
services.

V. hydro Facilities (H~ydroelectric, Irrigation)

A. baseline Data

{31. Describe the function of the facilities, their
proximity to the stricken area, and their relationship
to the disaster Itself.

(32. Identify the host country organization that controls
and operates the facilities.

1)3. Identify the suppliers, contractors, and/or donors
that built the facilities. (i ae., what were the
equipment and technical sources?)

E3 . Describe any damage to systems.

1)1. Check the soundness of structures and outlet works.
Are reservoirs watertight?

(32. 2dentify any immediate or intear-term amfety risks.
(generating aind control machinery, structural defects,
pouer to operate gates, etc.)

(13. Assess the condition of canals and/or downstream
channelsa.

I A. Idtentify any changes In watershed conditions, e.g.,
saturation, ground cover, streembed loading, new
imp~oundhments.

S) . Determine whether water is being contaminated.

1)C. Evaluate the management of the facilities.

1)1. Determine whether stortg* and outflow quantities are

being managed In accordance with proscribed curves.I I ~.Identify preps,.-ations for follou-on storm conditions,
e.g., emergteny drsgdoma of reservoirs.

E- 32
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_} 3. ~Lescribe the probeble imeact of discharging on

dounstrTGm dsmage &nd/or relief efforts (e.g., dept,

at river crossings, releases into dvmaged canaL2). 13

there a need to impound .ater until dow5tream .%arks

can be repaired?

{_ D. CutlJne options for restoring minimum essential services.

E. Repuir Capability

() 1. Cutilne repair plans of the responsible tost country

officials.

i_) 2. Check on any proposed assistanlC from the original

donors of the facllities.

1.) 3. Identify local/rogionol sources of equipment rnd

technical expertise.

VI. floads and hridges

A. laseline Data

{ (91. Describe road ntworks in the effeated are& by type.

hhat Is the load capacity of the bridles?

{_ 2. ldentify the responsible min'stries and district

offices and constatints on their operations.

1) E. Describe eny damage to the network.

1) 1. Determine which segments are ok, which con be

travelled with delays, and which pre lm•assable.

1_ 2. Describe any damage by type, e.&.:

a. Elockogc by landslids, fallen trees, etc.

b. Emjbanients

c. Drainage structures

d. Erridges/tunnels

e. flod surfaces

{_ 3. Identify alternate crossings and/or routes.

{_ C. Evaluatse the Importance of the road network to the relief

effort and to rehabilitbtion.
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i_} D. CCutlinc options for restoring minimum essential service.

1_) 1. Determine lhich elements mu3t be restored first.

{ 2. Describe needs for traffic control (police, military,
other) on damaged or one-way segments.

{, 3 . Determine bho long emergency repairs can accommodate
relief traffic (size, weight, volume?). Uill
emergency maintenance and fuel points be needed in
remote aress?

E. Repair Capability
p

{ 1) . Identify host country agencies, military, and/or
civilian forces available to miMe repairs. Do they
have equipment, spare parts, maintenance support?

{_ 2. Choeck hether local or expatriate construction
Companies can loan' equipment and/or expertise.

(_.1 3. QCeck regional sources of equipment and/or CxPertitse.

4_). Ascertain that arrungements can be made for atandby
forces at damcged sections to keep roads open.
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COMMENTARY

These "lessons learned" are drawn from the experience of American, British, Japanese and
Israeli armies in the forty years, 1942-1982. They represent only a surface sampling, since it
turned out, when the research was undertaken, that surprisingly, data on the civil affairs and
military government aspects of these several was and interventions as not easily available in the
normal secondary sources. It also became evident that such coverage was existed usually did not
separate the problem of civil affairs in cities from the function countrywide or regionwide.
Consequently, the generalizations that are found hereafter refer to the broad problems of civil
affairs and military government, and only in a few cases--Singapore, Hong Kong, Manila, Santo
Domingo- are they specific to cities. The basic problems for civil affairs and military government
are in essence the same for cities and non-urban areas, but the differences in degree make them
almost a newq/pe, especially when the cities are large Third World cities.

It is almost impossible to compare experiences since the differences among even the few
cases presented here represent such a wide spectrum of circumstances. The largest city liberated in
Western Europe was Paris which was totally unscathed by the war. The very heart of Manila, in
contrast, was totally leveled. While a crucial factor determining the extent of U.S. involvement in
civil affairs will be the degree of damage, that term is imprecise and relative. The writer has seen
references to Santo Domingo suffering "heavy damage" in the civil war of 1965, yet having seen
the city shortly after the U.S. intervention, he can testify to the damage as being a bare scratch
compared to the wounds suffered by cities in World War 11, Korea, or in some Vietnam instances.
Nevertheless, there were similar kinds of demands on U.S. resources and capabilities.

The intention of the occupier varied among the cases drawn upon. They came as a liberator
in some, as a conqueror in others, and as a military presence in still another set. Their intentions
determined in the last analysis their civil affairs and military government actions. The extent and
degree of permanency in the CA/MG structure were a reflection of those intentions.

Only in the Western European operations of 1944-45 can it be said there was adequate
planning and preparation for both liberation and conquest. In all the others (with the possible
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exception of the American reoccupation of the Philippines) the circumstances 6ompelled hasty
actions for which little or no preparation had been made for CA/MG affairs. As a result the lessons
learned tended to be the same old ones.

"Contingency operations by definition will arise with little warning and permit little CA/MG
preparation, but certainly the major usual problems are known and have been encountered before,
Preparations can be made to deal with those, and at the same time, the unusual problems can be

expected. They must be dealt with by resourcefulness and improvisation.

The list of American military occupations and interventions is fairly sizeable, is shown on

the table that follows. Future inadequacies cannot be blamed on inexperience; the weakness has

lain in lack of corporate memory.
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U.S. MILITARY OCCUPATIONS

tLouisan (annexed territory) 1803-1812
West Florida (forcible annexation) 1810-1812
East Florida (forcible annexation) 1813-1821
Mexico (belligerent occupaidon) 1 836-JB 48
New Mexico (belligerent occupation, subsequent annexation) 1846-1850
California (belligerent occupation. subsequent annexation) 1846-1850
Southiern States (insurrection; under executive authority) 1862-1866
Southern States (disturbed conditions; under Congressional 18687

authority)18687
Almalli (annexed territory) 1867-1884
Cub((belligerent occupation; subsequently under peace treat 1898-1902

*Philippines (be~lligerent occupation; subsequent annexation) 108981901
Puerto Rico (belligerent occupation; subsequent annexation) 1898.1900
Tientsin-Feking area, China (joint intervention,

subsequently consensual) 1900
Panama Cana Zone (intervention, subsequently consenual) 1903-1979
Cuba (consensual) 1906.1909
Nicaragua (consensual. except tor brief period in 1926, when

intervention) 1916. 1933
Haiti (intervention; subsequently consensual) 1915-1934
Mexico (Intmeivntion) 1916-1917
Dominican Republic (intervention) 1916-1924
Siberia (intervention) 1918-1920
Rhineland (belligerent occupation) 19 18-1923
Bases in British, Dutch possessions, etc. (conisensual) WWII
Iceland (consensual) *WWII
Greenland (consensual) WWII
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North Africa (civil aWains, consensual) 1942-1944
Sicily (belligerent occupation) 1943-1947
Italy (belligerent occupation) 1943-1947
Austria (belligerent occupation;- =oWa control) 1944-1955
Gemauny (belligerent occupation; zonal control) 1944-1955
Germany (under High Commissioner) 1949-1955
Berlin (belligerent occupation; zonal control 1945-
Norway (civil affairs) 1944
Belgium (civil affairs) 1944
Netherlands (civil affairs) 1944
Luxemnbourg (civil affairs) 1944
France (civil affairs) 1944
Japan (belligerent occupation) 1945-1951
Ryukyu Islands (belligerent occupation) 1945-1950
Ryukyu Islands (under High Commissioner) 1950-1975
South Koaea (belligerent occupation) 1945-1949
SoutbLKram (consensual) 1950- 1953
Lebanon (inwrvtion) 1958
Thailandl (consensual) 1962
South Vietnam. (consensual) 1964-1973
Dominican Republic (consensual) 1965-1966
Grenada (belligerent occupation, subsequently consensual) 1983
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I. WESTERN EUROPE 1944.45
The scale of operations and nature of the war were such that the lessons derived may not be

directly applicable to future Third World contingencies. Some points, however,'re-echo the
problems encountered in other World War 1I theaters and in operations since 1945.

The North African operation had pointed up the need for greater cooperation among civilian
agencies, numerous such agencies having operated Independently.

In early 1943, the War Department directed that military planners must make preparations
to do the following:

1. feed the civilian population

2. house the civilian population
3. maintain law and onrf
4. acquire raw materials available
5. maintain the health of the populace

.6. restore civil control over the area in question.

Res-t"rati~n of civil control was to be effected either through restoration of sovereignty to
the locals or by delegating sovereignty to civil agencies of the occupying forces. It was to be
expected that for some time after the military operations this matter would be handled as part of the
military operations.

However, as one source put it, "Of all the initial assumptions concerning CA in World War
II, none was more falacious than the idea that there is a distinct boundary between the military and
political aspects." It was assumed that under military government local politics would have to
wait, but we learned again that "politics would not wait" and in North Africa, Italy and Northwest
Europe our CA efforts almost immediately became involved with the revival of local political
maneuvering. Furthermore, ther were invariable clashes between the CA/MO teamns and the local
authorities or the new incoming local authorities.

Ote of the major difficulties lay in deciding who had been a collaborator or pro Nazi and
who a patriot. Old ptrsonal and political enmities flared and accusations of treason abounded,
often unfairly.

A factor too that became important quite rapidly was the fading of the glow of liberation.
Disillusionment ,rew in the newly liberated territories because relief was slow in coming and
because it soon became apparent to the populace that their needs and wishes would have to be
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strictly secondary to those of the military. It was necessary for the military to ride roughshod at

times over the civilian city needs.

Some major problems that characterized the CA/MG experience were:

1. An old lesson from Italy-control agencies are easier to establish than to coordinate.
2. The procurement of labor and control of inflation were both crucial and interlocked.

Since money paid to labor could buy little on the open market, food was used as an inducement.
This added to the overall military supply problem, however, since increasing quantities of food

were required.
3. In densely populated areas the restoration of public utilities was a top priority concern.

This often led to clashes between military and civilian needs. In Cherbourg, the first siznable city
to be liberated in Normandy, the CA people wanted the trolleys to be started up in order to speed

the normalization of life. The military command wanted those same roads, usually, obviously, the

main ones, for movement of troops.
One other form of public utility, the brothels of Cherbourg were not reopened, never

having been.closed, but were put off limits to Allied personnel.
4. -Planning and operations were greatly handicapped by lack of policy guidance.

5. CA personnel with proper training and aptitudes helped relieve military commanders of
much of the burden inherent in relations with civilians whenever armed forces operated in

populated areas.
6. Personnel with varying skills, aptitudes, and knowledge were required in fAr greater

numbers than the World War II planners had foreseen.
7, No two countries, friendly or enemy, presented identical CA problems.

B. Care and control of displaced persons was an enormous burden but one necessary to
keep roads open for military operations. If there is damage in the countryside, it is to be expected

that displaced persons will head toward cities where they will expect to find aid. Thus urban
poplulations can rapidly mushroom, compounding already massive CA problems.

9. Food supply is always critical. As one report put it, "It had always been clear that the

first civil affairs task on entering Pane. would be to safeguard the food of the people." Yet there
was always the balancing of civilian and military needs. The official British history of CA points

out that "no more supplies could be brought in for the people of France than were necessary to

prevent such shortages as might result in sickness, starvation and disorder of such a degree as

would hamper military operations."
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10. The choice of new local administrators was not easy. The lesson was learned that
work for the Resistance or detention in a concentration camp were not, of themselves,

qualifications for administrative office.
11. While C, should attempt to avoid involvement in local political strife, internal

4isscntion could not be allowed to interfere with military operations or the security of lines of

communication.

Many of the above points were included in two succinct statements of the problems nef CA.

The first is from the British Administrative History of the 21 Army Group and concerns "The
Army Relationship with Civil Affairs and Military Government"

"The campaign confirmed the fact that when operating in civilized countries, the

maintenance problems of modem Armies are to a large extent bound up with the

maintenance of the ,.ilians living in the operational areas and on the L of C. These

"civilians had to be retained in a reasonable state of health and be given adequate food and

the bare necessities .f life. If this had not been done they would have become an
operational hindrance which would have curtailed the radius of action of the forces in the
fiel'd. In 'order to administer the civilian population the import, manufacture and movement

of certain essential stores for civilian use had to continue. These conflicted directly with the
maintenance of military forces and priorities had to be decided constantly between the

military and civil requirement.

In the later stages of the campaign as the requirements of Civil Affairs mounted, it became

apparent that the existing Civil Affairs organization was not large enough and had not
sufficient resources to cope with the problem. It is doubtful whether it is sound policy to

produce in the later stages of a war, with depleted resources in manpower, a new

organization which is designed to perform the combined functions of already existing

Services. It would have been better if the requirements for Civil Affairs had been made the
responsibility of the existing Staff and Services. As it was, it became necessary to hand

over a large part of the import and holding of supplies, stores, and equipment to S and T

and Ordnance.1"

1Administrative History of 21 Army Group. 6 June 1944 - I May 1945. Germany, November 1945.
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The other source is a list of recommendations made by a senior American CA officer based
upon his experiences in France and Germany:

1. Your primary job is to be helpful to the army. Don't think that the commanding geieral

in the area doesn't appreciate having civilian maters taken off his hands. He does.
2. Let city officials fun the city. Let them work. It's their city. Don't try to make all the

decisions for them. Just don't let them interfere with military operations.
3. Know what reports you must submit before you go in. Send them in on time. The

staff back at corps or army wants to know what's going on so they can help you. Prompt,

efficient reports will also help you personally.

4. Keep your foot in the door on all matters that effect you. Help the civilians in every
way. By so doing you arm helping the army. Know what is going on.

5. Have a clear understanding of your functions and responsibilities--and those of others

such as MI, MP, town major. Don't let people give you jobs that don't belong to you, and don't

let others try to take over your responsibilities.

6. You have a definite duty to lift the morale of the civilians. Do this by your personal

example, by sympathetic understanding of their troubles, and by playkig fair with them.

7. Get iiterpreters-as many as you need. If you can't communicate, you can't act.

8. Watch certain areas closely. Recognize your most pressing trouble areas and stay close

to them. Keep a weather eye on the relationship between troops and civilians, especially in matters

of police relationships and liquor, for these are potential trouble spots.

9. Get into your town or location at the earliest possible moment, even if fighting is still
going on, and get your CA location signs up at the earliest moment. Only then will you be on top

of the job from the first moment.

10. Watch the welfare of your unit closely. This is hard work, but overwork will ruin your
effectiveness. If you have a square peg in a round hold, don't hesitate to ask for a replacement.

11. Although your time may be limited for such matters, learn all that you can about your

area--itm history, points of interest, and such. It will bring you closer to the civilians and make

them more responsive to you.

Finally, a British list of the elementary lessons:

*,1. Importance of planning before occupation

2. Importance of coordination during occupation--need to avoid bureaucratic quarrels
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3. Revive local govenmnent
4. Problemi of refugees

5. Differentiadng among good Suys and bad guys in cities

6. Installation of competent local lemdeen

7. Prevention of looting and vandalism by toops.2

.4

2M•jor Ogersl j. Maglniia, Military overnmrnt lournal Normandy to Berlin. (Univasity of Massachusetts
Press, Mass., 1971).

H. Colas and A. Weinberg. TI1 U-. Army In Wn'ld War TT. Spadial dturima lvl Affairi: Snldir BeenmA
Govemm. (OCM-, Dept of the Army, Washington, D.C.. 1964).

United Kingdom Series, Hstgnv of theSeeand World War. C. Hints. Allied Militsry Admdnista'on of TtIav,
IU,41. (HMSO, London, 1947).

....P. Donneson, Civil Affair, am Milit=ry flnvemmm Nnoahwet Vump-• 1944.46. (HMSO, London 1961)>

Dept. of the Army, Civil Affairs Division, Field Operation of Millitar Government Units. Washington, D.C.,
January 1949.

U.S. Army, Civil Affairs School, Training Packet No. 7--C-a' Studdie on Plield OpratIons of Milil=ry
Governient Units in Wnrld War H. Fort CGordon, nd.
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II. CIVIL AFFAIRS AND MILITARY GOVERNMENT IN THE
MEDITERRANEAN THEATER

The Anglo-American invasion of Sicily in July 1943 (OPERATION HUSKY).brought our
forces into an enemy country but where the local populace was at worst cool and at best very
friendly. Lessons learned here were taken to heart for operations later in Western Europe.

Conditions in cities were bad because of the fighting and bombing. Shortages of food,
clothing, housing and medical supplies were far worse within cities than in the country. Despite
the destruction accompanying the invasion, the Sicilians were cordial and at times enthusiastic.
The friendliness, however, was probably based less on anti-Fascist sentiments than on the
expectation of the reign of plenty that the Allies were expected to bring with them. When this
failed to materialize, Sicilian morale, which had initially been good, dropped and disappointment
and resentment became evident.

Standard procedures for occupying a town were u follows:

1. The CA officer occupied the most prominent building (city hall, etc.).

2. He posted standard proclamations covering the establishment of military government,
the punishment of war crimes, and the regulation of currency and exchange.

3. He called the. head of police and directed him to maintain order and to guard banks and
food supplies.

4. All local officials were interviewed and ordered to continue In their duties.
S3~. Local officials were urged to sewume all available civilian transport and efforts began to

organize caravans of carts and trucks to move food.
6. Food and goods prices were fixed as of the day of the Allied troop arrival. Rationing

systems in effect were to be retained.
7. The communal health officer was ordered to establish first aid stations and to submit an

inventory of all available medical supplies.
8. The communal engineer was directed to check the water supply and to arrange for the

clearing of debris awid repair roads needed by the military.
9. Officials were sent into the countryside to survey the quantity of food on hand and to

find means to transport it to locations where it was needed.
10. Banks were seized and placed under Allied supervision.
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Once the island was conquered, AMG officers ran every aspect of life. "The question of
food was, as always, the most vital, and related to it were the problems of inflation and the black

market."

The AMO began to Improve local police quality; to encourage resumption of normal

economic activity--baunks were reopened, a moratorium on all financial transactions was ended 6
September, the AMO found jobs for many with the Allied forces as well as private employers.

A. LESSONS OF SICILY

1. Inadequate coordination and cooperation between AMO and combat commanders. The
HQs of both allied armies had reduced the numnber of AMC officers assigned them and were
unwilling to allow more than a minimum to accompany the assault and follow up waves. Initial
phases of the occupation thus were hindered by insufficient personnel.

2. Military units were uniformed as to the role of CA and often worked and acted at cross
purposes (disarming local police who had been given tasks, by the CAOs).

3. The most serious conflict between AMO and the tactical units was over mmsportation.
AMO was completely reliant upon tactical units.

4. Failure of propaganda efforts-did not alert Sicilians to true nature of the occupation and
raised unreal hopes. 3

The official British history of the. occupation covers many of the same points of the
AMGOT (Allied Military Government Occupied Territories) experience:

(a) The functions of AMGOT were not always understood by the combat commanders. As
a result attached civil affairs personnel often were not permitted to enter the combat zone with the

assault troops or were improperly used.

(b) The failure to attach military government personnel to lower, echelons until shortly
before embarkation made it difficult for them to coordinate with counterintelligence and other field

security agencies.

3Robet W. Komer. Civil Affairs and Mllitiv, .nvemmynt nn the Mediterranean Theater, Office of the Chief of
Militay History, Department of the Army, 1948.
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(c) Civil affairs officers frequently were needed immediately in captured towns and villages

to prevent dissipation of critical stores. Such officers needed their own transportation since in the

stress of batle the units to which they were attached were apt to give their requests low priority.
(d) AMGOT personnel suffered initially from lack of enlisted men for use as clerks,

interpretors, and guards. This shortage heavily handicapped civil affairs officers in posting

proclamations, enforcing curfews, and in protecting national monuments and works of art. Often

as assault troops moved through a liberated town the the assigned civil affairs officer would be the

only Allied person in ,mnform left behind.

(e) The requirement for civilian supply was far above that estimated by the HUSKY

planners.

(f) Sufficiently prompt steps were not taken to locate and place guards over captured
enemy equipment. Arms and unmunition thus passed into questionable hands leading to banditry,

and gasoline and other petroleum products, always in scarce supply, were pilfered.

(g) Combat units can hardly be expected to think about the restoration of public utilities

required by civilians. Therefore it was found desirable for specialists to be on the scene promptly
to ensure restoration of minimum essential civilian services. Such personnel were not provided for

HUSKY. -. -

(h) To coordinate the combat requirements for local resources with essential civilian needs,

local Resources Boards were established, composed of representatives of the supply services and

AMGOT. This system was transplanted to the mainland where. difficulties and conflicts caused by

indiscriminate competition in the procurement and payment of labor were thereby reduced. 4

AGMOT in Sicily and Italy showed the need for two classes of CA officers; generalists to

be responsible for supervision of government in the cities, towns and provinces, and technical

specialists to supervise such functional activities as legal, financial, public safety, and public

utilities.

One American source claimed that the problems encountered in Sicily and Italy, varied

little--and then principally in degree.- from those that faced American commanders in similar roles

in earlier wars--Scott in Mexico, Shafter in Cuba. These problems included removal of civilians

from the battle area, procurement of local civilian labor, curbing prostitution and the illicit sale of

SU liquor to troops, enforcement of security measures (including nightly curfews) and the survey and

4C. R. Harris, Allied Military Aminilfratlon of It2ly. (HMSO, London, 1957).
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utilization of local resources boxt for successful prosecution of nilitary operations and for the well

being of the local populace.$

5H. Colet and A. Weinberg, rho US Army in World War II, Special Studies. Civil Affaius: Soldier Become
Govemors. (OCMH. Dept. of the Army, Washington, D.C. 1964).
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IllI. JAPANESE CONTROL IN SINGAPORE AND HONG KONG
The cases of the Japanese conquests of Singapore and Hong Kong, like those of the

Germans in Europe, are different in nature from the U.S. occupations in Europe or Asia. It was
never the American intention to annex the conquered territories or to stay indefinitely. The
Japanese and Germans did intend to do both. Their approach to government and occupation policy
was therefore fundamentally different. Futhermore, their conquests came early in their wars,
unlike ours that came at the end. They therefore faced long term problems of occupation and
control.

Information on Japanese control of the two major cities they captured during the war is
very sparse.

A. SINGAPORE

The first step for the Japanese was to ask all British civilian officials to remain at their
posts, appealing to them for help. Firemen, doctors, health workers, water engineers were
particularly solicited. The Japanese had not expected such an early victory and were thus not

prepared to. assume responsibility for the control of such a lege urban area. British prisoners of
war were immediately put to work clearing the streets and the Japanese acted swiftly to stop looting

by establishing a policy of summary on-the-spot execution of those caught looting.
Within the first month all former municipal workers were ordered to report to work.

Japanese officials, where available, were appointed to head departments. Schools were reopened
and this often meant taking schools back from the Japanese military who were using them as
barracks. Food supplies were carefully conserved and the Japanese launched wide searches for
supplies of rice that the Britsh were reported to have concealed on rubber plantations. -.

The Japanese were eager to get their information services working. Newspapers began
publishing again within days of the surrender while radio station staffs were summoned back to
work, broadcasting commencing again in March.

The Japanese established a special municipality for Singapore, renaming it "Syonan", and
installed a Japanese mayor. About a thousand Japanese administrators, technicians, and

businessmen weret based in.the city, in addition to the army and navy garrisons. A shortage- of
senior administrators led the Japanese to bring in lower quality Koreans or Taiwanese. Large
numbers of local residents were induced to leave Singapore Island and move to the mainland to
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avoid sturvation. The Japanese administration employed many natives, laborers receiving part of
their pay in food. The Japanese Army raised their own revenue through the tax system.

There was considerable collaboration from the native population, much of it enforced by

economic necessity, but the Japanese still required an extensive system of military police. The

local police were eventually reorganized according to the Japanese model after having originally
followed the British pattern.

"Overall the Japanese military administration was rather confused. The existence of various
military command levels above the military administration led to a situation where military

commanders at all levels issued orders to the city military administration, usually disregarding lines

of command. Control over the native population was reasonably effective, but the administration
of public service departments was generally unsatisfactory.

Control of the population was assisted by the policy of playing on the various ethnic

groups with their respective grudges and resentments, a policy expecially hard on the Chinese
whom the other groups resented. The population was divided into groups of 30 families which
were given collective responsibility for each other's behavior. The Japanese did make a major

effort to winthe good will of the populace through use of the schools.

B. HONG KONG

The intention of the Japanese was to rule Hong Kong as a captured fortress under military

bureaus. Their declaration of material law on the day the city surrendered (Christmas Day, 1941)
serv., to give some semblance of established legality to any action the Japanese military chose to
take. When it became clear to the Japanese that they couild count upon at least a minimum of

Chinese cooperation, they began to attempt the restoration of order, at the same time seeking the

revival of the separate phases of the community's existence, imposing upon each tha forms of
control which they felt most likely to bind it to their purposes.

On January 2, 1942, the first regular governmental organization was declared and all

officials except British were ordered to report to their jobs. The Japanese commander of the city

announced the steps in his program for Hong Kong's reconstruction:

1. Public order-this was the responsibility of the military authorities but the civilian police

were, encouraged to report for reemployment.

2. Currency issuance

"3. Relief of business to get the aconomy moving
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4. PRurnt of ill to employment

S. Clearing up the city.6

- -

6Namoru Shinozaki, ynnan, My Stwy The aipnese '•-upapdgn of SinapnrM. Asia Pacific Press, Singapore,

1975.

Office of the Strwgic S•vices, Research and Analysis Branch, Singapom Under Japanese Qnlncann. Sept.
1944, Washington, D.C.

Noel Barber, The Singapore tmry. From Raffler, m Lae uan Yew. Fontana Collins, London, 1978.

C. M. Turnbull, A History of Singanore. 1919-1975. Oxford University Press, London, 1977.

• R. 5. Wa -d, U;ngi Un 11ndm Janunese Occupation! A C2ase Srudv in the Vnemy's T-hninum nf rantrol. Bureau

of Foreign and Domesuc Commerce, Dept. of Commerce, Washington, D.C., t943.
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IV. THE JAPANESE OCCUPATION OF MANILA

With the entry of the Japanese into Manila on 2 January 1942, steps were taken
immediately to establish control over the city. Japantwse of."irs and interpreters set uj card tables
and checked pedestrians. Japanese troops occupied private hotels and some public buildings as
billets. noe next morning the only cars on the street wene those driven by Japanese officers and
civilians. The vault of the national treasury was sealed. The doors of banks and restaurants were
also shut. Newspaper publication was briefly suspended and then begun againi under Japanese
control.

I Governmental departments of the Philippine Commonwealth were placed under "protective,
custody." Courts were suspeded, utilities taken over by the Japanese and a bewildering list of
licenses and perit was issued to control the economic life of the Islands. Citizens were warned
that any attacks on Japanese peronnel would be punishable by death, but if the assailant were not
caught, then hostages from around the scene of the attack would be taken.7

7LoIs Morton. The II S. ArMX in Wgrld War 11, The War In the Pacific: noe Fall of the Phlfinpine. OCMI-.
DepL of the Arrmy, Washington, DC, 1953.
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V. AMERICAN EXPERIENCE DURING THE LIBERATION OF THE

PHILIPPINES, 1944-45

The American return to the Philippines brought the first experience of the wVar for CA in

dealing with a large but friendly Third World population.
A Civil Affairs unit based at Tacloban, Leyte, after the American recapture of the island

reported some lessons learned:

1. Place guards immediately on all captured warehouses, supply dumps, government

buildings and public utilities.
2. Indiscriminate and uncontrolled giving away of military supplies to civilians seriously

handicaps the recruitment of labor needed by U.S. forces. (As an indication of the need for such
labor, another CA unit based in Manila after its recapture in February 1945 hired 750 laborers a

day to clean up the city and to build temporary shelters.)
3. "Souveniring" has a similar effect and makes price control difficult.
4. Municipalities should be pressed to pass ordinances prohibiting:

-d

a. Manufacture, sale, or possession of intoxicating liquors,
"b. §ale to military personnel of any foodstuffs made from relief supplies.
c. Resale of any military supplies and equipment not specifically authorized.

5. Failure of agencies using labor to adhere strictly to a wage scale set by higher HQ

causes discontent. This includes modification of wage scales by gifts of food or clothing to
workers.

6. Areas should be set aside as civilian sanctuaries so that families may be moved
promptly and with as little discomfort as possible.

7. Rigid rationing and controlled distribution of food is needed in order to have fair

distribution. 8

A. MAJOR PROBLEM AREAS

I. Recruitment of Labor. Recruitment of labor was one of the most important CA functions.

As the battle lines on Leyte, for example, reached inland, the need increased for Filipino workers

8Dept. of the Army, Civil Affairs Division, Field Operations of Military Government Units, Washington, D.C.,
January 1949
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to carry supplies to the troops and to maintain roads and trails. At one time as many as 8000
laborers were engaged in this work. In recruiting labor, CA personnel worked through political

and labor leaders and parish priests, these people being most cooperative. Later competition for
labor was so keen that CA units had to establish priorities among using units.
2. Difficultes Encounterd in Reerulting aborers Labor recruiters had to overcome two
handicaps to get workers in the numbers required. The first was the generosity of the American

soldier in giving away food and clothing, which diminished the incentive to work. Finally, Sixth
Army prohibited such gifts.

"The second handicap under which recruiten labored was the almost complete absence of

consumer goods in local markets. Money meant little to hungry men if they could not exchange it
for food and other items needed. To meet this situation, on 26 October an army sponsored general

store was opended to the public offering for sale clothing, rice, biscuits, salmon and candles, as
well as items indicating little knowledge of Filipino customs. "The people would not buy or use
the 4,000 rat traps or the rolls of toilet paper furnished nor would they buy or use canned or

powered milk."
3. Reesttblighment of Local GovernmenL As soon as a combat engagement was over and the
combat forces, with attached PCAU personnel, moved on, "a civil affairs unit of the Sixth Army

stepped in and started to restore the normal community life." Temporary local officials were
appointed, These were limited to men who had been screened by CIC personnel or who were

sponsored by Filipinos of unquestioned loyalty. Once local governments were established, the
Army seldom interfered with civil admnnistration unless the military situation made it imperative.
4. Em ene, Beli. There were many problems too large for the temporary governments to
handle. Among these were care, feeding, and medical aid for the thousands of undernourished, ill,

and in some instances, wounded refugees who flocked into the army's zone. By D + 4, 24
October 1944, Sixth Army was caring for approximately 45,000 people--most of the population of

56 communities.
Food was only one of the needs of these people, many of whom were homeless.

Temporary shelter in compaiative safety was provided, wells were dug, water purification units

put into operation, field hospitals for civilians established and local staffs of doctors and nurces

recruited

5. FJa•,inn. Civil affairs units of Sixth Army also opended schools in the principal barrios.
In many places it was necessary to repair or rebuilt the duldings, and in a few instances textbooks

were reproduced by Army units. Teachers who returned to the classroom often assisted in other
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facets of rehabilitation. They assisted in dispensaries and hospitals or served after school hours in
other relief or welfare work.9

9W. E. Daugherty and M. Andrews, A Review of U.S. Htisorklal Exnerience with Civil Affairs. 1776-1956. ORO-
TP-29, Betheda. MD, May 1961.
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VI. IRAN AND THE PERSIAN GULF COMMAND, 1942.1945

In August 1941, Britain and Russia jointly invaded Iran and occupied the country. German.
influence had been considerable and the Iranians pro-German, so the purpose of the Invasion was
to protect the oilfields and to open a supply route to RusiLa. There was minor fighting and Teheran
was occupied within a few days. Under terms of the armistice that followed, certain areas were to
be temporarily occupied, all Germans had to leave, facilities had to be offered for the dispatch of

. supplies to Russia. The Allies in turn promised economic assistance and guaranteed the territorial

integrity of Iran.
The Bitish were aware from the start of Soviet scheming to keep control of the north, but

their main occupation problems were described by a British officer as "bread and brigands."
After the U.S. entered the war, the Persian Gulf Command was established to expedite

massively the flow of materiel to Russia: In 1943, 30,000 Americans were involved. There was
an eleven man military mission to the Innian Ministry of War and U.S. advisors in the fields of
health, police administration, irrigation, agriculture, and education. The most important advisor
was in the fl61d of finance.

In tft c•urse of 1942, the U.S. and U.K. became deeply involved in Iranian affairs,

building roads and railroads. The need for protecting the LOC led us into some curious fields. We
were forced to take an interest in tribal policies in order to secure local peace and we were involved
regularly when local administrators could not handle problems among warring tribes. The
compelling need to save shipping forced a considerable degree of U.S. interference in local Iranian
affairs, leading the U.S. into largely controlling road transportation and into exercising a major
influence on agriculture.

However, American popularity did not grow with time. The Iranians were not hostile but
the measures the U.S. and U.K. urged on the Persian Government were not popular, especially

efforts to control hoarding and speculation. The upper classes opposed measures aimed at
nationalization and control of the economy, while the mass of the populace tended to blame us for
the corruption and inefficiency of their own government.

While U.S. troops individually did a good job as ambassadors of good will, they were

limited by being inadequately informed as to the U.S. role in and policy toward Iran. That policy

i
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was itself unclear. The old American tradition of anti-imperialism was manifest in our relations
with both the British and the Russians and regularly came into conflict with military expediency.10

.1

10T.A, V~ai Mottr. n,,"uLs. Arms' Ja wold war n. e Medite,,,a, Th,,g of o,,i,,o.- 7be Eer-ia
Corridor and Aid mn Russia (OCH Dept. of the Army, Washington, D.C. 2952).
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VII. THE U.S. OCCUPATION OF KOREA, 1945

With the surrender of Japan U.S. forces entered Korea on 8 September 1945, occupying
the sourthern half of the country. Korea was the only Pacific territory for which no occupation
planning or preparation had been done, nor had any personnel been trained for the job. The XXIV
Corps of the Tenth Army on Okinawa was designated as the occupation force. The Corps
Commander designated the CC of the Tenth Army's anti-aircraft command to be his deputy for
military government, a role for which he was totally unfitted. He was given a dozen other
professional officers but none had any MG experience. No civil affairs teams arrived until October
azid then they turned out to be men who had been trained for nine months for the Philippines
occupation and had received only a single one hour briefing on Korea.

The first important decision that had to be made was whether to continue the in-place
Japanese administration until the Koreans could set up a government of their own. Clearly, the
Koreans would have resisted this step to the U.S. adopted direct military government. The initial
stumbling efforts were further hampered by the supervision that the U.S. tactical units had over the
U.S. military administration. The Military Government was given little support and received no
policy guidance from the State Deparunent until January 1946.

The weakness in the American admiiistration was obvious to the Koreans who were
accustomed to st'ict Japanese rule, and they quickly saw room to maneuver on the political scene.
The U.S. was looking for some consensus to set up a new government but such a consensus did
not exist. The rapid coll~pse of Japanese rule left the country in a stare of near chaos. There was
no incentive to work, the inflation rate rose enormously, and youth groups turned into criminal
gangs.

Nevertheless, the American Military Government administrators made do as they went and
were blessedly free of the prior or existing disputes at higher levels of authority that dogged other
American MG and CA activities in the war. Accordingly, they were able to move rapidly and, on
the whole, successfully in stabilizing the state of the country.

American experience in Korea suggested that the following steps taken iis advance of the
occupation would contribute greatly to its success:

1. Preparation of unit tables of otganization related to the government struczture of the
country to be occupied,
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2. Selection of MG officers on the basis of their personality, belief in democratic

government, and personal integrity, as well as training and experience,
3. Thorough training on the area and its people,
4. Language training and a good number of good interpreters.
5. Provisions of adequate initial supply, especially vehicles, radios, telephones, and office

equipment,

6. A miLitary government chain of command paralleling that of the civilian government.11

I IC. J. Friedrich et al., American Exnerlences In Military Government in World War II. Rinehart & Co., New
York, 1948.

G. Henderson. Knres the PnIlides of the Vnrtex. Harvard University Press, Cambridge, 1968

I!
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INMTAL ORGANIZATION OF NMILIARY GOVERNMENT IN KOREA

C.G. XXIV CORPS

MIaiTARY GOVERNOR

CrVIL ADMINSTRATOR

SECRETrARIAT

Administraion Foreign Intelligence & Personnel
Affairs Affairs Information

Army Accounts Planning Property
Administration

(Liaison only)

BUREAUS

Mining & Agriculftiir Comma. Transportation

Industry Comnmerce

Finance Education Justice Public Safety

Provincial and municipal

MG Teams (attached
to tactical units)



VIII, THE BRITISH REOCCUPATION OF BURMA, 1944-45

Lord Mountbatten reported two relevant civil affairs problems that arose when British
forle began reconquering Burma. Despite the fact that the country had been a part of the Empire
since 1881, it was found that there was a shortage of militialy officers with Burmese language
capability and experience in Burmal. The available ones had to be allocated between the Military
Admninistration set up as British forces advanced and the incoming British colonial administration
that was eventually to take over responsibility.

I.A second issue was that of finding acceptable local Burmese. admninistrators. Those who
had remained in place and had served under the Japanese regime were now suspected by their

* fellow Burmans. At the same time experienced replacements were not available and the British
waie generally compelled by this circumstanect to keep all but the most flagrant collaborators on the
job. 12

12Vice Adm1iral thei Earl Mountbatten of Burma. Report to the Combined Chiefs of Staff hX the Supreme Allied
Ciimmandrer. Souiihearti Asia- 1943.1-045. (HMSO, London, 195 1).
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IX. THE BRITISH OCCUPATION OF SAIGON, 1945

With the collapse of Japan the independence movement in French Indo China seized Saigon
and declared their independence. In the absence of any French forces, a small force of British
Indian amoops wu sent to disarm the Japanese forces in Saigon and to arrange the surrender of
Japanese forces throughout the country. However, the British commander, General Gracey, was
given no clear mission in light of the very confused situation. The newly elected British Labor
Government was not anxious to restore. French colonial rule but "was bound by previous
cornmitments to the Free French.

Even in a less volatile situation the British force dispatched was far too small to accomplish
much. Initially consisting of a single Gurkha battalion, it eventually grew over several months to a
full division. However, from the outset Gracey was compelled to employ Japanese troops to assist
in attempting to restore order, since the- Vietminh attacked both French civilians and the British
troops. Use ,f the Japanese incurred a heavy poliical penalty and added to the rapidly growing
hostility of the British public to the British involvement in a hopeless situation. Gracey added fuel
to the problem by overstepping his authority in publicly stating that the isbue of the future form of
government-was exclusively a French responsibility.

The episode was an example of the dangers inherent in introducing too small a force with
an uncertain objective into a turbulent political situation in a Third World city, The British force,
instead of being an arbiter and police presence, became involved in the fighting and was never able
to extricate itself.

When within three days of Gracey's arrival attacks on Europeans by the Annamites had
begun, he ordered the Japanese commander (whose force was far larler than Gracey's) to take
steps to restore law and order. Gracey stopped the publication of Saigon newspapers, all of which
had been stirring up trouble by inciting the populace; he ordered the puppet president of the newly
proclaimed republic to stop requisitioning buildings and to return some cf those already seized; he
demanded a list of the Annamite Armed Police units and other forces of the Vietminh with their
present locations and ordered them to remain where they were. He also issued a proclamation
forbidding demonstrations, processions and public meetings, prohibited the carrying of arms,
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including sticks and stoncs, warned that wrongdoers would be summarily shot, and extended the

curfew the Japanese had attempted to impose.13

13 United Kingdom History of the Second World War. Major General S.W. Kirby, The 3y.r gailapin, Volume
V.-The Surrender nf 12pnn. (HIMSO, Iondon, 1969)
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X. THE KOREAN WAR, 1950-53

A year after tie last of the U.S. occupation forces left Korea in 1949, the North Korean
invasion was launched, leading to the three year Korean War. Maximum American military
stength reached 440,000 while the presence of military contingents from fifteen other countries
complicated the Civil Affairs function. The capital at Seoul was lost to the Invaders twice and
twice retaken while Pyangyang was token and lost by the UN forces. Most major cities changed
hands and were extensively damaged.

The most critical civil affairs problems arose during the first year so it is on that period that
these comments concentrate.

A. MILITARY ASPECTS OF THE PROBLEM

In Korea, as elsewhere, the primary objective of civil affairs was the support of military
operations. This objective included both the prevention of conditions that would prejudice military
operations as well as constructive efforts to obtain maximum utilization of indigenous resources.

Thus, the first civil affairs efforts were In the fields of public health, welfare, and
sanitation, for the purpose of preventing disease, starvation, and unrest. In the winter of 1950-51
the movement of several million refugees threatened interference with the use of vital
communication lines. Later still, removal of civilians from combat areas and their subsequent care
and disposition were deemed necessary, not only for humanitarian reasons, but as a security
measure as well.

Suppression of guerilla activity which threatened the security of both troops and
communications required effective liaison with indigenous police, and at times the assignment of
military units for this purpose.

The restoration of public utility, transportation, arid communication facilities needed for
essential military and civilian purposes was an important civil affairs requirement in Korea. The
recruitment of Korean laborers to assist tactical and service troops involved the Army directly in the
management of large numbers of the indigenous civilian population.

The Republic of Korea military forces were a significant component of the United Nations
forces, and constituted the principal instrument for the security of South Korea when and if other
United Nations forces were to be withdrawn. Supplies of food and clothing for these forces had to
be provided either from the Korean economy or from foreign sources. All efforts to support the
Korean economy, therefore, had an indirect bearing upon the military situation.
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B. ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF THE PROBLEM

Civil affairs in Korea were closely bound up with the economic conditions of the country.
Although Korea was an underdeveloped and recently liberated nation its economic problems were
of the same kind as those which beset any nation at war. to mobilize all resources in support of the
military effort and the civilian economy, and to supplement them by imports when necessary.

In this task the Republic of Korea faced three major hardships: a serious inflation, so that
scarce commodities tended to flow only to these who had wealth or Influence; severe shortages of
raw materials and essential services, curtailing the production of items needed for essential military
and civilian purposes; and a limited supply of foreign exchange. The Korean government thus
confronted problems of over-all economic management, the solution of which would involve such
measures as wage price controls, rationing, restrictions on the importation of foreign commodities,
and measures to restore and increase production.

As a result of over 40 years of Japanese colonial rule the Koreans did not possess the
administrative skills required by the emergency. The government had not yet been organized to
manage a wartime economy efficiently, its personnel having been demoralized and, to some extent,
corrupted bythe wide disparity between fixed official salaries and highly inflated living costs.

This was one of the major reasons why the Korean Government was not able to control
inflation, distribute commodities equitably, direct scarce resources to the most essential uses, make
the best use of the aid provided by the UN, or use its foreign exchange for only the most essential
imports. Under these circumstances optimum results from UN economic aid could only be
obtained if the definciencies in the Korean government's ability to manage its economy were
compensated by appropriate measures.

C. OBSTACLES TO EFFICIENT OPERATIONS

The decision to treat the ROK government as sovereign, and to introduce UN agencies to
the maximum extent possible imposed severe. limitations on the civil affairs effort. It made difficult
an integrated approach due to the number of agencies involved and their vague spheres of
jurisdiction. It led to friction with ROK authorities who considered even an advisory relationship
an infringement of their sovereignty. It enabled the indigenous governnment to "play" off the
various agencies against each other. It handicapped the policy of obtaining maximum contribution
to military operations and to rehabilitation of the indigenous economy due to the low level of
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technical competence and corruption of-the Korean administration. These problems were

compounded by the absence of both a comprehensive civil affairs directive from the CA as well as

of a formal instrument definign the scope of civil affairs functions and the Army's role in their

execution.

D. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CIVIL AFFAIRS POLICIES

If the determination o0 ,vwhether the stated objectives were in fact attained represents the

most basic test for policy, then the U.S. civil affairs effort in Korea can be judged a qualified

success. Epidemics were prevented; no significant unrest on the part of the civilian population

occurred. It must be emphasized, however, that the prevention of disease and unrest represented a

minimum objective and essentially a negative one. Large scale riots or epidemics would have

conclusively proven the complete failure of civil affairs policies; their absence did not, however,

indicate more than a minimum effectiviness. After the first year it was still uncertain whether the

existing policies represented the most efficient utilization of resources for civil affairs and whether

the instruments selected contributed to the most effective operational pattern.

E. METHODS OF CA/MG OPERATION

Three methods exist for the operation and execution of CA/MO programs: (a) by U.S.

military personnel or under the direct supervison of U.S. personnel; (b) by the indigenous

government under U.S. direction; or (c) by the indigenous government with outside advice, but

not direction. The first two alternatives involve a de facto surrender of sovereignty on the part of

the indigenous government, and all three possibilities require a definition of the respective

functions of U.S., UN (where applicable), and indigenous authorities.

The civil affairs effort in Korea utilized all three methods. First, the U.S. Army directed

the operation of all transportation into and within Korea and procured sapplies for its relief

programs. In addition, throughout the campaign, the UN commander reserved the right of taking

whatever action "military necessity" dictated, formally recognized in the directive from the UN of 6

July 1950. The determination of the nature of "military necessity" was left to the discretion of

CINCUNC. Second, the doctrine of "military necessity" was also invoked by tactical commanders

in assuming directive powers over civil affairs functions from corps areas forward. The

evacuation of refugees, the distribution of relief supplies, and various security measures were

carried out by ROK authorities, wherever possible, but at the direction of the tactical commander.
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Finally, the ROK authorities were responsible for the distribution of relief supplies and other
measures to prevent disease and unrest, subject only to the "advice and assistance" of U.S. or UN
agencies, particularly the United Nations Civil Assistance Cdmmand Korea (UNCACK), the

Korean Military Advisory Group (KMAG), and UNKRA. In practice the distinction between
direction and advice proved very tenuous.

The complex Army organizational pattern had undersirable consequences, putting a

premium on attempts by ROK officials to bypass the chief operating agency. ROK officials
frequently did not know with whom to deal in the civil affairs structure. Thus when the Deputy

Commander of EUSAK returned to the U.S., reportedly with no prospect of replacement, genuine
confusion regarding liaison existed at the very top level of the ROK administration.

The Army's complex civil affairs organization even made it difficult for the commander to
obtain advice regarding the political implication of his actions. There existed in Korea no single
staff section charged with surveying the whole field Qf civil affairs and possessing the authority to
integrate all the various civil affairs activities. 14

14C.D. Stolzenbach and If.A. KIssinger, Civil Affaira in KSreL 195011. ORO, Washington, D.C. May 1952.
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F. A SUMMARY OF KOREAN EXPERIENCE

1. The nature of the problem was clearly understood. The first handicap under which CA

in Korea was conducted was the failure fully to appreciate the nature of the problem:" the need to

provide civilian relief for military as much as for humanitarian reuons.

2. The scope of the need was not clearly visualized. The second handicap was that in

establishing machinery to fulfill the responsibility involved it wu literally a cue of "too little too

late." It was not until four months after the U.S. forces were committed that CINCFE (McArthur)

directed the Army in Korea to assume "complete and overall responsibility for many CA functions

necessary for the attainment of the military objectives of the UN Command." The Army

Commander was directed to use the resources of the U.S. civilian agency, the Economic

Cooperation Agency, as much as possible.
3. Authority widely differed. Counting U.S. and UN agencies, civilian and military,

there were dozens of organizations involved in CA. While ultimate responsibility rested on the

conunanding generals, it became very difficult for them to know what the overall picture was.

4. Frequent changes in organization. The unwieldy stucture of CA affairs was constantly

being changd fwm the top down.
Overall, it was felt the major needs in this sort of situation included the following points:

1. Detailed intelligence of the political, economic, social, psychological, and military

aspects of an areas where operations may be conducted must be gathered in advance and used in

planning.
2. It is not sufficient to undertake CA planning and organization after troops have been

committed.
3. To be effective a CA operation must have a focal point for the resolution of political-

military questions at every echelon of command.
4. Frequent and piecemeal changes in organizational patterns should be avoided.

5. For policy guidance to be effective staff coordination through all echelons is

essential. 15

15Daughtery and Andrews, A r,(vlew ofUrI. Hiatnricsl x.nedinca with Civil Affairs.
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XI. THE INTERVENTION IN LEBANON, 1958

In July 1958, the Western-oriented Lebanese Government, facing an insurgency believed
to be Communist inspired and supported, requested the U.S. provide troops to ussst in putting
down the insurgency. The Lebanese Government had appealed to tho U.S. on several occasions
for military assistance awl possible direct intervention in their internal problems. They sited the
Eisenhower Doctrine as the basis for their request and stated that Lebanon's territorial intefity and
national independence were threatened by foreign forces.

Beginning 15 July four USMC battalion landing teams which had been exercising in the
eastern Mediterranean began landing in Amman, Jordan. A U.S. Army brigade from Germany
was also deployed but did not arrive untl late August.

Although the Lebanese insurgents bitterly denounced the landing of the U.S. forces as an
act of aggression, the military operation proceeded peaceably and without physical resistance.
When the commander of the Lebanese Army objected to the landing of U.S. Marines, a
compromise was reached and U.S. forces were deployed to secure and remain in the port area of
Beirut, a zone around the Beirut International Airport, and along a communications corridor
between these pQlnts.

The overall mission of U.S. forces in Lebanon was to safeguard the lives and property of
Americans, prevent the overthrow of the Lebanese Government, protect its members, and provide
a stablizing influence in the country.

Relations with the Lebanese people were generally good despite the evident tensio which
existed in the crisis atmosphere that -overed the country. A million leaflets were dropped by the
U.S. Air Force throughout Lebanon to explain the U.S. presence. Cooperation between U.S. and
Lebanese forces which acted as a buffer between American forces and the insurgents, was evident
when within a few days after the landing, combined patrols were initiated in Beirut. Later, U.S.
forces conducted a series of field exercises in which Lebanese military observers participated for
training purposes. While these activities were not officially labeled as civil affairs activities, many
actions taken do lend themselves to current civil affairs definitions. The actions of the Lebanese
military as a buffer between U.S. forces and the people of Lebanon, served as a means of limiting
the civil affairs problems of the command. It is not clear whether this condition was planned for or
was merely a fortuitous accident of circumstances.

There were some problems for the forces ashore involving unloading of ships,
warehousing, and medical facilities. In finding satisfactory solutions the civil affairs officers often
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found they were consulted only after the military forces. were unable to solve these problems on

their own initiative. When the forces found they did not know whom to contact or got bogged

down in Lebanese channels with which they were unfamiliar, they hunted for some way out of
their difficulties, and having discovered the CA officers, only then took their pmoblemato therM.

Given the odd circumstances of the introduction of U.S. forces, civil affairs did not

become a major preoccupation. The several military civil affairs officers worked closely with U.S.

Embassy personnel who were fully familiar with the local scene and who carried the burden of

responsibility. As such the Lebanon operation was not a real test of civil affairs/military

government capabilities, one involving much broader contact between the U.S. military and local

populace. That would have required more specific policy guidance, staff augmentation and trained

CA units.

The several command reports on the operation suggest the following "lessons learned":

1. The need to get a broad Statua.of-Forces agreement immediaely.

2. Quickly establish a CA committee representing military command, the local authorities,
and the U.S. Embassy.

3. Establish an American Embassy liaison office.

4. Estabtish a well defined position on claims for damages, etc., and a capability to handle

the problem.
5. Try to provide enough guidance to enable the military commander and the Ambassador

to make preparations in advance.

Official reports indicate the Lebanon operation was efficiently conducwd and generally

regarded as a successful show of military force to accomplish a political objective. U.S. forces

sustained only one casualty during the operation and were withdrawn in October 1958. The

presence of U.S. troops was generally regarded as having had a positive influence on the course of

events; troop conduct was exemplary, and the mutual cooperation of both military and political
officers gave evidence of U.S abilities to play a difficult role in a complex case of

counterinsurgency.
This insurgency produced civil affairs problems for the Government of Lebanon. Among

them were: paralysis of production in the agricultural and industrial sectors of the economy;

setback of tourism; destruction and damage to communications facilities and other public property;

large numbers of casualties to civilians; and equally large numbers of displaced persons and

refugees, all requiring food and medical assistance due to insurgent/government force battles. The
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U.S. provided assistance in the solution of these problems, both advisory and substantive, by the
employnment of foreign service officers assigned to the U.S. Embassy.1 6

,4

¾

16 U.S. Army Combat Dsvelopnv.nt.s Command Mix of Civil Aftmr2. Active and,.Jkiesry,. May 1972.

M. Dyer and A. Hautrath, iJyj]J Al La,=n aannn Opm.don (15 Tulv . 25 Ocmber 19Q11. OR.O-TP-23,
Bethesda, MD, Feb 1961.1 Scmt.
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XII. THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC, 1965

The collapw of the Domican government on 24 April 1965 and the outbreak of widespread

disorder led to fears in Washington of another Cuba. The 82nd Airborne Division and three
USMC battalion landing teams were deployed, for a final total of some 25,000 men, The force
was very soon wrapped into an Inter-American Peace Force which remained in Santo Domingo

(then some 600,000 in size) until free elections had been held and a government constituted by
September 1966. Only the capital city was occupied, with a few US Special Forces teams
deployed to the north coast and along the Haitian border.

"Civil affairs personnel were not introduced into the operational area until after introduction

of combat and combat support troops. This resulted in a lack of specialized intelligence essential to
effective civil affairs operations. When civil affairs elements were called forward into the Domican
Republic, the absence of early civil affairs reconnaissance in the area resulted in the introduction of

unnecessary civil affairs teams and the omission of required elements.
There was no workable civil affairs plan in existence for the operation. Civil relief supplies

were unde'estin'iated and when introduced into the area, were transported at the expense of
previously plani¶ed logistics. The few civil affairs personnel present in the Domican Republic were
relegated to low-level civil action projects and distribution of food supplies. Coordination of
activities was accomplished on the spot by the units involved in food distribution activities, Prior
planning had not taken place for coordination or cooperation between the military and civilian
agencies and units working in the same functional areas. The result was duplication of effort,
waste of already inadequate civil relief supplies, failure to cover the entire population in need, and
confusion.

As U.S. troops moved into Santo Dornigo, they began at once a Civil Affairs program both
in the city and the surrounding countryside. Streeting fighting, the air raids, and rioting had
caused damage to the city that had no electric power or water in most areas, while garbage and
debris filled the streets. The people were hungry and needed medical attention. The 82nd
Airborne Division medics began providing medical care and the distribution of rice and dry milk
brought by airlift from the U.S. was started. The troops also helped restore power to the city.

The Army issued rules for "controlling" p.rsonnel in the corridor, permitting access by
unarmed persons at designated checkpoints controlled by U.S. troops. Thus an unarmed person
could enter the corridor to obtain food, water, or raedical assistance. The Division Civil Affairs
section established a program of food and medical supply, which supplied over 15,000 tons of
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food and 15,000 pounds of clothing to the Dominicans, In addition, Division wives sent over

2000 pounds of used clothing.

Distribution of food to needy Dominicans was a difficult task. At first relief agencies
distributed food stored in Santo Domingo by AiM and CARE but in mid-May naval .ships began
bringing in food from the United States. Relief agencies established distribution points throughout
the cleared areas of the city, each point caring for as many as 4000 people daily. Hungry crowds

sometimes threatened to get out of control, but generally distribution proceeded smoothly.
Individual troops sharing rations were the best ambassadors. Some problems were created

by lack of proper cultural training for U.S. troops (particularly attitudes toward and pursuit of

Dominican women). Part of the Dominican resentment amse too from the nature of the duties of

the American soldiers which included breaking up demonstrations, forcing teenagers to collect
garbage.

While most work of the 82nd was done in the city, doctors and medical teams were sent

upcountry. Mobile medical centers treated 350 people in the first four days of operation. Division
doctors were to treat 58,000 Dominicans for all causes, from serious to minor. Engineers of the
Division cleared mines and later established water supply points in outlying towns and trucked

water into Santo Domingo to alleviate the water shortage. They also made daily trash runs,

asisting in restoring sanitation to the city.

The U.S. commander stressed in his final report that the operation had been characterized

by diversity and the oddity of the tasks performed by the military. Pure military operations

dominated activities for a relatively short period. The military aspects were quickly "woven into a

mesh of almost Oriental Iiitrigue." The U.S. bias against the rebels changed to a more even handed

approach.
General Palmer categorized the civil affairs aspects of the operation in three phases.
A. Phase I preceded deployment and involved an attempt (very feeble) to estimate civil

affairs needs and to determine the nature of whatever government existed.
B. Phase II began on D Day. This involved determination of the capabilities of the various'

U.S. agencies in order to develop courses of action--the "loyalist" government; the U.S. Embassy

(for information concerning the economy and the assistance that was to be administered.); Public
Health agencies; the Peace Corps; the Dominican Red Cross (to determine the requirements, if any

for medical CA projects); public works and utilities (to see where the engineer resources of the

82nd might be needed); the MAAG (to determine the CA capabilities, if any, of the loyalists);
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USIS (to learn the status of public information facilities). Contacts were also made with the
Missionary Board and the local clergy.

C. Phase IMl began on D+3 and involved a continuing series of activities.

I. Daily food distribution, requiring multiple distribution points.

2. Establishment of medical facilities.
3. Restoration of electric power

4. Provision of potable water

5. Reduction of sanitation hazards
6. Assumnption of engineer civic action projects for road improvement and drainage.
7. Exhortation of civilians to return to their normal activities, banks and merchants to

reopen. Commercial transactions were limited by a shortage of currency.
8. Encouragement of a resumption of educational activities. A special youth center for

650 children was set up.

9. Institution of a series of band concerts.
10. On the arrival of the CA detachment, they undertook to procure real estate for use of the

U.S. forces.and a labor force to support it, and did a quick survey of the CA functional areas
needed to support the tactical mission.

General Pabre also suggested several other points to remember:

1. Particular care is needed at checkpoints for population control. Lanugage-capable MWs
were needed. Metal detectors are needed to check females for concealed weapons.

2. Bull horns are needed for crowd communication.

3. Athletic equipment is useful in engaging young people.
4. Candy should be available for distribution by the troops to the populace.
5. Joint patrols of U.S. military and local police were useful as a means of gradually

preparing the local police to resume responsibility for order.
6. Keeping road and other signs posted was a full time job.
7. If gasoline is not made available to civilian gas stations, trucks cannot get out to the

hinterland to bring food into the city.

8. We should hire local truckers to haul relief supplies whenever possible, instead of
using U.S. military vehicles. There is less chance of their being attacked and money is pim,ned
into the economy.
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9. Information is required very early on private relief organizations and coordination

established with them. Palmer recommended that these organizations be encouraged to assume full
responsibility for relief operations with continual support from the military.

10. Engineering data are needed on the construction of key buildings in the city.

A. SPECIAL OPERATIONS AND PSYOPS

Special Forces went upcountry in helicopters for intelligence purposes and listening posts
were established on the North Coast and the Haitian frontier to watch for any sort of Cuban

supplies being infiltrated. The CIA sent about 50 officers to set up outposts in rural areas for
reporting on popular support for the rebels. Reports were radioed directly to the United States.

The Army Special Forces units not only established a U.S. presence outside the capital, but

they surveyed economic needs, reported on local political conditions, developed working

relationships with local police and military units, and prevented defections to the rebels. They

were also used in psychological warfare operations.
In the program the United States employed the Voice of America, locally generated radio

broadcasts, truck arid ground emplaced loudspeakers, and air dropped and truck distributed leaflets
to carry its message. The purpose was primarily to explain the presence of U.S. forces and their

intended role.

The USIA, under the policy guidance of the State Department, had overall responsibility

for psywar, and teams from the 1st Psywar Battalion at the Special Warfare Center, Fort Bragg,
were deployed early in the aizft.f Units from this battalion conducted leaflet, loudspeaker, and

radio psychological operations. Psywar teams with specially equipped helicopters carrying
loudspeakers, flew over Santo Domingo on 2 May, broadcasting President Johnson's explanation

of U.S. policy.
Army personnel from the 1st Psywar Company (loudspeakers and leaflet) included experts

in radio station and mobile broadcasting, printing, and the Spanish language. Radio teams from

this company and Voice of America personnel rehabilitated a 1000 watt transmitter for relay of
VOA broadcasts to the Dominican Republic from Greenville, North Carolina. On 5 May an

American mobile 5000 watt broadcasting station became operational and later two mobile army

transmitters and fixed broadcasting station augmented this unit. Psywar teams mounted
loudspeakers along the east bank of the Ozama River and used loudspeaker trucks that attracted
large crowds. Psywar teams completed 600 hours of loudspeaker operation and 900 hours of

locally produced radio broadcasts.
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Prodvction of propaganda leaflets by copying machines began even before the awiv:.P of
portable presses. After the mobile printing equipment arrived, trucks distxibuted printed material,
with tIz information leaflets becoming sought after items selling locally for a nickel a piece. O'ver
25 mflIon propaganda items were disbibuted.

On 30 April the Special Air Warfare Center at TAC sent-two C-47 aircraft for psywar
operations. Shortly after four C-123s and two V-20& and a small photographic lab had also been
senLt The two C-47s begain by 3 May operations over Santo Domingo, dropping leaflets and
broadcasting messages using 400 watt aircraft mounted speakers. The speakers, however,
required the C-47s to fly no higher than 1500 feet, thus putting them at risk from ground small
arms fire. USIA personnel insisted that entire speeches t -.. ̀broadcast, increasing the length of time
the planes were at risk. This problem was solved by broadcasting only key excerpts of speeches.

Allied to the psywar program was a communications jamming effort to counter rebel radio
propaganda, the rebels having occupied tbh xovernmený adio station. U.S. 'sans attempted to jam
the station using electronic interference equipment located on ships, aircraft and at ground
installations. The effect was largely unsuccessful because of the lack of suitable interference
equipment, the high power of the rebel transmitters, and the rebel capability of varying broadcast
frequencies over a wide band. The United States cancelled the program late in May. 17

-- 14erben 0 Shoonmaker, U States Militar Poxes in the Dominican RenubIli Crii kf 1ef . Univ. of
Georsia, PN.D. Diss.taion, 1977.

Conmander U.S. Forces Dominican Republic, L .-. Stabilitv Oneragam %omintcan Re,.ablleh~.Par.t
September 1965.
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XIII. ISRAELI OCCUPATION OF ARAB TERRITORY AFTER JUNE 1967

In the afwcmath of the Six Day War, the Tsraelis began an occupation of pieces of Egyptian,
Sylian and Jordanian territory that was to continue in part to the present. The areas involved
comprised 70,000 square miles with a population (.f one million, and no cities of any size.

The territories were dividtd into four adchn-n, - -ative district, under a milir•ay commander.
The Regional Commander's staff and HQ wera st•utred to answer the special needs of a
commaind that was active in aL polih.-l and civil mattert. Staff officers in the Regional Commands
represented various Israeli Government ministries and each worked in !ds own sphere within the
framework of the region. Two braA.ches functioned in conjunction with staff officers, the
aconomic branch that cenuaized the acti'dties of the economic ministries Pwd the administrative and
services brvaches that coordinated stw:! various rervicos a health, education, posts, etc. There
was also a legal advisor to the Regional Comrand.

To enable the kegional Commands to concentrate their efforts on.the civil aspects of'
administa i,• 4. wparatn authoities were set up to cope with security.

The- practical condutt ot civil and secluity affairs was carried out by the District
Command% whose staff inchlded a niltary and a civil arm. The military arm was charged with
maintenance of order and secutry and military fornes were at its disposal to fulfill its objective.
This is where active cooperation took pJce among various security agencies.

The civil arm was involved in administration, licensing, etc. It also coordinated the
operations of civil and cconomic progauns in the teTitory.

F rom the first day of military rule the policy followed was one of normalization, to permit
the texntories to live uninterruptedly ac they had before June 1967. The active expression of this
policy was found in three spheres: non-presence; non-intervention; open bridges.

All conspicuous demoustrztions of the presence of the Israeli government, the building3 of
the regime, the Israeli flag, reconnaissance, signs of the military command could have created
friction and conflict between administration and populace. The policy that was decided on was
unequivocal. Whenever possible one had to be invisible. The less one seems or feels.a foreign
government and militry presence, the easier it is to bear.

The sphere of economic and administrative activity was entusted to Arab hands, the Israeli
government remaining aloof and IL-niting itself almost entirely to deciding the budget for the
different needs. The guiding principle was that the locals should govern themselves with their own
pecple. Except for those spheres in which there might be a decisive influence upon Israelis (such
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as sanitation or economic activity that could be of direct harm), the government apparatus would

not interfere with what was done and would not try to force development upon the population

against its wishes.
The informal contact between Israeli authorities and the locals naturally aroused a desire to

imitate, to develop and to progress. If the initiative came from the local side, only then did the

Israelis do everything to extend help. The tangible expression of this situation was seen in the
small number of Israeli personnel that managed civil and economic matters in the teritories.

The next sphere, open bridge, wa to allow complete freedom of movement by the locals in

and out of their own territory to the other Arab states. The first step was renewal of commercial
activity, the second the movement of people.18

- .G

1 -immli MInisur of Dtmie, Coorlinawo o' Qovenmmt Operadons in the Adminstered Teritore: Four Years of
Military Adminiszaiton, 1967.1971. (No place, no dat).
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IXV. CIVIL AFFAIRS ASPECTS OF THE ISRAELI INVASION OF LEBANON,
JUNE 1982

On 6 June 1982, the Israeli Defense Forces entered southern Lebanon and within five days
had occupied almost half the country. When it became apparent that an invasion seemed imminent,
towns in Southern Lebanon began to empty as thousands of civilians began moving north to Beirut
or east to the Bekaa Valley. In an effort to reduce non-combatant casualties, the Israelis
compounded the refugee problem by dropping leaflets on the cities and towns, urging citizens to
flee. Rareiy were refugees given adequate time to get clear of the danger area before bombing and
shelling began, nor was there any provision made to k.ndle the refugees once they had attempted
to flee. In Tyre, for example, the inhabitants were instructed to go to the beaches to avoid the
bombing, and over 40,000 fled there where they waited two days without food, water, or shelter.
Many civilians died as a result of inadequate planning for their care beyond the immediate warning
of impending danger.

As areas were secured by the combat forces, Military Government personnel arrived to
become Civilian Administrators. The two main towns of South Lebanon had both suffered
damage, Sidon tb 10 percent extent, Tyre to 30 percent. The initial action of the military
government was to issue identification cards to the residents as a mechanism to flush out PLO
members who had merged into the civil population.

The military government forces do not appear to have been prepared to assist in
humanitarian endeavors, there being no preparations, for example, to remove bodies from the
towns. The health problem was magnified by the Israeli arrest of medical personnel who had been
providing medical care to the PLO. Most hospitals had been damaged or destroyed by shelling a=d
bombing. Israeli engineers did reestablish water in the towns although this was primarily through
a supply point system. Other problems in the sanitation area arose, resulting from damaged sewer
systems, uncollected garbage, and large numbers of rats. A number of typhoid cases were
reported.

The closing of banks and destruction of some led to a severe problem for the civilian

populace. The Bank of Lebanon was unaccountably closed for several weeks throughout the
Israeli controlled area and people had to rely upon only the funds in their immediate possession.
Around 16 June the military government provided mobile units of Israeli banks, intended primarily
for the benefit of Israeli military personnel but also offering exchange services for local merchants
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doing business in Israeli currency. Due to shortages and the lack of available currency, prices rose
and a black market was soon in operation.

Despite the existence of a Military Government Division in the Operations Branch of the

Israeli General staff and the early appearance of Civilian Administrators, it does not appear that the
Israeli forces were prepared to deal with the non-combatant situation it encountered and created.

Part of the problem lay in the direct chain of command from the Operations Branch to the Military
Governors in the field which apparently allowed the Governors to have operated independently of
the IDI combat forces rather than in a combat support role. With the exception of the military
government teams there is no indication that there were any IDF units specially trained to deal with
the problems of non-combatants. The single approach used most commonly was to attempt to

evacuate the area, but no provision existed for handling the population displaced as a result of this
approach.

Responsibility for civilian personnel in a combat area ultimately rests with the combat

commander, but he is obviously one indirectly and secondarily concerned with the problem. The

concern should be specifically delegated to a subordinate commander who has the sole mission of
civilian management. Because of the lack of a central control for handling refugees in Lebanon,
non-combaznts.were denied food, water, and shelter while troops sought PLO members hiding

among the refugees. Also voluntary relief organizations waiting to provide assistance found their
efforts hampered by the absence of a central authority. 19

ei

9Colofnel P. 1. Orelli, Civiu Affairs Requimnwnts Evident in the Israeli Invasion of Lebanon. US Army War
College, 9 May 1983.
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